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Chapter 1141 - Mighty and terrible Lu Yang 

  

Lu Yang said, “How are the players?” 

 

Liang Yun said, “I’m in charge of the interior, bringing together half a million people, ready to respond to 

the rebellion in any place.” 

 

“I’m in charge of the Indian area,” said Karp. “It’s 500,000 people. It’s no problem whether it’s war or 

counter-insurgency.” 

 

Li Wenxing said: “I am in charge of the South Korean region. I have gathered 500,000 people and can 

participate in the war at any time.” 

 

Xia Yuwei said, “I’m in charge of the Nine-Star Alliance. I have gathered 500,000 people and can join the 

battle at any time.” 

 

“Very good, I will leave it to you internally. Whoever has a problem there will immediately resolve it. If 

there is a problem, immediately notify Tu Feng and let him dispatch Hei Yan or other legions to support 

it. We did not defend much in this war. Problem, the only thing to pay attention to is internal. “ 

 

“Yes.” The crowd nodded in reply. 

 

Lu Yang called Zhuoju and asked, “What’s the situation with you?” 

 



Zhuo Jiu said: “Half a million people have been gathered, but Liu Jie has not been attacked by us. My 

agent has been installed in their main city, but Liu Jie has not moved. The main force is still at war with 

Saudi Arabia and other countries. . “ 

 

Tu Feng said, “So is the news on my side.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Okay, stay alert.” 

 

He closed the intercom and said to White Lion, Zhou Tianming and Tian Yao: “You three gather 600,000 

people each, let’s go out of town.” 

 

“Do you fight against the enemy?” Zhou Tianming asked eagerly. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and shook his head and said, “Teach you a new game today to ensure you haven’t seen it 

before.” 

 

Everyone was interested. 

 

Lu Yang said to Jiang Ze: “Shoucheng will be handed over to you and Xia Yuwei and half-loving half-life. 

The three of you must communicate in a timely manner. If you cannot solve the problem, please call me 

immediately, and absolutely no problems should occur. . “ 

 

Jiang Ze said: “Rest assured, the three of us have been working together for two years, and this tacit 

understanding still exists.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I believe in you.” 

 

Compared with loyalty, Lu Yang couldn’t find a more loyal brother than Jiang Ze, bitter love half-life and 

Xia Yuwei. The Iron Blood Brothers League had 20 shares in the Jiang Ze family. Lu Yang can say with 

certainty that if it wasn’t for him that he had Lan Yu, Xia Yuwei would definitely fall in love with him. It 

was because of Lan Yu that Xia Yuwei didn’t move this mind, and Lu Yang didn’t move this mind either. 

 



These three are absolutely loyal, as are the three males of Bai ’s family. When it comes to offensive 

battles, Lu Yang ’s team is suitable for frontal attack. Only the white males, Zhou Tianming and Tianyao, 

Lu Yang can only take three of them. Fight. 

 

Soon, 1.8 million people came out of the Tibetan barracks, and Lu Yang led them out of the city, 

stopping at the foot of a mountain half an hour away from the tiger mouth fortress. 

 

Lu Yang pointed at the plain in front of him and said, “Build a fortification here. The shooter goes to the 

front to put traps, and the fire mage arbitrarily puts them in groups of four.” 

 

Zhou Tianming asked curiously: “Boss, why do you want to play like this, how good is the defense in the 

city, and the Lightning Tower help.” 

 

The lightning tower and the catapult have the same attack distance. Therefore, Lu Yang is not too afraid 

of the catapult when defending the city. 

 

Lu Yang said: “We have a lot of people. There are too many people than each other. You said, I’m 

stationed now. Who should the enemy fight?” 

 

Zhou Tianming said: “Beat us, we don’t even have a defensive position around us.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “If they hit us, when the two sides were fighting, the Tigers Fortress rushed out 

of hundreds of thousands of players and came in from the rear or flanked. What would be the result?” 

 

Zhou Tianming thought for a while and said, “With our strength, these 1.8 million people are enough for 

the opponent to play at full strength. Even if there are hundreds of thousands of defenders in the rear, 

both wings cannot take care of everything, and not far behind us is The necropolis can be resurrected to 

participate in the war, and the enemy really treats us. “ 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “That’s right, no matter how they want to fight in one step, my horns are 

enough to make him suffer.” 

 



When the two brothers Zhou Tianming, Bai Shixiong and Tian Yao repeatedly deduced several times, 

when they found out that there was really no way to crack the game, six people smiled. 

 

“Hey, now wait for the enemy to come and let him see our strength.” White Lion said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “It’s so boring to wait for them so you stay here, and I’ll take the Forbidden Mage to harass 

them along the way.” 

 

It takes more than 5 hours for the heavy boulder to move here with players pushing and accelerating 

the reels. 

 

Now they have only walked for more than 2 hours. Lu Yang has two hours left for sneak attacks. He sent 

a message to Han Fei and said, “Build a sentry tower and I will fly over.” 

 

“Yes.” Han Fei has been using the space stealth method to bring more than 1,000 space-time thieves 

lurking in the mountains on both sides of the trebuchet team, but unfortunately there are heavy 

defenses within 500 meters around the trebuchet. 

 

The sentry tower was completed in 5 minutes, and the light flashed. Lu Yang appeared with 100 

forbidden spell mages. Fortunately, it was inside the mountain and did not attract the attention of the 

marching people below. 

 

Han Fei said to Lu Yang: “The enemy’s catapult is in front, but I have no chance to start.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Look at me, all forbidden wizards throw a one-time forbidden spell, and 

immediately use it to retreat to the city roll.” 

 

“Yes.” The forbidden mage immediately prepared, and each found its aim. 

 

Among the marching teams, the well-known Turkish Paladin skates of Kerem and Daniel and the eternal 

100 Paladins of Italy were responsible for defending the trebuchet. 

 



“Damn, why is this thing moving so slowly.” Ice Skate was impatient as he walked. 

 

“Hey, who made this thing more powerful, it only takes 50 attacks to hit the wall. If you replace it with a 

player, you won’t be able to hit a fragment of the wall for a day.” Eternal said. 

 

“I really want to go to the tiger’s mouth earlier and strangle the gang of Huaxia old people.” Bingdao 

angrily. 

 

“Wait till the end of the city is their death.” Eternal said. 

 

Lu Yang stood in the forest not far away. Their words, Lu Yang heard clearly, sneered, and stood up and 

said, “I’m afraid you can’t see that day, and forbid the curse and attack.” 

 

“Meteor Fire Rain” 

 

“Icy Roar” 

 

“Space-Time Cutting” 

 

… 

 

Pieces of secondary forbidden spells fell on eternal and ice skaters, and on the trebuchets they 

protected. 

 

“Damn it, Lu Yang.” 

 

“Catch him, kill him.” 

 

… 

 



Eternity and Ice Skate turned on invincible at the same time, ordering their men to rush towards the 

landing sun, and they guarded around the slinger. A large number of Paladins raised their shields and 

blocked the top of the slinger. Obviously there was an emergency plan. 

 

Lu Yang threw the meteor drop, and originally wanted to withdraw. Seeing this, he sneered on his face. 

 

“The Ninth Hell” 

 

With Lu Yang as the center, it was surrounded by flames within 5000 yards. 

 

“Summon Flying Carpet” 

 

Lu Yang flew into the sky, killing a large number of players in Italy and Turkey, with hundreds of 

thousands of people. 

 

Kerim and Daniel and others immediately found Lu Yang and shouted. 

 

“Varag, kill him with your shooter’s heart.” 

 

“Pandorn, kill him with your shooter’s heart.” 

 

“Air combat team, kill Lu Yang.” 

 

… 

 

Both had the heart of the shooter. Upon hearing the order, the player holding the heart of the shooter 

immediately rushed forward, and aimed at Lu Yang in the sky with a bow and arrow. 

 

Their range is thousands of meters. One of them locked Lu Yang tightly, the bow and arrow suddenly 

released, and a huge cyan light flew towards Lu Yang’s body at high speed. 



 

“Boss dodging.” The Master of the Iron Brotherhood saw this. 

 

Lu Yang was looking around. He was also worried that the opponent had the heart of a shooter. When 

he saw a cyan light flying in the corner of his eye, he knew that it was the heart of the enemy’s shooter. 

He quickly evaded and avoided it An arrow. 

 

But before he stopped, the second arrow arrived, and Lu Yang made a dodge again, but did not 

completely avoid it, and the arrow hit Lu Yang’s flying carpet. 

 

System prompt: Flying carpet is damaged and can no longer be used 

 

“Escape The Dagger” 

 

Lu Yangmeng threw out the escape dagger and flew towards Han Fei’s location, but the distance was not 

enough, then he started the flashing skill, but he was still in mid air, and there was still 50 meters from 

the ground. 

 

“parachute” 

 

Lu Yang opened the parachute on his cloak, and the body that had crashed immediately stopped 

descending and slowly supported it. 

 

“Untie the parachute” 

 

Lu Yang quickly released the parachute and fell from a height of 50 meters. 

 

“嘭” 

 

He landed heavily on the ground and lost 80,000 HP. Just as he landed, the parachute was originally tied 

to his body and was shot through by an arrow. 



 

Lu Yang smashed to the ground, rolled forward one by one, and just rolled out, he had another arrow 

inserted into the soil fiercely. 

 

Lu Yang looked back at the archery position, and the two archers 1000 meters away were particularly 

noticeable. 

 

“Brother, come back soon.” Han Fei shouted. 

 

The magic value on Lu Yang’s body has been exhausted. He eats a spiritual gourd elixir, and the magic 

recovers half. 

 

“Blazing Blaze” 

 

There was a flame at Lu Yang’s feet, and he ran towards the shooter’s position. At the same time, he left 

an afterimage of the flame in place, then aimed at the two shooter positions. 

 

“Remnant Flame” 

 

A red flame of gold flew to the center of the position where the two archers stood, and there were ten 

Paladins around them. 

 

“Be careful, Lu Yang is about to show up,” a Paladin shouted. 

 

Waiting for the voice to fall. 

 

“activation” 

 

A fierce blaze of fire exploded around the two shooters who had no time to escape, and Lu Yang 

appeared in front of them. 

 



“Yan Yang Suo” 

 

“Flame Storm” 

 

“The Sun Fist” 

 

“Remnant Flame-Activated” 

 

Lu Yang successively released a skill to hit two shooters and the players around him. The two shooters 

died when the first skill fell, and then the landing light flashed and disappeared. 

 

1000 meters away, Lu Yang regained his figure. This time, Lu Yang took less than 2 seconds in total. 

 

Daniel and Kerim, who were just after them, were stunned by Lu Yang ’s technology. Both knew that 

launching a residual flame attack at a distance of 1,000 meters was extremely harmful to consciousness, 

but Lu Yang was able to survive. Come here, it makes them incredible. 

 

“How did he do that.” 

 

“He didn’t go offline?” 

 

“damn it.” 

 

… 

 

In a burst of cursing and exclamation, Lu Yang made a throat wiping motion towards them, using the 

teleportation scroll, and easily returned to the main town of Tiger Fortress. 

 

“Good job, boss.” 

 



“A miracle, this can kill people.” 

 

“Boss, you are the first class to take people from a distance of thousands of miles.” 

 

… 

 

Xia Yuwei and Sun Yu praised one another. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “If you want to kill me, I will kill them first.” 

 

He sent a message to the light and dark thief and said, “Build a second sentry tower, and I’ll take 

someone again.” 

 

“Yes,” said looking up at Weiguang. 

 

Lan Yu said with concern: “Can your body persist? Don’t force yourself.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “I always exercise this way, and my consciousness is used to it. If I don’t enjoy long-

distance transmission a few times a day, I won’t adapt.” 

 

In order to cope with the high-intensity battles in the later period, Lu Yang deliberately finds time for 

several long-distance remnant flame transmissions every day. 

 

Although it caused great damage to consciousness every time, but over time, Lu Yang found that he 

transmitted farther distances and could transmit more times. It seems that after deliberate exercise, he 

strengthened a lot more than before. 

 

And every time when quitting the game consciousness came over, Lu Yang felt that his brain was 

particularly awake, and the calculations and predictions of many things were more accurate, which 

made him like the behavior of exercising consciousness, and he was even unable to extricate himself. . 

 



This caused him to be attacked by the hearts of two shooters, and he could quickly find a way to land, 

and then fight back. 

 

Lan Yu looked at Lu Yang with some worries. She accompanied Lu Yang and could feel the changes in Lu 

Yang, but he was worried that such repeated use of residual flames would cause damage to his head. 

 

After 5 minutes. 

 

Looking up at Weiguang said: “Boss, the sentry tower is completed, but the enemy’s expanded search 

range cannot be approached within 1000 meters.” 

 

Lu Yang took out his scepter and flew to the sentry tower with 100 mages. Just after landing, he saw 

that he was standing inside a large mountain in the distance. At the mid-mountain position, there were 

enemy shooters constantly. Use flares to find thieves. 

 

On the boulevard, the trebuchet is slowly moving forward. The eternal and ice skaters are responsible 

for guarding the trebuchet, but Kerem and Daniel, one step to the sky, and the blood butcher are added. 

 

“What you just did is beautiful. You are the first person to hurt Lu Yang. Haha, this battle is over, you 

must be rewarded again.” Daniel said with a laugh. 

 

From the time the game was launched to the present, no one has ever heard of someone who has 

injured Lu Yang. This is the first time, but it is impossible to kill Lu Yang, unless Lu Yang actively wants to 

die, so even if It hurt Lu Yang, enough for them to brag. 

 

The admired shooter was Roberto, and said excitedly: “He is just the same, we are the first time we met 

him, we are not familiar with his movement trajectory, and when we meet again, I must second him.” 

 

“I’m relieved to have you. It’s worthy of being our first shooter in Italy.” Daniel laughed. 

 

Because they were walking in the valley, their voices were clearly heard by Lu Yang. 

 



“Boss,” whispered looking up at Weiguang. 

 

Lu Yang sneered and motioned him to stop talking. 

 

“Remnant Flame” 

 

An afterimage appeared at the foot of Lu Yang, and then Landing Yang aimed at Roberto and the next 

shooter, Ernie. 

 

“Remnant Flame” 

 

A crimson fire flared across the sky, right next to Roberto and Elny and others. 

 

“activation” 

 

The fire broke out, and Lu Yang appeared in front of Roberto and Elny, with a spell in his mouth. 

 

“Yan Yang Suo” 

 

Exploding dozens of people around Roberto and Elny, all trapped in red gold chains. 

 

Daniel saw Lu Yang appear with a look of excitement on his face, and said with a laugh: “I didn’t expect 

you to come, let me die.” 

 

He was a paladin, and he launched invincible skills to release his chains and rushed towards the landing 

sun. 

 

“Fatal Throw” 

 

Suddenly, Lu Yang took out a scroll and aimed at Daniel near him. 



 

“boom” 

 

The spear rushed out of the scroll, centering on Daniel’s body, and after a loud noise, the shield of 

Daniel disappeared without a trace. 

 

“The Sun Fist” 

 

Lu Yang took out the scroll, and a flame fist hit Daniel’s body, flying it 20 meters away. 

 

“Kill him,” Korim shouted. 

 

The players around rushed in crazy. 

 

“Big Thorns” 

 

Lu Yang tore through the third scroll, centering on him, within 100 meters of the surrounding, a large 

number of thorns grew from the ground, trapping all players who rushed to the vicinity. 

 

“Damn, I can’t move.” 

 

“Save me.” 

 

… 

 

A crowd shouted. 

 

“Kill Lu Yang and use range spells.” 

 



“kill him.” 

 

“Soldier jumps.” 

 

… 

 

Daniel regained his full blood with divine healing, he shouted impassively. 

 

The members of the mage regiment under the two men immediately pointed out Lu Yang’s spell, and 

within a second, a large number of spells screamed towards Landing Yang, there were thousands of 

them. 

 

Facing so much magic, Lu Yang’s face showed a sneer, took out a bottle of magic potion and drank it. A 

large amount of magic hit him, all of which was iss, without causing a trace of harm. 

 

Lu Yang calmly picked up the hearts of the two shooters on the ground and said to Daniel and Kerim, 

one step to the sky, “Thank you very much, goodbye.” 

 

The light flashed, and Lu Yang flew back to the valley a kilometer away with a red golden light. 

 

“嘭” 

 

Lu Yang emerged from the fire. It only took 5 seconds from the teleportation to the return. It felt as if he 

hadn’t moved at all. He could look at the enemy’s position in the distance, but found that there Messy, 

clearly Lu Yang did it. 

 

“Boss, you’re so amazing said looking up at Weiguang with consolation. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Forbidden spell masters are preparing. Since they can’t hit their catapult, then 

kill their other professions and give me a bomb.” 

 



“Yes.” The 100 cursed mages spoke the spell at the same time, and when the magic poured down, it 

caused a lot of damage. 

 

In the coalition of Kerim and others, the five presidents looked at Lu Yang who was gone, and looked at 

the heart of the lost shooter. Everyone’s face showed an ugly look. 

 

“Damn, how could Lu Yang be so strong.” 

 

“Did he ever have a legion on his own?” 

 

“Can no one kill him?” 

 

… 

 

Five people looked at each other. 

 

Where do they know that players who have high-level demon hearts and other **** hearts in the 

previous life are crushing low-level players, and taking the enemy’s first rank in the armies is just a 

common occurrence. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1142 - Anxiety in battle 

  

However, this situation is difficult to form. Only super guilds can play ordinary guilds. It is necessary that 

both sides are super guilds. After the 200 level, the blood volume is tens of millions, and there are high-

level healing professions. Heart. 

 



The official idea is that players can only get the level 9 demon heart when they reach level 180, but who 

can think that when most people were between level 100 and 10, they got the level 9 demon heart? 

 

Just when they were upset, the curse fell in the sky, killing another person. 

 

One step up to the sky and roared, “Follow me, you must catch up with them and kill them.” 

 

His elite band of thieves chased the forbidden mage group as early as Lu Yang ran, but when they 

reached the location where the spell was released, Lu Yang and 100 forbidden mage had disappeared 

without a trace. 

 

“Damn, let him run again.” One step Dengtian cursed. 

 

“It also took away the heart of my shooter.” Daniel said sadly. 

 

“And mine.” Kerim was also distressed. 

 

A god’s heart has been valued at 20 million outside, and was just snatched away by Lu Yang, how can 

they not be made angry. 

 

“No matter how many, continue to attack, we must lay the tiger fortress tonight, then everything will be 

back then.” One step Dengtian said. 

 

“Damn, I won’t forgive Lu Yang.” 

 

“He did this because he was afraid of us, so he wanted to harass us halfway, otherwise he would be 

good to defend directly, right?” Danny said. 

 

“Yes, we are not far from the tiger mouth fortress, there is still half an hour away, everyone cheer, we 

captured the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, defeated Lu Yang.” Korim shouted. 

 



4.4 million people acted again and headed for the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood. On the other side, Lu 

Yang returned to the wall of the Tiger Fortress. 

 

“The enemy arrived half an hour later, and there was nothing unprepared.” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Mu Yu said: “A total of 2,000 lightning towers, and 10,000 thunder mage, all are ready to go.” 

 

These lightning towers are the key to Lu Yang’s guarding the fort. At least today, as long as these 

lightning towers are present, the fort will not be broken by the 500 trebuchets. 

 

Jiang Ze said: “At present, there are 1.2 million players in the Tibetan barracks, and there are more than 

1 million standby players. They are playing mini games on standby and can participate in the battle at 

any time.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “OK, these people are enough.” 

 

There are 4 million people officially participating in the game. There are a million people in Liangyun and 

Zhuojiu. There are also players in the Jiuxing Alliance region, South Korea region, and India region on 

standby. The total number is nearly 10 million. 

 

This is still the number of people that Lu Yang did not implement full recruiting. If it were recruited 

comprehensively, there would be more personnel, but it would also cost more. With the current 

number of people, the daily consumption of money is about 20 million. 

 

This is not even the official start of the war. When the war begins, the amount of money consumed will 

be greater, and it may cost 100 million cash a day. 

 

Lu Yang bet that a few of them could not last for a few days, but Lu Yang was able to persist for dozens 

of days. This is the cost that he was not afraid of the union of several super guilds. I won. 

 

He made a video call to White Lion and others and said, “Be prepared, the enemy will arrive in half an 

hour.” 

 



“Yes,” White Lion and others said together. 

 

Lu Yang looked out of the city, and now he was waiting for the enemy to attack. 

 

On the other side. 

 

Half an hour outside the city, Deng Tian and Kerim and others were already organizing their formations. 

On the vast tiger plain, five guild leaders divided the team into five sections, each with its own defense. 

The group, the output group, and the treatment group are equivalent to four-sided defense, without 

any holes. 

 

“Well, now you can attack.” One step Dengtian said. 

 

“The army advances,” Korim shouted. 

 

“The army advances,” Daniel shouted. 

 

“The army advances,” shouted the Blood Butcher. 

 

… 

 

The five guild leaders shouted at the same time, 4.4 million people moved forward slowly, and it took 

nearly an hour to reach a place 1 kilometer away from the tiger mouth fortress. 

 

“Finally,” Daniel yelled. 

 

“Get on the stone car and do them directly.” One step Dengtian cursed. 

 

500 trebuchets are protected in the middle of the formation, and under the protection of a large 

number of players, they slowly move towards the front of the formation. 



 

But just halfway through, one of his men came over to report and shouted, “Five presidents, the big 

event is not good. A half-hour away from us, there are a lot of Jagged Brothers players there.” 

 

“A lot?” Kerim frowned. “How many people are there?” 

 

“The number is about 2 million people,” said his men. 

 

“What?” Kerim and Stephanie were stunned. 

 

“Two million people were laid out of the city by Lu Yang?” The blood butcher asked in disbelief. 

 

“There are really 2 million people. Although they are not accurate, the numbers will not be much 

different. The team leaders are Zhou Tianming, Baixi Sanxiong and Tianyao.” 

 

One step up to the sky said: “These three are the vice presidents of the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood 

who are responsible for the attack type, and they are very strong.” 

 

“I know the three of them,” Kerem frowned, thinking thoughtfully, “how does this fight us?” 

 

“If we are attacking the fort now, there will be an attack on our flank, but if we go to attack them, the 

fort will rush out and attack us.” Daniel said. 

 

… 

 

Five people were embarrassed. They really didn’t know how to crack the game. For a moment, they 

were embarrassedly quiet. 

 

Lu Yang stood on the head of the city, watching a step in the distance and waiting for someone, and 

asked with a smile: “Why don’t you hit when you come? Did you find that you couldn’t get in?” 

 



Step up to heaven and others like Kerim. 

 

“I’m going to attack the city first. There are trebuchets. I see how you defend. Everyone pays attention 

to protect the flanks and the front, and send the treblets to attack.” Korim shouted. 

 

Lu Yang sneered, and said to the shooter behind him, “Aim at their catapult and kill them all.” 

 

“Yes.” Han Yu, Mu Yi, Chu Liuxiang, Houyi, Bai Ze, Li Guang, Bai Xiaoxiao, Tu Fang and others responded. 

 

Originally Lu Yang had Sagittarius Hearts, Sagittarius Totems, and Sagittarius Godheads, each with 2 and 

just got 2 Sagittarius Hearts, a total of 8. 

 

“Comet Shooting” 

 

“Rage of Luna” 

 

“Meteor Shooting Moon” 

 

… 

 

At a distance of 1,000 meters, eight archers fired bows and arrows at the same time, each of which 

carried huge power. 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 

… 



 

The arrows were shot on the paladins standing on top of the trebuchet. Each paladin was invincible, but 

the special attacks of the shooters were accompanied by a shield-breaking effect. The undercarriage of 

the trebuchet was greatly damaged. 

 

Catapult 

 

Level: 5 

 

Qi and blood: 50000000/50000000 

 

The trebuchet has a high amount of health, and it also comes with city wall armor. The attack only deals 

half the damage. Therefore, it does not lose much health and still moves forward slowly. 

 

Daniel laughed wildly and said, “No matter how high your attack power is, don’t even think about 

damaging my trebuchet, Lu Yang, you just wait to die.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered on his face, watching 100 catapults come to a position 500 meters below the tower, 

and Mu Yu behind him said, “Brother, it’s within range.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “No hurry, wait for them to stop the trebuchet.” 

 

When the 100 trebuchets reached the 500-meter position, they stopped, and Daniel shouted, “Give the 

stand and prepare to attack.” 

 

When the trebuchet attacked, it was necessary to open the bracket first. Just as they were preparing, Lu 

Yang shouted, “Lightning tower, fire.” 

 

At the same time, 2500 thunder mages transmitted the thunder energy in their hands to the lightning 

tower. The first 500 lightning towers at the same time emitted red light. 

 

“Zila Zila” 



 

The arc is conducted through a thick coil to the huge round head at the top. 

 

“Click” 

 

500 crimson arcs were launched at the same time, hitting the first 100 trebuchets accurately. 

 

There are 7 million Lightning Towers with full attack power, which can cause more than 2 million 

damage to the slinger. If 5 are hit, 1 is 10 million damage. Suddenly, the 100 slinger in the first row lost 

one fifth of their blood. One. 

 

Daniel and Kerim were dumbfounded. 

 

“What it is.” 

 

“I do not know.” 

 

“I haven’t heard.” 

 

… 

 

All five were stunned. 

 

Lu Yang stood proudly on the wall and said, “How about, the taste of lightning is not good.” 

 

In order to be able to cause today’s situation, Lu Yang has always banned non-defensive players from 

climbing the city wall, and every player who climbs the city wall is strictly forbidden from telling about 

the Lightning Tower, even the 10,000 mages. It is not until today that they know what they are going to 

do. 

 



“Click” 

 

The lightning tower attacked very quickly. The first attack was over, and the second attack was 

immediately launched. Seeing the red lightning spread on the coil, it finally passed to the large round 

head on the upper side and then launched outward, giving people a very Happy feeling. 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 

… 

 

One hundredth of the stone slingers lost one-fifth of their health, and all of them suddenly turned 

yellow. 

 

Daniel shouted, “Fight with them, call me.” 

 

100 catapults launched an attack at the same time, and 500 fireballs whistled to draw a huge arc, 

landing on the wall. 

 

After a violent sound, the lightning tower on the city wall was smashed into remnant blood. After 

another attack, the lightning tower would be broken. 

 

The wall ’s health was also reduced by one-tenth of its health. After 9 more attacks, the outermost row 

of stones in the wall was broken. 

 

There are 50 rows of walls built by Lu Yang. At this speed, it won’t take long for the walls to be 

destroyed. 

 



Lu Yang said, “Continue to attack.” 

 

The lightning tower emits red lightning, hits the slinger, and the slinger also attacks the city wall. For a 

time, the battle between the two sides becomes a battle between the defense tower and the slinger. 

 

Soon, the first batch of trebuchets were shattered, and the first 500 lightning towers and the first wall of 

the city were also shattered by the opponent. 

 

Daniel looked mad at the results and scolded: “We still have 400 catapults. We will continue to attack. 

 

A catapult is hundreds of thousands of credit points, and Daniel’s heart is bleeding. 

 

Lu Yang stood on the wall and said, “I also have 2,000 lightning towers, so if you have one, you will 

continue to attack.” 

 

The second row of lightning towers is just behind the first row, and it can be seen just after the first wall 

is knocked out. 

 

The Blood Butcher and Kerim frowned. 

 

“Damn, Lu Yang has so many defense towers.” 

 

“what should we do?” 

 

… 

 

Several people couldn’t help it. 

 

Stepped up to the sky and asked, “Would you like to kill the 1.8 million people outside the city first? 

Otherwise, we wouldn’t be fit.” 



 

The blood butcher thought about it and said, “No, if we give up the offense now, Lu Yang can repair the 

city walls. Once we can’t beat the 2 million people, we will face the repaired city walls and 500 lightning 

towers. . “ 

 

“Damn, what then?” Kerim asked. 

 

There is no way for the blood slaughter, if he has a way, he will say. 

 

Stepped up to the sky and said, “Whatever those are, continue to fight and break the walls before you 

talk.” 

 

“That makes sense,” Kerem said. 

 

The Blood Butcher shouted behind him: “A stone thrower attacked.” 

 

The 100 trebuchets in the battlefield moved forward slowly, forming a confrontation situation with the 

lightning tower on the city wall. Often, both of them are the same. However, the trebuchet is a range 

attack and can hit the city wall every time. 

 

Therefore, with the constant attack of the trebuchets, the lightning tower was continuously destroyed, 

and the city walls were gradually broken. When the last 100 trebuchets were broken, the tiger’s mouth 

fortress, the wall that was thousands of kilometers long, was also It all broke down, revealing a large 

open space inside and the Iron Blood Brothers players standing on it. 

 

Kerim and Yideng Tian were excited, and the 4.4 million players in the back shouted. 

 

For almost a year after the New World opened, some people were finally able to break through the 

tiger’s mouth fortress. They were the first. 

 

“The whole army attacked, entered the tiger’s mouth, and snatched the fort.” Shouted one step to the 

sky. 



 

Under his command, more than 1 million players rushed into the tiger’s mouth frantically, sending out 

the first wave of offense. 

 

“Defend me from the side,” shouted the Blood Butcher. 

 

“Protect the flanks and watch out for the enemy’s attack,” Korim shouted. 

 

The two million of them are responsible for defending the flanks, blocking the Bai Shixiong and Zhou 

Tianming. 

 

“Is there news from the boss?” White wolf paced back and forth anxiously. 

 

The white lion shook his head. 

 

“Don’t worry, the boss has the certainty to win, otherwise we would have ordered us to attack.” Zhou 

Tianming said. 

 

Tianyao said: “Agree.” 

 

White Wolf said: “I’m not worried that the boss can’t defend, I’m afraid that the boss will be happy in a 

while. I rushed in to open a big move and the opposite side was full. We have no chance.” 

 

Tianyao: “…” 

 

White Lion: “…” 

 

Zhou Tianming: “…” 

 



“Although there is some suspicion of slapstick, but what you said is true, the boss’s 9th level demon 

heart is too buggy. He rushed in alone, and all non-Paladin occupations had to die.” Bai Hu said. 

 

Zhou Tianming and Tian Yao nodded, and they found out that this is really the case. The level 9 demon 

heart may not be strong enough, but when it comes to team battles, this thing is the big killer of team 

battles, the heart of Lien Chan and destruction. The heart is incomparable. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

The white lion, Zhou Tianming and Tianyao’s interphone sounded at the same time. The three looked 

down and saw the video of the call from Lu Yang, and they pressed the connect button. 

 

“Boss,” the three asked together. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Start the offensive and freely use your offensive talents. You don’t need to ask me, you 

can play at will.” 

 

“Hey, Boss Xie.” 

 

“It must be done.” 

 

“Just look at it.” 

 

The three were very excited, and their favorite was that Lu Yang let them play freely. 

 

“I hit them to the right.” 

 

“I hit the left.” 

 

“I hit their tail.” 



 

“Let’s attack the three parties at the same time and see who kills more people.” Zhou Tianming said 

eagerly. 

 

“That’s it,” Tian Yao said. 

 

The White Lion smiled, raised a banner, and roared: “Iron brothers, kill ~!” 

 

The 600,000 players who were resting, heard this roar, just like the soldiers heard the Charge, and 

quickly stood up and roared to start the charge with the White Lion. 

 

“Fuck, this is the first.” 

 

“I’m gone too, Brother Brotherhood, kill ~!” Tian Yao ran away with someone. 

 

Zhou Tianming quickly took his 600,000 people away. 

 

The three-way regiment launched an offensive from the three squares, one step to the sky, and the left 

and right wings of the coalition. The fight turned into a melee. 

 

On the battlefield. 

 

Lu Yang led Jiang Ze, bitter love half-life, and Xia Yuwei to the tiger’s mouth, and the two sides launched 

an offensive at a distance of 1,000 meters. 

 

The fierce fighting here, inside Lu Yang’s control zone, the restless forces have emerged. 

 

“Lu Yang’s self-care in front is the best opportunity for us to seize the main city.” 

 

“Take a main city and sell everything in it, and we’ll be rich.” 



 

“Go, do it together and take down a main city.” 

 

… 

 

More than 60 small guilds launched a rebellion. Suddenly, there was a rush of smoke inside the 

Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, which made people get overjoyed when they got the news. 

 

“Lu Yang is miserable.” 

 

“Haha, here is our chance.” 

 

“Go all out.” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang was directing the battle, and for the first time, he felt that the pressure brought him to the sky 

suddenly increased a lot. 

 

“Why did this group of people suddenly become so fierce? Jiang Ze gasped and asked. He just took the 

elite army to fight in the recent battle, and he fought fiercely. 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “It is probably excited to hear the news of our internal instability.” 

 

“There is no problem in India and South Korea. I’ve got it there.” Xia Yuwei asked sweating. 

 

The rebel forces of the Nine Star Alliance are very weak. There is only a small guild who thinks non-

discriminatory, but as soon as they emerge, they are fully suppressed by the three vice-chairmen such as 

Xia Yuwei and Beifan Qiufeng. 

 



Lu Yang called out to Padu and asked, “How about India?” 

 

“There are 0 insurgent forces here. At present, 17 waves have been calmed down, and 1 wave is left. It is 

not a fear, and the opportunity will be killed soon. The presidents and ordinary players of the 17 waves 

of the guild have been sent to us. The killing order will not stop until they quit the game. “Padu’s elegant 

voice was a bit cold. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Very good. Continue to attack. Call me immediately after everything is calm.” 

 

“Yes,” said Paddu. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1143 - Resolving civil strife 

  

Lu Yang hung up the phone, called Li Wenxing, and asked, “How about South Korea?” 

 

Li Wenxing said in a silent voice: “There were 12 small guilds in the rebellion. I was smashing them with 

each one. It is expected that in an hour, they will all be destroyed.” 

 

A small guild is only a few hundred people, and there are thousands more. In the face of Lu Yang’s 

millions of players who are ready to commit rebellion at any time, it is just a small shrimp in front of the 

shark, which is opened with a mouth and swallowed. The gap between the teeth is not enough. 

 

Lu Yang hung up the phone and called Liang Yun again, and asked, “How’s it going?” 

 

Liang Yun said: “There are 8 middle guilds in the internal rebellion, and there will be another 2 hours to 

ensure that all are cleaned up.” 

 



Lu Yang said: “For one hour, kill them with all their strength. Don’t be afraid to waste the scrolls, don’t 

worry about wasting money. Give me all you can, not only to defeat them, but also to destroy their 

guild. Hit them to quit the game. Until online. “ 

 

When Liang Yun was shocked, he realized how angry Lu Yang was, and said quickly: “Within half an hour, 

within half an hour, if I don’t kill them, I will quit the guild.” 

 

After speaking, Liang Yun hung up the phone and yelled, “The whole change the scrolls and kill me 

assholes. The boss said, repelled their attack, destroyed their guild, and they dare not enter again. This 

game, Jagged Brothers League, kill ~! “ 

 

The crazy cool cloud enters the runaway mode, and the players under him follow the crazy. Among the 

500,000 people, each has a magic scroll, and the captain also has a special skill scroll. When they attack 

with all their strength, even if the enemy is Players of the same level can face the reel offensive and still 

can’t hold it. They lose the battle in less than half an hour and are beaten. 

 

“Boss, I have pushed people out of the main city.” 

 

“I’m going out now.” 

 

“I’m holding the main city.” 

 

… 

 

With the news coming out, Liang Yun was relieved. He sent Lu Yang a message to report the situation, 

and then yelled: “All chase after me, I will not kill them back to level 0, absolutely do not stop.” 

 

The heads of the 50 regiments were dumbfounded at the news. 

 

“Boss, it’s so terrific?” Asked a chief of the army. 

 



“My boss and I issued a military order and didn’t let them go within half an hour. I quit the game and it 

was almost a minute to half an hour. I almost couldn’t play it. These **** dared to treat me like this. , All 

went out to kill me. All the guilds and players involved in the attack did not let go. The Tucun hidden in 

the village and the ones hidden in the wild found out for me and killed them back to level 0. “Liang Yun 

Growled roar. 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“Get off and kill them back to level 0.” 

 

“Never let go.” 

 

… 

 

500,000 people only left 100,000 to defend the city, and the remaining 400,000 ran out to hunt down 

the players and presidents of the eight middle guilds. 

 

The eight chairmen had just assembled in a village outside the city of Chiyang and were discussing what 

to do next. 

 

“Really evil, Lu Yang actually has 500,000 people to defend the city, this time we can be regarded as 

planting.” 

 

“What do we do now, can’t we fight?” 

 

“Of course we have to fight, but we have to wait for a while. When Lu Yang rests in the middle of the 

night, let’s sneak attack.” 

 

“It makes sense so that we can certainly grab a main city.” 

 

… 

 



The eight presidents and a group of vice presidents smiled, but they didn’t know that the thieves under 

Liang Yun had found them, and Liang Yun had been teleported to this village. 

 

“It’s pretty beautiful.” Liang Yun’s cold voice came from behind these people. 

 

“Who?” Sunset Shadow asked, looking back at him. He was one of the guild presidents. When he saw 

Liang Yun, his face showed a horrified look, and then his face became mocking. 

 

“It’s Liangyun, why? Are you here to ask us not to attack?” Sunset Shadow laughed. 

 

Another chairman Gu Nian laughed and said, “If you are willing to give our brother a few ten million, we 

will give up this attack, otherwise you will wait for us to sell the main city.” 

 

The other six laughed. 

 

Liang Yun snorted and said, “I really don’t know who gave you the confidence and dare to fight against 

the Brotherhood of Iron Blood.” 

 

“Just what can I do to it, the Brotherhood of Iron Blood is quite old. Maybe tonight the tiger will be 

broken by the foreign guild.” Sunset Shadow cursed. 

 

Liang Yun smiled and said, “I really remember eating and not fighting, I always thought that the foreign 

moon is more round, and today I will let you see the power of the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood.” 

 

“Iron brothers, kill.” Liang Yun raised a banner and shouted. 

 

More than 100,000 Jagged Brothers players emerged from all around the village, turned on the village 

slaughter mode, rushed into the village, and launched an attack on the Guild of Sunset Shadow and 

others. 

 



Although the sunset shadows and other people are all medium guilds, only 20,000 can participate in the 

war. Therefore, the 16 guilds are less than 200,000 and the equipment is also uneven. On the cool cloud 

side, all the level 10 dark gold Grade suit. 

 

Not only that, the attacks of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood were all carried out with a battle array of 

100 people, each 100 people as a team, 20 people as a small formation, and five 20 people combined 

into a hundred people formation, usually a crane wing formation, The whole progressed towards sunset 

shadows and others. 

 

Just after the battle, Sunset Shadow and others realized that the Brotherhood of Iron Blood was not 

something they could ever play. They wanted to kill the players of Brotherhood of Iron Blood, which 

usually required two to three times more people to do it. 

 

Now Liang Yun used the superior strength of 100,000 more than them to siege the sunset shadow and 

others. The sunset shadow and Gu Nian and others were dumbfounded, and they could not care about 

their guild players, and fled away. 

 

Liang Yun shouted angrily: “Everyone who stays, kills me, dares to launch a sneak attack when the 

Brotherhood of Iron Blood is in danger, and is regarded as a permanent enemy of the Brotherhood of 

Iron Blood. He must pay the highest price.” 

 

On the other side. 

 

The same is true for Li Wenxing, who took 500,000 people and surrounded several sneak attack guilds in 

a village. 

 

A hostile guild president pointed at Li Wenxing and cursed, “You traitor to the Republic of Korea, you 

will be punished.” 

 

Li Wenxing proudly said: “You have been revengeed now, Lu Yang has the ability to unify this game. He 

is the boss of my Li Wenxing. If you dare to rebel at this time, I must kill you back to level 0, Korean 

players, attack.” 

 

500,000 South Korean players rushed into the village and killed all the players in the hostile guild. 



 

On the Indian side. 

 

Parth, Karp, Dalwi, and Malosa were beaten more fiercely than Li Wenxing’s side. Due to the three 

parties’ mutual affiliation and hatred, in order to gain more support from Lu Yang, they will eliminate 

internal rebellion Defined as the best way to get Lu Yang’s support, the enemies who attacked the 

rebellion hit harder. 

 

After fighting for two hours on Lu Yang’s side, Patho and Malosa and others successively reported that 

they had successfully eliminated the hostile forces in India. 

 

Liang Yun and Li Wenxing also reported one after another and completely resolved the rebellion in the 

city. 

 

Lu Yang breathed a sigh of relief, looking to the front of the battlefield. After playing the game for more 

than two years, Lu Yang encountered such a fierce attack for the first time. 

 

During these two hours, Daniel, Kerim, and others launched dozens of attacks on the Jagged Brothers 

Alliance, and one time they almost broke into the security zone. 

 

Lu Yang had to admit that Daniel and Kerim are both strategic masters, and their players are also elite. 

Fortunately, there are more masters and more complete staff on the Iron Brotherhood. They are also 

defensive and account for enough. Cheap, this blocked the offensive. 

 

On the Chinese side, it is almost early in the morning, and the players of the Jagged Brotherhood belong 

to staying up late, which is very bad for them. 

 

But even more unfavorable is Daniel’s side. If they don’t beat the tiger’s mouth, they will see the walled 

tiger’s mouth fortress when they return tomorrow. 

 

Lu Yang stood tall, looking at the situation below, and told Jiang Ze and Sun Yu and others around him: 

“Continue to defend, the enemy will soon be unable to support it.” 

 



On the outside battlefield, the regiment led by the three men of the Bai family, Zhou Tianming and 

Tianyao are storming the wings and rear of the coalition forces such as Kerim and Daniel, and they have 

already broken. 

 

“Iron Brotherhood, kill ~!” Zhou Tianming shouted the offensive slogan for the twelfth time, showing 

how terrible the war was here. 

 

Daniel gloomily looked at Zhou Tianming who rushed over again. He didn’t understand how Zhou 

Tianming was so energetic. After defending for a night, he could still have such energy. 

 

Where do they know that the 200,000 players in the studio need to exercise every morning? When it 

comes to their physical fitness and ability to stay up late, they are not comparable to those of Daniel. 

 

“It’s going to be late at night here, and I can’t let my brother continue to fight,” said the Blood Butcher. 

 

He stepped up to the sky and said, “I played here all day and night, and my men told me that I didn’t 

want to fight anymore. What do you think?” 

 

Kerem gritted his teeth and said, “Retreat, we’ll fight again tomorrow.” 

 

“Okay,” Daniel said. 

 

“Ready to retreat.” 

 

“Slow back.” 

 

… 

 

Various orders were issued, and the coalition began to retreat gradually. The Brotherhood of the Jagged 

Brothers was also tired. When they saw the enemy retreating, they did not chase it out. 

 



The White Lion called Lu Yang and asked, “Boss, shall we go back or stay?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “The entire staff evacuated to the safe areas of the main cities and waited for my order.” 

 

“Yes.” The White Lion hung up the phone and conveyed Lu Yang’s order to Zhou Tianming and Tian Yao. 

 

“Tiring enough, I withdraw first.” Tian Yao said. 

 

“I’m gone too.” 

 

The two flew back to their main city with 600,000 people each, and the White Lion left 600,000 people. 

 

Lu Yang immediately ordered: “The reserve team is responsible for defending the city.” 

 

One million reserve team members went to the tiger mouth fortress to upgrade and participate in 

defense. 

 

Lu Yang then clicked on the system interface, purchased the city wall rocks, restored the original 

appearance of the city walls, and asked Mu Yi and Mu Yu to build lightning towers and magic arrays on 

the city walls. 

 

By the time it was finished, it was already afternoon. Lu Yang asked Tu Feng and others to rest. He 

continued to work on duty. While this time, he called Qing Qian Zimeng and asked, “What is Liu Jie over 

there?” Happening.” 

 

Qing Qian Zimeng was responsible for investigating the news of Liu Jie, saying: “Liu Jie was also sieged by 

major guilds like us last night, but he lost a main city. At present, the two sides are on strike and are 

resting.” 

 

Lu Yang breathed a sigh of relief. It seemed that the fight was really over there, not to pit him. If so, at a 

critical moment, he could come over to help the team with the turbid wine. 

 



While Lu Yang was thinking, the phone rang, and he took it for a look, with a smile on his face, because it 

wasn’t anyone else who sent the message, it turned out to be Liu Jie’s first conspirator. 

 

“It’s not easy for you to call me.” Lu Yang said with a smile. 

 

The dead grass said with a smile: “Chairman Lu Yang, although we have little resentment against you, I 

always have it.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Yeah, we have no resentment, let’s say, what’s wrong with me?” 

 

Counting dead grass, I was afraid that Lu Yang would hang up his phone and said quickly: “Yes, you see, 

you have put 500,000 people at the border. We can only put 500,000 people in order to prevent you. 

Both have reduced their numbers to a limit of 200,000. “ 

 

Lu Yang was happy, and he understood that Liu Jie and the dead grass were seeing the war was going to 

be tight, and they wanted to adjust their troops. This was the same idea as him. 

 

“Yes, I have the same intention.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Oh, thank you so much, great.” Said dead grass. 

 

Lu Yang hung up the communicator, told Zhuo Jiu about the incident, and said, “Is it possible to join 

Saudi Arabia and attack Liu Jie?” 

 

Zhuo Jiu said: “The situation is not clear at this time, I don’t recommend attacking. If dead grass comes 

to you, there may be a trap.” 

 

Lu Yang sighed, and he also felt that this was a trap. The dead grass was too cunning. Lu Yang played 

against him several times, and only used the knowledge and experience of the previous life to win, 

otherwise he could not win at all. 

 



“Then continue to keep these 500,000 people. If you have a chance, you go out to fight, no chance, 

continue to defend.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Yes,” said Dusty Wine pouring. 

 

Lu Yang called again with pride, saying, “Your wolf guard must be concealed and not exposed. 

Otherwise, what we will deal with tomorrow is the attack of 5.5 million people.” 

 

He said with a smile of pride: “Boss rest assured, I am now hiding in a remote village on the South 

African side. Tomorrow they attack, I will be the main city of South Africa.” 

 

“Very good, well hidden.” Lu Yang said with satisfaction. 

 

Who would have thought that the arrogant man would have entered the South African region with 

100,000 people. It stands to reason that he should attack the United Kingdom, and it is most reasonable 

to hide near the United Kingdom, but he hid in South Africa. It will never be found. 

 

Lu Yang saw that everything was okay, so he just rested. When Lu Yang was resting, most of the players 

in the Iron Brotherhood also rested, while the elite players far away from India, South Korea and the 

Jiuxing Alliance entered In the mini-game guide given by Lu Yang, he played spirit beastly. 

 

More than one million people are playing spirit beast, one million bottles a day. When Lu Yang went 

online in the evening, there were 20 million bottles of spirit beasts obtained by Mo Long from Padu, Li 

Wenxing and Firestorm. . 

 

He immediately took people to wash the beasts, and in one day, he could wash out 4 million to 4 million. 

 

On the front battlefield, the next day, Daniel, Kerim and others gathered again to attack, but as soon as 

they reached halfway, they received the news that the South African main city was attacked with lofty 

sentiments. People defend. 

 

… 

 



As on the first day, with pride and harassment everywhere, a sentry tower was set up everywhere, and 

Lu Yang brought the forbidden mage to attack the main city, causing Daniel and Kerim to be annoyed. 

 

By the time the tiger’s mouth fortress was under construction, the city walls had been constructed and 

the sentry tower had been constructed, and Korim and others looked worried. 

 

“Damn, Lu Yang really doesn’t care about the money. The construction of such a city wall in one day will 

cost at least 1 million gold coins, including the lightning tower, and 1 million gold coins. Where did he 

get so much money?” Curim scolded. Road. 

 

Stepping up to the sky quietly said: “There are 170 million players in his hand, there is no way.” 

 

Population is money. Obviously, this is a truth everyone knows. 

 

Daniel scolded: “But we can’t bear such a fight, we can still fight for up to five days, but now it looks like 

this, I don’t think I can beat Lu Yang in 5 days.” 

 

Kerem nodded and said: “Every time there are a hundred trebuchets. The investment of this money is 

too great for us. It is not appropriate to continue the attack.” 

 

“You want to flinch?” The Blood Butcher asked. 

 

“Has already paid so much, isn’t it that all the efforts have been lost to retreat in this way?” 

 

Kerem said: “Today, let’s change the game. Let’s besiege the 1.8 million people outside the city. First 

think of a way to kill White Lion, Zhou Tianming and Tian Yao. Without defeating them, we will never 

have the ability to enter the city.” 

 

Yesterday’s battle has proved that if they attack the city with all their strength, they will be attacked by 

the white lions from the flanks. If it were not for the white lions yesterday, the tiger’s mouth would have 

been shot in. 

 



“Well, then hit the outside first, wait for the White Lions to return to the city, we will fight again.” One 

step Dengtian said. 

 

Ramparts. 

 

Lu Yang watched the target replaced by Kerim and Yideng Tian, and rushed towards the positions of 

White Lion, Zhou Tianming, and Tian Yao. 

 

“Bitter love for half a life and Jiang Ze prepare, once the enemy’s coalition and the White Lion are at 

war, immediately go out to the city to fight their tails Be sure to cut off their tails for me.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Yes.” Bitter love for half a life and Jiang Ze ran down and prepared. 

 

Xia Yuwei, Old Man and Sun Yu were left on the wall by Lu Yang. Xia Yuwei can’t leave now. If he leaves, 

players from all countries in the Nine Star Alliance area will not listen to the command. 

 

Lu Yang sent a message to the White Lion, saying: “The enemy’s main attack today should be yours, be 

prepared.” 

 

“We can’t ask for it,” White Lion said. 

 

Lu Yang was unsmiling, and ordered Germany to taste the corpse flying out of the city with the Fire 

Raven Legion and the Fire Phoenix Legion to the flanks where the two armies fought. 

 

Soon, the White Lion and Zhou Tianming’s legion and Korim’s coalition battled together. After 

yesterday’s battle, the White Lions discovered the loophole of the Korim’s coalition and others. The 

joints on the squares are very poorly coordinated and often cause problems. 

 

Although they were few in this battle, they attacked the joints of the coalition forces with all their 

strength, causing a panic in the coalition forces, while Jiang Ze and bitter love attacked 1.2 million 

people from behind, turning the coalition forces into two-sided battles. 

 



  

  

  

 

Chapter 1144 - Shuttlecock 

  

“Boss, the sentry tower is complete.” De Bu tasted the corpse and called. 

 

Lu Yang said to Han Yu, Flamestorm and others behind him, “Be prepared.” 

 

He took out his teleportation scepter and flew out of the fortress with the 100 forbidden mage behind 

him, flanking the two sides fighting. 

 

Then, the light flashed, and Hei Yan and Luo Siyu each appeared with 100 forbidden spells. 

 

“Kill, kill the Iron Brotherhood.” 

 

“Siege them, kill them.” 

 

… 

 

In this area, several legions of the Iron Brotherhood are being besieged by the enemy’s spell-casting 

mage. Faced with the overwhelming magic, the players of the Iron Brotherhood are struggling to resist. 

 

Lu Yang looked at all the enemies who released the spell in the distance, and said to Han Yu around him, 

“Summon the bone dragon king Enqi, kill them, and let your soul ball replenish the soul.” 

 

“Yes.” A smile appeared on the corner of Han Yu’s mouth, and the spell was in his mouth. 

 

“Hello ~!” 



 

A roar that rang through the sky exploded in the sky. The players on both sides were stunned and looked 

curiously into the sky. They saw an ice bone dragon king with a length of 80 meters fanning hugely. 

Wings, glaring at the players below. 

 

“This is the enemy’s bone dragon king, everyone be careful.” Shouted the players of the Iron 

Brotherhood. 

 

On the side of the multinational coalition, when it was about to call this the enemy’s bone dragon king, 

the players of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood heard the shouts and held them back. 

 

“this is ours?” 

 

“I haven’t heard.” 

 

“Normal, the five-nation guild alliance, who knows which guild boss’s secret weapon is presumed to be 

anxious and exhausted.” Said a head of one step Dengtian. 

 

“That’s right.” 

 

… 

 

Just as they were curious, the Bone Dragon King in the sky acted. He dived towards the side of the sky. 

At 30 meters from the ground, the Bone Dragon King flattened his body, the huge dragon head opened 

downward, and opened his mouth. 

 

At a height of 100 meters, the hugeness of the bone dragon king has not yet been seen. At only 30 

meters, the bone dragon king’s 80 meters long body and his huge dragon head give a strong sense of 

oppression. 

 

“Ice Dragon Breath” 

 



The bone dragon king’s mouth is full of ice, and it bursts out in anger. Following the impact, the ice 

dragon draws out an ice wall up to 300 meters long and 30 meters wide. The player in it, All were frozen 

in the ice wall, unable to come out, and causing 1 million damage. 

 

The players of the Jagged Brothers Alliance and the players of the multinational coalition all look 

dumbfounded. 

 

“What kind of monster is this?” 

 

“What skill is this? How does it work.” 

 

“Haven’t come out yet, can’t you solve the badge?” 

 

… 

 

No one knows that the Ice Skeleton Dragon King can even reduce the movement speed to 50, let alone 

cause complete freezing to ordinary players, but it is only a pediatrics. If you want to thaw, you can only 

wait for the time to come or other people to break Only the ice wall can do it, otherwise it will never 

come out. 

 

“Broken the ice wall, the ice wall can be attacked.” Someone responded and tried to attack the ice wall 

and found that the ice wall had blood, but it was just a little more, 10 million blood. 

 

The players from the multinational coalitions around him reacted and quickly used their skills to attack 

the ice wall, but before they broke the ice wall, a whistling sound came from the sky. 

 

The crowd looked up, and the ice bone dragon king Enqi swooped down again, the huge mouth was 

already open, and it was full of ice cold. 

 

“Run, don’t be attacked by him.” 

 

“Flick off.” 



 

… 

 

The players of the multinational coalition fled. 

 

Lu Yang said to Han Yu, Shen Yiyi, and Han Ying around him, “Let’s all release it, all will participate in the 

war and prepare to release the curse.” 

 

“Yes.” The three nodded in agreement. 

 

“Fallen angel” 

 

“The Archangel” 

 

“Bite Tiger” 

 

“Hell War God” 

 

… 

 

The three of them summoned a total of nine top-level summons, all of which are super monsters with 

millions of attacks. With the orders of the three, they rushed into the multinational coalition. 

 

When the players of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood saw the fallen angels and archangels, they knew that 

it was the reinforcements of the Brotherhood of Ironbloods, because the fallen angels and archangels 

were the two facades of the Brotherhood of Ironbloods, Shen Yiyi and Han Ying. The two brought them 

out every day to play, and most of the players in the Jagged Brothers Alliance knew each other. 

 

“It’s ours.” 

 



“It must have been a goddess to save us.” 

 

… 

 

The players in the Jagged Brothers League are full of confidence. At this time, Han Ying appeared in the 

form of a red witch. This is what the heart of destruction looks like. The kind of natural charm makes the 

players on both sides stay. 

 

“Iron Brotherhood!” Han Ying raised his wand and shouted. 

 

“Kill ~!” 

 

“Fight.” 

 

“You can’t drop the chain in front of the goddess.” 

 

… 

 

The Brotherhood of the Jagged Brothers fell mad and rushed towards the enemy. 

 

Han Yu scratched his head behind Han Ying. He said to Lu Yang, “My sister is getting more and more 

attractive, but I didn’t see how beautiful my sister was, and I became a goddess?” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “You ask your sister.” 

 

Han Yu turned his head to see the big eyes of Han Ying’s “savage Baba” staring at him. 

 

“Someone just said something to me, I don’t seem to hear clearly.” Han Ying made a listening gesture. 

 



“Uh …” Han Yu knew this was what his sister was going to run away, and quickly said, “I said my sister is 

beautiful, the world is the most beautiful.” 

 

Han Ying nodded with satisfaction and said, “It’s almost the same, let’s go on, my sister will give you the 

soul of the injustice ball.” 

 

Han Yu was relieved, causing Lu Yang and Shen Yiyi to snicker. 

 

The injustice ball can carry a total of 500,000 souls, which means that you need to kill 500,000 people. 

Lu Yang and Han Ying continuously release the forbidden spell, killing from night to early morning, 

playing for two days, and finally filling an injustice ball. Already. 

 

As it happened, the war on that day was over, and the multinational coalition forces still did not obtain 

any melee and stopped at the gate of the tiger mouth fortress. 

 

In Lu Yang, although the walls of the tiger’s mouth fortress were demolished again, they killed 500 

enemy trebuchets, and the two sides were still tied. 

 

Below the tiger mouth fortress. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the enemies who were retreating, with a thoughtful expression on his face. He 

opened the system interface and rebuilt the city wall. 

 

The construction of the city wall does not require anyone to stand here. You only need to send the 

design drawings to the system. This drawing has already been made. You only need to submit 30,000 

gold coins, and the city wall will be automatically built. 

 

He said to Mu Yi and Mu Yu beside him, “The lightning tower and the formation method will be given to 

you two. I’ll go out.” 

 

“Oh.” The two answered together. 

 



Lu Yang took out the reel and flew to the Black Cross City. He decided to play another soul ball. Now for 

Lu Yang, it is a rare opportunity. 

 

Someone offered to give him a head. As long as he could hit the ball, he was successful, and with 

multiple balls, the subsequent nightmare-level copies were relatively simple. 

 

At present, the war is clearly the Iron Brotherhood is in a disadvantaged state, and it consumes more 

manpower, material and financial resources than the multinational coalition forces. After all, the 

multinational coalition forces are five super guilds to provide money to attack Luyang. Luyang is One 

person suffers this monetary loss. 

 

There are also many domestic and international organizations that bear on the defensive capabilities of 

the Jagged Brothers Alliance, especially after breaking the city walls for two days, making them think 

that the Jagged Brothers’ fortress defense is not as powerful as expected. 

 

But what they don’t know is that Lu Yang did not mobilize all the people. If more than 10 million players 

and multinational coalition forces launched an in-field diplomatic war, the results of the two-day battle 

would be a complete defeat for the multinational coalition forces. 

 

However, the reason why Lu Yang didn’t dare is that he was afraid that there would be rebels inside. 

Once that happened, it would be a great blow to Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang had no choice but to let the players from India, South Korea and the Jiuxing Alliance’s original 

place to participate, but even so, Lu Yang also defended. 

 

Another thing is that Lu Yang still has 3 million standing brother-in-law brothers who have not 

participated in the battle, as well as the players in their territories. They are either playing mini-games or 

stealing gems in the copy, and no one is idle. 

 

Every day, Tu Feng can harvest tens of millions of first-level gems. It is conceivable that after the war is 

over, the upgrade of the spiny beasts over there will be a much faster upgrade speed for players under 

Lu Yang. Other guild players are enough to shake off 5 levels. 

 



Lu Yang can now consider the follow-up things. The injustice ball is one aspect. On the other hand, the 

ninth element ball can also be reused. 

 

Before the 100th level, the 9th elementary ball increased 9000 intelligence. This is such an important 

item for a French player. But now, the intelligence of any piece of equipment has increased by 

thousands. The 9th elemental ball has been increased. Become a chicken rib. 

 

At the earliest, a nine-element ball could sell for 10,000 yuan. Now 500 yuan is too expensive. 

 

Lu Yang called Qing Qian Zimeng and said, “People who order you, collect the Nine-series element balls, 

and collect them all over the world. You can buy as many as you can.” 

 

“What about the price?” Qing Qian Zimeng asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “It’s 600 yuan each.” 

 

“OK.” Qing Qian Zimeng immediately went to do it. 

 

The reason why Lu Yang asked Qing Qian Zi Meng to acquire it was because Qing Qian Zi Meng had a low 

degree of attention. Unlike Tu Feng, the degree of attention was too high. 

 

At the current stage, as long as you hit one item, you can upgrade it to another item, called a 

shuttlecock. 

 

The location of the hoverball synthetic item is in the Black Cross City 200 map. Lu Yang took a flying 

carpet and spent 5 hours flying to the deepest area of the Black Cross graveyard. During this time, he 

also slept. . 

 

You are prompted to find the door to eternal sin 

 

When Lu Yang came here, he saw the door of Eternal Sin, which was 100 meters high, a long distance. 

 



Official official history, anyone who enters here will be punished by the boundless crime, but if he wants 

to enter that door to see the death, he also needs to kill the seven deacons who guard the gate. 

 

Beneath the Gate of Eternal Sin, seven black deacones standing 50 meters tall, wearing black cloaks, 

stood on both sides of the gate, watching the injustices floating from the outside entering the Gate of 

Eternal Sin. 

 

Lu Yang took a flying carpet to a position 100 meters away from the gate of eternal sin. Suddenly, 7 pairs 

of cold pupils stared at him. 

 

Even after his rebirth, Lu Yang looked at the pupils of the seven black deacon but still felt that the hairs 

on his back were upright. He slowly descended. The reason why the black deacon stared at him was not 

because the black deacon’s monitoring range was 100 meters. But because he flew into the air, as long 

as the players in the air enter the 100-meter area, they will be stared at by the black deacon. Once there 

are more than 2 people, they will launch the Necrosphere, and they will die if they hit. 

 

After landing, the seven black deacons no longer paid attention to Lu Yang, and bowed their heads and 

continued to rest with their eyes closed. 

 

Lu Yang looked around. This is a small platform on the top of the steps on the side of a black high 

platform. There is no blame within 30 meters of his location, and a team of 30 meters away is wearing a 

black coat with no feet below. Wraith with a sickle. 

 

Millennium Wraith (boss) 

 

Level 200 

 

Qi 50000000/50000000 

 

Lu Yang is looking for them. On them, there is a chance to drop the millennium injustice tree, which is 

the key to synthesizing the nine series of elemental balls. 

 

“Fire Sword” 



 

Lu Yang read a spell in his mouth, and six crimson fire swords emerged around him, while aiming at the 

millennium Wraith 30 meters in front. 

 

“Summon Flying Carpet” 

 

A flying carpet appeared at the foot of Lu Yang, slowly lifting it up. He ordered the flying carpet to face 

the millennium Wraith and issued an attack command. Six fire swords fired a flame sword at the same 

time. Body. 

 

“1206849” 

 

“1209236” 

 

… 

 

The millennium Wraith quickly lost blood. 

 

“Damn man, I’m going to kill you.” The millennium Wraith roared, flew, and chased after the landing 

sun. 

 

The other 11 resentment spirits behind him also flew up and pursued Lu Yang. 

 

This is why Lu Yang did not dare to use the magical fire to land. Once he used this skill, he would be 

finished. The millennium Wraith will fly, and his attack range using the magical fire is 150 meters, 

including the seven black deacon. Attack, he will be instantly spiked. 

 

Now he is flying in midair like this, as long as he runs with these 11 millennia grudges, he will not be 

attacked by others. 

 

Soon, he was killed by 11 millennia grudges, and an injustice tree was dropped. 



 

Millennium Injustice Wood 

 

Describe that this is the body of the unjust soul, which can keep the soul form of the unjust soul for 

thousands of years, and will not dissipate because of time. 

 

Unknown role 

 

This is the same thing introduced in the last life. No one knows what he did. At first, many people 

thought he was a baby. After collecting it, he stayed with him for a long time. No one has found his role. 

It was sold as ordinary garbage, and some people even sold 1 silver coin. 

 

Later, for some time, someone was shorting all the nine series element balls, and the injustice was gone, 

and then something called a shuttlecock appeared. 

 

The studio that makes money in the game is more sensitive to this aspect of the matter, and soon 

discovered the problem. After multi-party verification, it was found that the nine-series element ball and 

the millennium grudge wood were put together to form a shuttlecock. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t go to pick up the grievances, because he fell into the middle of a group of grievances of 

thousands of years. There are many millennia of grievances below, about 500. 

 

He looked at his magic, consumed a lot, took a bottle of potion and drank it, and slowly filled the magic 

value back. 

 

Lu Yang decided to make a dangerous move to resolve these grievances at once. 

 

“The Fire Devil Transforms” 

 

With a spell in his mouth, his body turned into a human-like flame. 

 

“Heavenly Fire” 



 

With him as the center, within 150 meters around, all creatures were attacked, and suddenly a large 

number of creatures flew towards him. 

 

At the same time, when he used his skills, the flying carpet disappeared, and Lu Yang slowly dropped 

down. Before he landed on the ground, there were more than 300 injustices around him. Lu Yang didn’t 

even escape. 

 

“Meteor Falls” 

 

Lu Yang pointed to the ground with his left hand, the clouds in the sky broke open, and a huge fire 

meteor like a house rushed straight down. He was stunned for 10 seconds in the middle of the strange 

group below. 

 

“嘭” 

 

Lu Yang landed. 

 

“Meteor Fire Rain” 

 

There are countless large fireballs falling in the sky, all 50 meters away from the seven black deacons. 

They will definitely not attract them. His magic value has dropped by one-third. He took out a spiritual 

gourd to eat it and consumed it. Top up. 

 

“Transformation of the Phoenix” 

 

Lu Yang’s body turned into a huge fire phoenix. He flew a wing and stopped in mid-air. 

 

This is a skill that he has learned before, which has not been used for a long time. On the one hand, this 

skill is too buggy, and on the other hand, it is too expensive, but it is not necessary now. The flying 

carpet is moving too slowly and turning. The speed is also slow, and it is impossible to deal with so many 

weird pursuits. Only Phoenix can be used. 



 

“Hello ~!” 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

… 

 

The millennium Wraiths on the ground flew up with their sickles, approaching the landing sun quickly. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t dare to stop there, and fluttered his wings quickly towards the distance, but he couldn’t 

fly out of the meteor’s fire and rain, otherwise he wouldn’t be able to kill these resentment spirits. 

 

Whenever he flew to the border, he quickly turned to avoid the attack of Wraith, and flew towards the 

side. After thrillingly avoiding three attacks, Wraith couldn’t hold on and died on the ground. 

 

Lu Yang landed on the ground and picked up the millennium of unjust soul trees. There were a total of 

32. He sat on the ground to eat cooking to restore magic, called Qing Qian Zimeng, and asked, “How 

many ninth element **** have been collected?” 

 

Qing Qian Zimeng said, “Group 72.” 

 

“So many?” Lu Yang asked with a smile Qing Qian Zimeng said, “There are a lot of nine series of 

element **** in the auction house of Tianyuan Divine City. I have bought them. I haven’t gone to 

various guilds. The main city auction house to see, there should be more. “ 

 

Lu Yang said, “Continue to collect, you go to the main city of the tiger mouth fortress and wait for me, I 

will get it.” 

 

“Oh.” Qing Qian Zimeng answered. 

 



Lu Yang took out the teleportation scroll and flew back to the tiger mouth fortress. After receiving the 

elemental ball from Qing Qian Zimeng, he asked, “How is the situation in the near future? Is there any 

problem?” 

 

Qing Qian Zimeng showed a cute expression and said happily, “There is no problem, there is a boss, I am 

very happy in this job, and very happy.” 

 

Lu Yang gave her 1 billion yuan in activity funds, and added 100 million yuan each month. Qing Qian 

Zimeng had a lot of money for her to spend, but Lu Yang never checked. 

 

Even if there are many people who are talking about the purple dreams in their backs, especially people 

like Huang Xiang, Lu Yang ignores them and never listens to them. 

 

 

Chapter 1145 - Intrigue 

  

No matter which girl Qing Qingzi dreams of signing, he does not need to pass through him. The money 

spent at one time is less than 10 million, and he does not need to pass through him. 

 

When I met such a boss, Qing Qian Zimeng, a girl who was just a little bit pretty but did n’t have a high 

education background, felt extremely happy. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Please contact me at any time if you have any questions. Go for it.” 

 

“Thank you, boss, goodbye.” Qing Qian Zimeng ran away happily. 

 

Lu Yang read the spell and flew back to the demon temple. He took a set of nine series element **** 

from the storage bag and placed it on the altar, and then placed a piece of injustice wood on it. 

 

System prompt: Are you sure you want to synthesize? 

 



Lu Yang did not choose to synthesize immediately. Instead, he took out the fate dice that he hadn’t used 

for a long time, and threw it down. This thing has a chance to synthesize. The greater chance is that the 

synthesis fails, and after the failure, he will randomly lose an elemental ball and injustice wood. 

 

In the previous life, there was a perennial battlefield at the 200-level gate of eternal sin. Players did not 

care about the Great Guild at all in order to get the injustice tree, and everyone stood there randomly. 

 

It can be imagined how low the probability of this synthesis is, and the thing of synthesis mainly depends 

on the luck value. If the luck value exceeds 10 points, the synthesis is 100%. 

 

The system prompts: the number of fate dice is points, 6 points, 6 points, more than 10 points, luck 

increases by 10 points, the duration is 0 minutes. 

 

Lu Yang immediately chose to synthesize a shuttlecock, a flash of light flashed, and a black shuttlecock 

appeared on the altar. 

 

Shuttlecock (Legendary) 

 

Level: 140 

 

Damage: +0 

 

Description: Every time you kill a player or a creature above the boss level, you increase 1 damage. The 

current damage value is 0/200000. 

 

A shuttlecock can increase 200,000 damage, which has a great advantage in the battle. Lu Yang also 

synthesized the remaining shuttlecock. 

 

The millennial injustice only brushes once a day, and the rest he can only go back tomorrow. He decides 

to give the higher-level physics profession around him. 

 



“Han Fei, Han Yu, Bai Xiongxiong, Zhou Tianming’s two brothers, Xia Yuwei, Sun Yu, Tian Yao, Liang Yun, 

bitter love half-life, light and dark thief, Han Yu … come here, I have something for you.” Lu Yang called 

thirty-two people in a row to come to his side. 

 

“Boss, what a treasure.” Bai Lang asked cheerfully. 

 

Lu Yang took out the shuttlecock and said, “One for each.” 

 

“Increase 200,000 injuries!” Zhou Tianming said excitedly. 

 

“This thing has improved so much that I can’t wait to go to war tonight.” Tian Yao said. 

 

Lu Yang knew that they would think so, and said, “Let’s play, don’t be afraid, I can produce a lot here 

every day.” 

 

In the near future, this thing will be used by Lu Yang for the gradual formation of the Demon Immortal 

Legion. It must be mass-produced, with 200,000 more damage than many people, and does not occupy 

the equipment bar. 

 

“Boss, you can take a break. From last night to now, you haven’t slept yet.” Said bitter love for a long 

time. 

 

Lu Yang patted him on the shoulder and said, “I’m up to you, I’m going to bed.” 

 

“Boss rest assured that before you go online tonight, there will not be any problems at the Tiger Mouth 

Fortress.” Tian Yao said. 

 

“I’m absolutely assured that you are here.” Lu Yang waved at them, returned to Chiyang City using the 

scroll, and entered the hotel to rest. 

 



Here Lu Yang took a rest, and on the other side, Liu Jie and the dead grass had not rested yet. This time 

the war, let Liu Jie and the dead grass experience what is called thrilling, if not Saudi Arabia, France, 

North Africa, Germany, etc. The super guild of the country is still unskilled, and this time he lost. 

 

This made him very regretted that he did not heed the proposal of dead grass, and competed with Lu 

Yang for the Northeast region. With his strength at that time, if he entered the Northeast region, he 

would be able to squeeze Lu Yang out of the Northeast. Jiang Guang, who should occupy the entire vast 

area of the North, is facing six countries’ simultaneous attacks from six directions. 

 

Fortunately, he has close relations with chiefs of other countries. With the help of these chiefs and his 

senior commanders, he has repeatedly repelled the enemy’s attacks. 

 

But still in crisis, he sighed and said, “It’s all my fault, just listen to you then.” 

 

Even the dead grass is full of regrets. If Liu Jie listened to him and entered the northeast, he would be 

just like Lu Yang now. As long as the tiger mouth and the sky sword fortress were controlled, no matter 

how many people attacked, he would not be able to fight. Come in. 

 

“Nothing, we are now training players. With so many battle experiences, we will fight Luyang again in 

the future, and we will definitely not lose the strength of our men.” Said dead grass. 

 

In the old continent that year, Liu Jie and counted dead grass ate the players who had too little combat 

experience. Fighting with the hard-blooded players of Lu Yang, on the one hand, they were respected 

and superior, on the other hand they were honed in battles. Contact, even if Lu Yang has some 

disadvantages in equipment and personnel, they can’t beat Lu Yang’s side. 

 

Now that there have been so many **** battles, but Lu Yang’s respect is better, which makes the dead 

grass believe that when they meet Lu Yang again, they will have no fear. 

 

Liu Jie sighed and said, “I’m still your most loyal, and I still want to comfort me at this time.” 

 

Today, Liu Jie is no longer that gimmick. After the prosperity, failure, prosperity, and failure of the family 

business, he has become an adult with rich experience and has a deep understanding of world affairs. 

Talking to people is no longer domineering and knows how to listen and understand. 



 

The dead grass said: “Now Lu Yang has not withdrawn 500,000 people, but I believe that Lu Yang will 

definitely not launch a decisive battle against us at this time. We can draw the 100,000 people to the 

south and west to support it.” 

 

Liu Jie froze and asked, “Why?” 

 

The dead grass said: “The skinny dead camel is bigger than the horse. No matter how bad we are, it is 

also a super guild with tens of millions of level 10 players. Lu Yang is now under siege by the coalition 

forces of all countries. One step to the sky and Daniel’s side did not end the war at all. The idea is that 

they are convinced that they can fight Lu Yang. “ 

 

Liu Jie said, “Do you think they will continue to fight Daniel?” 

 

The dead grass said: “The bystanders are clear from the authorities. We outsiders can see that Lu Yang 

didn’t make every effort, but in their view, every attack can knock down Lu Yang’s walls. The difference 

is to break in and how. To crack Lu Yang’s horns array, they should be thinking about this method, and it 

is expected that this will be the case in the next few days. 

 

When they want to understand, when the horn horn array can’t be cracked, they will really withdraw 

from the war, and this time will be at least 5 days, I bet they will desperately persist for another 5 days, 

and we can use Over the past five days, 100,000 or 400,000 people have been transferred to attack 

Saudi Arabia or North Africa, and one of them has been defeated. We have won this war. “ 

 

Liu Jie bowed his head and thought, thinking for a long time before gritting his teeth, saying: “Yes, just 

fight like this. In this way, all 500,000 people will be transferred out and replaced with 100-level players. 

Force France and Germany to withdraw from the war. “ 

 

The dead grass did not expect that Liu Jie would be so broken, saying, “Will there be too many people to 

withdraw.” 

 

Liu Jie said: “It is meaningless for Lu Yang to defend a main city with 100,000 people. He wants to attack 

as long as he comes up with the spirit of the devil. He doesn’t want to fight. It is useless to keep it. Fight 

once, I bet Lu Yang has no time to control us. “ 



 

He didn’t say a word. If he couldn’t solve the enemy before Lu Yang, Lu Yang would cooperate with 

Germany and France to attack him. At that time, even if he died, he would lose four-fifths of the 

territory, and then he would collapse. Already. 

 

The dead grass said: “Okay, let’s fight it once, and I’ll arrange the plan.” 

 

Liu Jie said: “Let Yue Yueshan and his soldiers participate, this group is very loyal and there will be no 

problems.” 

 

Think dead grass nodded. 

 

late at night. 

 

When Huaxia entered the night, when the coalition forces formed by South Africa, Britain, and Italy, 

stepped up to the Tigers Fortress again, on the other side, Liu Jie, dead grass, such as Yue Taishan, 

Schneider, Edward and others began small-scale The 500,000 players in the fortress opposite the Sky 

Sword Fortress gradually withdrew and replaced with lower-level players. 

 

Liu Jie now has one of the biggest advantages. The majority of his players are Africans, and outsiders 

cannot break into them. 

 

They also do not accept outsiders into their corps, and each corps is a chief of the corps, and the players 

inside are their tribe, men, women and children, so it is even more difficult to break into the interior. 

 

After the fortification of the fortress, Liu Jie did not announce the news in the guild. He could easily 

allow these people to use the city roll to quickly fly to the nearest fortress in North Africa to hide. 

 

Zhuojiu has been monitoring Liu Jie’s news. Ten minutes away from the Tianjian Fortress, he built 

dozens of 50-meter-high sentry towers. From there, you can use a telescope to see Liu Jie’s main city. 

Within the situation. 

 



He noticed that there was an obvious movement of soldiers in the city, and immediately called Lu Yang, 

saying, “Boss, Liu Jie may be sending personnel to other battlefields.” 

 

Lu Yang was directing the battle, and Wen Yan frowned and said, “Are you sure?” 

 

Zhuo Jiu said: “It is possible that the player equipment on the city wall is not abnormal, but the people in 

the city seem to have a big problem. I suspect that they use the method of stealing beams and replacing 

columns to exchange low-level players and high-level players. Go out. “ 

 

Lu Yang snorted and said, “Liu Jie really dares to do this.” 

 

“Will we hit him?” Asked Zhuzhuo. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Don’t worry, see what Liu Jie is doing tonight, you listen to me.” 

 

He turned off the intercom, and called Xue Yiming again, and asked, “Can you monitor the situation of 

Liu Jie?” 

 

Xue Yiming has been asked by Lu Yang to investigate the organization structure of Liu Jie’s guild, and to 

find opportunities to buy them, but the effect is not great, only to buy some low-level African players, 

and each time the war begins, Liu Jie will order his men to close They don’t get any news from any 

interphone. 

 

“I’ll try it. This may expose the pawns we bought on Liu Jie.” Xue Yiming said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Throwing a piece or two out and it’s worth changing for a main city.” 

 

The fortress where Liu Jie and Lu Yang confronted is called the Chieftain’s Fortress. There is also a place 

with severe terrain. If it is normal to attack, Lu Yang does not find millions of people. It will not be 

possible to attack for more than a week. 

 



Now that there is such a good opportunity, Lu Yang will not miss it. If this chief fortress is laid down, Lu 

Yang will open the door on Liu Jie’s side, just as Lu Yang laid down Dingzhou City against Park Renyi. The 

front is In an open area, he can fight as much as he wants to hit Liu Jie. 

 

“Okay, if there is information there, I will report in a timely manner.” Xue Yiming said, he and his staff 

have a set of contact methods. Although this method can only be passed unilaterally during the war, but 

it can let the other party know what Xue Yiming thinks . 

 

Lu Yang looked back at the battle on the field. Today’s war, the Brotherhood of the Jagged Brothers, 

fought extremely fiercely, especially these vice presidents. After they got the shuttlecock, they rushed to 

the crowded place and killed them. The multinational coalition forces somehow. 

 

“The door is evil, why are the vice presidents of Lu Yang’s team so desperate today, just like 

desperately?” Daniel frowned. 

 

He stepped up to the sky and said, “This is the most difficult place for the Jagged Brothers Alliance. 

Whenever it comes to a critical moment, these vice-chairmen of the Jagged Brothers Alliance will send 

out great fighting power, but we don’t feel the pain of the Jagged Brothers Alliance here. Why are they 

so desperate? “ 

 

Today, the multinational coalition forces are still thinking about how to destroy the two brothers Bai 

Sanxiong, Tianyao and Zhou Tianming outside the horn array. It has been fighting for several hours, but 

it still has no effect. With the back of the cemetery, the Iron Brotherhood can freely Resurrection, and 

their resurrected players have to run to another place 20 minutes away from the battlefield, which is 

very troublesome. 

 

“Is there something wrong with Lu Yang? You need to end the fighting as soon as possible, so that these 

vice presidents are desperate?” Kerim asked. 

 

“It is possible that the war on our side caused a lot of rebellions inside them. It is estimated that those 

people are gathering new rebellions, and Lu Yang is also engaged in finance, fearing that the situation of 

Tianlong will appear.” The blood butcher said excitedly. 

 

Daniel, Kerim, and Step Up all feel right. 

 



“Hey, then we should strengthen our offense. We must let those who want to rebel inside realize that 

our side is strong. As long as they rebel, they will be able to succeed.” One step Dengtian said. 

 

The blood butcher said: “It is best to find a way to persuade the players in India who return to Lu Yang to 

trust us to own the main city and work for Lu Yang. It is clear at a glance.” 

 

Kerem said: “We can try. You guys attack. I have a relationship with Karp of India. I’ll talk to him.” 

 

“Why don’t you say this early with this connection.” One step Dengtian asked. 

 

Kerim did not speak, but what he thought was that if Lu Yang could be defeated, with his friendship with 

Karp, Karp would have to join forces with him to occupy the Indian region, even the South Korean region 

and the Nine Star Alliance region. Can occupy. At that time, as long as he defended Dingzhou City and 

blocked the entry of Daniel and Blood Butcher, he was the biggest winner. 

 

But who would have thought that they had fought with Lu Yang with the most elite fighting power, but 

had not even seen anything in the tiger’s mouth, it was tantamount to failing to enter it. 

 

“I’ll call first.” Kerim picked up the phone and called Karp. 

 

In the Indian area, the city of paradise, Karp is chatting with Padou and others. Although there were 

some misunderstandings before, he can compare Malosa and Cold Iron Armor. He still needs to get 

closer to Davy and Padou. When the old ministry of Tianlong was granted more rights, they would be 

greatly excluded. 

 

After all, it was Carp and others who squeezed away Carlos and others. It was Carp who eventually led 

to the defeat of Tianlong. It was impossible for Marosa to hate him. 

 

“Damn, why are there so few rebellions, so easy to calm down.” Ba Qiang said in a depressed way. 

 

“Why, you want more rebellions.” Padu asked with a smile. 

 



Ba Qiang said: “It was so easy to eliminate it. It seems that we don’t have much credit. President Lu Yang 

now let us do our best to upgrade, but I want to fight.” 

 

“Dean Lui has his ideas. According to his attitude towards us now, he wants to reuse us, otherwise he 

will not tell us such a secret upgrade method and how to get gems. “ 

 

Karp was about to agree, received a familiar call application, saw the name, he asked everyone to stop 

talking, opened the camera, clicked on the connection, and immediately pressed the public key. 

 

“Daniel, my old friend, why do you think of calling me?” Caphaha said with a laugh. 

 

Dalvey, Padu, Baqiang and others all heard their eyes light up. Daniel’s name was the most recently they 

heard. 

 

Daniel knew that Carp would speak to him in this tone, and said with a smile, “Why, I can’t call you? 

Don’t you recognize me as a friend?” 

 

Karp said, “Ack, of course, you are my friend at all times, and it has nothing to do with our position.” 

 

Daniel took a reassurance pill and said, “Dude, it’s not that easy for me to find you. Is there anyone 

around you?” 

 

Karp looked at Dalvey and others and said, “No.” 

 

Bad smiles appeared on the faces of Patho and Dalv, etc. Daniel said, “Well, I want to ask you a favor.” 

 

“What’s busy?” Karp asked. 

 

Daniel said, “I hope you will join us and attack Lu Yang together.” 

 

Excitement appeared on the faces of Patou and Dalv. 



 

Karp’s face was also very excited. He pressed his heart and said, “How can this be, I have loyalty to Lu 

Yang and can’t betray.” 

 

“Man, you are an Indian, how can you be loyal to a Huaxia? Have you forgotten your race?” Daniel 

stimulated Karp. 

 

Karp said angrily: “Of course I didn’t forget, but we couldn’t beat Lu Yang at all.” 

 

Daniel was overjoyed and said, “Who said that with us to help you, how can you not beat it, as long as 

we entangle Luyang here, you launched a rebellion internally, with millions of players in your hands , Lu 

Yang is not your opponent at all. “ 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1146 - Iron Head 

  

Karp said, “But I’m not the one to take charge of it alone, but also Padu, Baqiang, and Dalvi. The actual 

number I control is only 200,000.” 

 

He said less, in fact he controlled 1 million! 

 

Daniel frowned, and said, “So little?” 

 

Karp said: “Lu Yang is guarding us and dare not give us too much rights. I still have so many people 

because they are the original subordinates. They refuse to talk to other talents, otherwise I will control 

it. Tens of thousands. “ 

 

Daniel asked, “What about Padua?” 



 

Karp said: “Dalvey controls the high-ranking curse mage regiment, and the special army controlled by 

Paddu. The few of us add up to their friends, which is about 1 million.” 

 

Daniel rekindled his hopes and asked, “Can you convince them and let them do it with you? It’s better to 

be president than to do it for Lu Yang.” 

 

Karp thought for a while, and said, “Seriously, Lu Yang is not very good to us. Although he is better than 

Tianlong, it is the same thing. I have talked with some of them, but I have never had a chance. You This 

is an opportunity, but I need to discuss it with them. Also, the war was won. I ask that the Moonless City 

and the City of the Holy Spirit belong to us. 

 

Daniel said, “Rest assured, we just want the super guild of Lu Yang. I haven’t thought about swallowing 

you, nor have that strength.” 

 

It’s not now. When you hit it, it’s not necessarily there, Daniel thought. 

 

“Well, then let me talk to them a few.” Carp hung up after talking and looked at Padu and others. 

 

Partu and Dalvey and others also looked at Karp, and suddenly, a few of them burst into laughter. 

 

“I thought I had no chance to fight. I didn’t expect the opportunity to be in front of me.” Ba Qiang said, 

covering his stomach. 

 

“Daniel, a fool, he didn’t know that we had signed a contract with Lu Yang. Lu Yang also built a high-rise 

studio for us, and the fool betrayed him.” Karp said. 

 

“Betrayed Lu Yang, we have to face those high castes who look down on us. Is everyone the same as 

Padu?” Dalv said sarcastically. 

 

Partu stood up and walked to Dalvy, holding her and saying, “Don’t care about it, look, aren’t we good 

now?” 



 

She knew Darvi’s experience clearly, and she felt very bad for it. 

 

Dalv rested his head on Padu and said, “I will never betray Lu Yang in this life, because she gave me 

dignity.” 

 

“I’ll call the boss now, tell him about it, and ask him how to solve it. If you can, I think we can directly 

send troops to fight and find a chance to kill Daniel them.” Karp said. 

 

“Okay.” Partu and Dalv nodded. 

 

Kapoor picked up the phone and called Lu Yang, and told him about Daniel’s contact with him, and also 

sent the video he just recorded to Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and shook his head when he saw the video, saying, “Don’t be so careful, I have absolute 

trust in you.” 

 

There was a warm current in Karp’s heart, saying, “Thank you, boss.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “What do you guys think?” 

 

Karp said, “Boss, we want to participate in the war. If we don’t join this battle, it seems that we have a 

deep gap with you. If we participate in the war, no one will think of us in the future.” 

 

Lu Yang knew that Carp didn’t say a word, that is, Tu Feng and Zhuo Jiu, and so on, there is no need to 

be too alert to them. 

 

“Yes, but the time to participate in the war cannot be today. Do things to do a full set. You tell Daniel 

that as soon as possible after the day, you must slowly gather players to confirm that they will not leak 

to Lu Yang know.” Lu Yang said with a smile. . 

 

Karp said cheerfully, “Yes, I’ll reply to him in an hour.” 



 

Lu Yang nodded, turned off the intercom, and watched a taunt of ridicule as he watched outside the city 

directing the fight against Daniel. 

 

“Deservedly you are unlucky, and you want to split the Indian players in my hands. Do you know how 

much I spent to make them work for me?” Lu Yang gritted his teeth and said. 

 

Build high-rise studios, dormitory areas, activity rooms, give them high salaries, free high-standard 

breakfast, lunch and dinner, beautiful work uniforms, and vacations and five insurances and one fund. 

Lu Yang gave them to Carp evenly, so they couldn’t buy their hearts, unless they were born with a back 

bone, or a lack of mind. 

 

The same is true in South Korea. The only thing that hasn’t done so is the Nine Star Alliance region, 

because the personnel there are too scattered to gather people. 

 

If it weren’t for Lu Yang to ask Li Wenxing to play gems and soul beasts, now Lu Yang can gather 2 

million Korean players to participate in the battle, but it’s not worth it. 

 

Lu Yang shouted: “The whole army attacked, pressed out and destroyed them.” 

 

The Brotherhood of the Iron Blood has formed a tendency to attack Daniel’s coalition forces. The three 

males of Bai Shi and Tian Yao attack from the left, and Xia Yuwei and bitter love attack from the right. 

 

Lu Yang stood on a high platform with Jiang Ze, Sun Yu, Tu Feng, and Elderly Man in the middle to 

command. It seemed difficult to fight, but in fact he was very skillful. 

 

Daniel, Kerim, and others heard Lu Yang’s roar using a large horn, knowing that the Brotherhood of Iron 

Blood began to counterattack, and they began to command their men to fight back. 

 

After playing for an hour, the two sides did not know the outcome. Karp called when the situation was 

anxious. 

 

Daniel pressed the connect button in excitement and said, “You finally called, how about it?” 



 

Kapu said in an excited tone: “Paddu, Baqiang, and Dalvi all agreed, and they also want to be the 

president alone, but the requirements of the three of them are also Moonlight City and the City of the 

Holy Spirit. We must give them to you. Cannot be occupied. “ 

 

Daniel changed the speaker into a public speaker and said, “Of course you are. The Moonless City and 

the City of the Holy Spirit are yours. We will never grab it.” 

 

Kerem and Stephanie gave thumbs up, expressing Daniel’s cleverness. 

 

Karp said, “That’s good, we can talk smoothly.” 

 

Daniel asked anxiously: “When can you launch an attack?” 

 

“It’s going to be the soonest,” Karp said. 

 

“Day time?” Daniel asked in surprise. 

 

Karp said, “Man, this is a betrayal of Lu Yang. We are not sure if anyone under his control has been 

bought by Lu Yang. We need to talk with the team leader below one by one in order to launch the 

attack. The sky is the limit.” 

 

Daniel had to speak, but the blood butcher said, “God, we can wait.” 

 

One step to the sky also nodded in agreement. 

 

Karim nodded in agreement. 

 

Daniel said, “Well, then it must be after the sky, and it must not exceed the sky, because we can still 

fight the sky at most. At that time, if you do not fight, we will retreat.” 

 



Karp said: “Rest assured, if we don’t fight, we will, if we attack, we will completely destroy the enemy.” 

 

Daniel hung up the speaker, he didn’t tell the truth, because he could fight for five days, he looked at 

the blood butcher and asked, “How did you promise me?” 

 

The Blood Butcher said: “I think this time is reasonable, it is the time they can launch.” 

 

“If he agreed to attack tomorrow, I would suspect that he had surrendered. How could he possibly make 

1 million people rebel so quickly, unless Lu Yang agreed.” 

 

Daniel felt that this made sense and said, “Well then, let’s continue the attack.” 

 

The blood butcher said: “To attack fiercely, you must not let Lu Yang see the flaws.” 

 

Step up to heaven and wait for someone to nod. 

 

“Offensive, offensive,” Daniel shouted. 

 

“Destroy them and destroy them,” Korim shouted. 

 

… 

 

The five presidents each directed their men to attack the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. At the location 

of the broken wall of the tiger’s mouth, the oppressed Brotherhood of the Iron Blood once backed down 

by dozens of meters. 

 

Lu Yang guessed that this group of people should have received the news from Karp, and shouted, “Keep 

on, this is the enemy’s last counterattack.” 

 

On the battlefield, the bitter love who was losing his life heard Lu Yang’s shouting for a long time, and 

suddenly there was a stern expression on his face. He raised a battle flag in his right hand and shouted, 



“Brothers, the boss is looking at us behind, absolutely You can’t humiliate the boss, you can’t humiliate 

the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. “ 

 

Thousands of defeated players showed a crazy look on their faces. 

 

Suffering for half a life shouted: “The battle will never end, Brother Brothers, kill ~!” 

 

Tens of thousands of players followed the bitter love life to launch a death charge, rushing madly 

towards the enemy, the offensive multinational coalition forces are in the best state, and they did not 

feel the abnormality of these people in the face of the counterattack of the Jagged Brothers. The attack 

of the routine can be found, but when found, this group of Jagged Brothers players do not have to equip 

at all, they are all with you. 

 

“Lao Tzu would rather not have equipment and level, you give me death.” A violent battle was fought by 

the enemy with four long swords, and he plunged the two-handed sword in his hand into the throat of 

an enemy and struck three times. . 

 

He died, so did the enemy! Both ends together! 

 

“Chong, there is a gap, Brother Brothers, kill ~!” A Brother Knight of Brother Brothers rushed to the 

position where the enemy died, launching the Holy Shield skill, turning the two-handed sword crazy in 

his hand, and launching the Holy Storm. 

 

A spear roared in the distance, and a smash broke the Paladin ’s shield. He was no longer in an invincible 

state and was immediately besieged by players on all sides. However, the Paladin was fighting 

relentlessly, rather he would die. Stuck in this position. 

 

Suddenly, a blaze of flames hit the Paladin precisely in the sky, killing him instantly. Just as the players of 

the multinational alliance were preparing to fill up, a violent battle of the Iron Brotherhood launched a 

jump and got stuck. 

 

“Furious Cyclone Slash” 

 



As soon as the raging battle fell to the ground and his body sprang up, he shouted, “Cure, add blood to 

me, and keep me in order to win them.” 

 

Everyone looked around and found out that this man was a leader of the Iron Brotherhood. He wore 

level 10 excellent gold equipment and many high-level rare items. Once dropped, the warehouse of the 

Iron Brotherhood did not give him in time. In addition, even if this is the case, the group players also 

rushed up, prefer not to equip the equipment, but also to block the position. 

 

“Kill him, take back the position, don’t show any emptiness.” Andrea rushed forward. Yesterday’s 

fighting made him very angry. Today he wants to find it himself, and it is his credit to advance here. 

 

Countless magic, bows and arrows, and long swords hit the head of the Iron Brotherhood, and there are 

countless healing blessings on his body. 

 

“Holy Light” 

 

“Therapy” 

 

“Holy Healing” 

 

Everyone saw that the head of the blood dropped sharply, and sometimes even a dozen points of blood 

were left, but it took 01 seconds and was full of blood instantly. 

 

In this state, the head of the group laughed wildly and laughed angrily: “Come on, the garbage of the 

multinational coalition, I will let you see what the Iron Blood Brotherhood is. If I die, the top captain will 

be in this position. I’ll make a decision. “ 

 

“Kill ~!” Jagged Brothers players are also crazy, especially to heal the players and add blood to the 

leader, they hate themselves not to attack the profession, if so, they would rather replace the leader. 

 

At this point, the two sides had completely fought together, and there was no extra person on Lu Yang’s 

side to support the commander. The commander obviously knew the situation and he worked hard. 

 



The two sides seem to be trapped at this point. If the commander holds his position and breaks in, it is 

equivalent to breaking through the first three rows of the enemy’s anti-war and violent battles, followed 

by a large number of healing and mage, shooter, These are residual blood occupations, which can be 

killed with just a few skills. 

 

Both sides knew this, so both sides were desperately launching an offensive. At this time, the 

reinforcements behind the head of the group arrived, all 00 Templars. 

 

“Boss, here we are,” a captain shouted. 

 

The head of the regimen looked excited and shouted, “Pretty, attack me and destroy their defensive 

turtle shells.” 

 

The commander’s whirlwind is over. At this time, he is waving his sword high to resist the melee sword 

attack around the block and the bow and arrow shooting in the distance. Without these solid basic skills 

and super fast reaction speed, he would have been Just died under so many attacks. 

 

The Templar Knight captain raised his sword and was about to order an attack, but saw the head of the 

team suddenly withdraw from the game. At this moment, everyone understood that the head of the 

team had just played abnormally, causing excessive use of consciousness. The connection to the game 

was forcibly disconnected. 

 

At that moment, the commander was plunged into the body by various weapons and killed on the spot. 

 

The Templar Captain’s face showed an excited look, stepped on the leader’s body, raised his sword and 

roared: “Iron brothers, kill ~!” 

 

“Kill ~!” 

 

The players around the Brotherhood of Iron Blood have gone crazy, regardless of their own status, and 

madly launched a multinational coalition army. 

 



Especially these 00 Templars, under the circumstances of divine shields and healing desperately adding 

blood, used punishment angels, disregarding physical defenses, pushing all the way, hitting the shield 

team and the melee output team of the multinational alliance for a maximum of 0. Notch of meter. 

 

“Rush in and kill their healer and mage,” the captain shouted. 

 

As soon as the words fell, the deputy head of the mage shouted, “Pay attention to our blood volume, 

brothers, for the head of the group, for the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, rush with me, flashing.” 

 

A flash of light flashed, and the deputy head of the mage jumped into the enemy’s healing group, 

launching a flame storm and a burning bird. 

 

“Well, I fight.” 

 

“This equipment is unnecessary.” 

 

“Rush.” 

 

… 

 

More than 200 mages rushed into the enemy’s healing team with the mage’s deputy head, launching 

various range of attack skills, and for a time, the enemy’s interior became chaotic. 

 

But these 200 mages were also quickly killed. Even with the help of treatment to add blood, they did not 

stop for 10 seconds. This is also the reason why they did not rush in before. If they did not enter the first 

three rows of the enemy, In the case, they couldn’t hold on for even a second. 

 

But now they stopped for 10 seconds, and also killed most of the enemy’s healing, which has brought 

great convenience to the attacking Brother Brothers players on the front battlefield. 

 



In the confrontation between the two sides, it was obvious that the multinational coalition forces were 

lacking in treatment at this point, and the gap quickly changed from 0 meters to 50 meters and 70 

meters. 

 

“boom” 

 

Just like a landslide, this corner of the multinational coalition collapsed, and more than 10,000 people 

from the Iron Brotherhood broke into the hinterland of the multinational coalition from this corner, 

completely disrupting their interior. 

 

“Retreat, retreat.” 

 

“Retreat, orderly retreat.” 

 

… 

 

Daniel, Kerim and others quickly commanded the team to withdraw, otherwise at least 100,000 people 

would be surrounded by the Iron Brotherhood in this small circle. 

 

“Iron brothers, kill ~!” The bitter love bite off half a life, and Andrea just fought with him, entangled him, 

he can only watch the head of his team play until syncope passes, which makes He was so angry that he 

didn’t give the other party a chance to escape, and entangled Andrea hard. 

 

Andrea himself has a set of 10 top-level equipment, and he has singled out and has no ability to fight for 

half a life of hardship but he is all around, not lost to half life of hardship, by the momentum of attack, 

Suppressed the bitter love side. 

 

But now the momentum has faded, and bitter love has been forced out by a large army. This time 

Andrea can’t run, and he doesn’t have a leader like the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood. He dares to faint 

and faint. Enemy offensive person. 

 

With just one attack, Andrea was killed half-life by bitter love, and was killed with more than 10,000 

people under the damaged city walls of the Tiger Mouth Fortress. 



 

“Continue to attack, kill them, and leave alone.” Shouted bitterly for half a life. 

 

His tens of thousands of people rushed with bitter love for half a lifetime, but when they came to the 

door, they encountered stubborn resistance again. Daniel and Kerim personally took the president’s 

guard in front, slowly retreated, and finally suffered. Only half the lives of lovers have left the bodies of 

50,000 players. 

 

On the other hand, when the three males of the Bai family, Zhou Tianming and Tianyao attacked, they 

also encountered the blockage of the blood slaughter and the most elite players. 

 

In the end, the multinational coalition forces successfully withdrew without serious injuries, and the 

Jagged Brothers did not experience much damage, and the two sides were tied. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1147 - Liu Jie failed back 

  

Lu Yang watched the end of the battlefield and immediately called the bitter love half-life and said: 

“Quit the game and go with me to see your leader. Such a brother is good.” 

 

Love bitterly nodded and said, “I’ll wait for you at the door.” 

 

Lu Yang said to Tu Feng: “The battlefield has been handed over to you and Xu Cailiang. I’ll go and see 

first. Call me if there is a situation.” 

 

“Yes,” Tu Feng said immediately. 

 

Lu Yang quit the game, walked to the door of the office, and saw the bitter love half-life had run up, and 

asked, “How many floors is he?” 



 

Kuaiai said for half a life: “On the 22nd floor, it is the person in charge of that floor. The head of the 

group, named Li Shiming, is a good brother.” 

 

Lu Yang patted him on the shoulder and said, “Don’t worry, nothing will happen, I often have this 

situation.” 

 

Love bitterly nodded. 

 

The two took the elevator to the 22nd floor. As soon as they entered the door, they saw Li Shiming 

sitting with his head in his hands. 

 

“Shiming, are you okay?” Suffering half-life, he ran two steps quickly, and asked worriedly. 

 

Li Shiming looked up and saw that Lu Yang and bitter love had been here for a lifetime, and asked in 

surprise: “Boss, President, how did you come here, is the battle over? I tried to log in a few times and 

couldn’t get on.” 

 

Love bitterly for a long time, he hammered his shoulder hard, and cursed: “I’m scared to death, I 

thought you had an accident.” 

 

Li Shiming blinked, he smiled and said, “I’m fine. The system reminds me that my consciousness and 

system connection rate are less than 9, forcing me to spit it out, and I have no headaches.” 

 

Lu Yang reacted. There was a mechanism in the game that was automatically set by the system. If it is 

not modified, once the connection rate is less than 9, it will be forced to quit. The normal forced quit is 

90, which is also the limit rate. When you quit, the person’s head will be painful for at least one full day 

to two full days to slow down, and sleep is useless. 

 

“Your condition is okay, and it looks fine.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Li Shiming said bouncing, “I have nothing to do.” 



 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “Your boy has made great achievements this time and can defeat the enemy. 

You made a great contribution this time. Now I officially appoint you as the commander of the army. As 

for the number of the army, I will tell you later. You The kid is a material. “ 

 

Li Shiming opened his eyes in surprise and said, “I’m promoted.” 

 

Love bitterly laughed and said, “Nonsense, thank you boss yet.” 

 

“Thank you President Boss.” Li Shiming said happily. 

 

Lu Yang said: “I will give you an additional 100,000 yuan. When the war is over and the awards are 

unified, I will personally present them to you.” 

 

“Xie Boss.” Li Shiming was very happy. 

 

Bitter love blinked for a long time, and said with a sad face, “Boss, it’s not right, you’re not trying to steal 

someone. This is my treasure, you can’t take it away.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Where is there so much nonsense, I have my own consideration, don’t be so 

small, the more talented you are, the better it is for you.” 

 

Even if the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood is united again, it is also a faction. It is only the big man Lu 

Yang who is suppressing it here. Other talents dare not make trouble. Otherwise, it will be chaotic early 

on. 3. Who do Bai San’s three males serve, and who does Xia Yuwei serve them? !! 

 

All are top-level existences in the game that can be the chairman alone, and the same is true for half a 

lifetime. Now, the situation is that who can have more senior subordinates has more right to speak. 

 

I know this bitterly for half my life, saying, “Okay, I obey the arrangement.” 

 



Li Shiming didn’t know. He thought he had been away from bitter love for half his life, and said, “Boss, I 

…” 

 

Painful love gave him a scoop on his head and said, “Shut up, accept with ease, don’t make nonsense.” 

 

“Oh.” Li Shiming nodded. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

Lu Yang’s interphone rang, and he picked it up and saw that Xue Yiming was calling. He immediately 

went to the distance and pressed the connect button, asking, “What’s the matter?” 

 

Xue Yiming said: “Our insider was exposed, but he sent a message. Liu Jie withdrew 500,000 people 

from the Emirates Fortress and replaced them with 100-level trumpet defenders. Those 500,000 people 

are now attacking Saudi Arabia. Gadafi, Gadafi can’t hold on. “ 

 

Lu Yang said, “Can you know how long it will take?” 

 

Xue Yiming said: “It will take three or four hours at the earliest to determine the outcome. Now Liu Jie 

absolutely does not care about the Chiefs fortress. If he does not kill Saudi Arabia’s Qadhafi and North 

Africa, he is doomed to fail.” 

 

“Very well, find a way to retrain newcomers. I’ll inject you a billion credits. You arrange some innocent 

foreigners to join the guilds of Edward and Schneider and try to find a breakthrough from them.” Lu 

Yang said. 

 

“I have the same intention. Liu Jie’s defense is too tight. I really should change direction.” Xue Yiming 

said. 

 

Lu Yang closed the intercom and said to bitter love for half a life: “Back to the post, there is a new 

battle.” 

 



“Yes,” bitter love said for a long time. 

 

“Boss, I also want to participate in the war.” Li Shiming said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Go to the hospital. I approve you to have a physical examination. You will have to have a 

full body examination and get it back for reimbursement.” 

 

“Yes,” Li Shiming said immediately, Lu Yang’s words were beyond dispute. 

 

Lu Yang returned to their positions with bitter love for half their lives. After entering the game, Lu Yang 

made a phone call with the muddy wine pouring down and said: “Ready to fight immediately. Liu Jie, as 

you said, stole the beam and changed the column to the Saudi frontline.” 

 

There was a hint of excitement in Zhuoshu, saying: “500,000 people are ready to attack.” 

 

“Okay, get out of town and get ready to attack immediately.” Lu Yang said. 

 

He closed the intercom, and said to Xia Yuwei and the White Lion beside him, “You stay here, and I will 

go to the chiefs fortress with Zhuoji.” 

 

“That’s Liu Jie’s fortress?” Zhou Tianming asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Liu Jie secretly transferred players to Saudi Arabia. There is no one there now, which just 

allows me to attack.” 

 

“awesome.” 

 

“Laying down Chiefs Fortress, Liu Jie’s main cities were exposed to us.” 

 

“We will go with you.” Zhou Tianming said. 



 

Lu Yang said: “You stay here, beware of the enemy’s counterattack. Me and muddy wine are enough. 

For a group of 100 players, I can do it alone.” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

Sun Yu said depressedly, “Brother, you can’t do this, it seems that we have some role to play, they are 

all round.” 

 

Everyone nodded together. 

 

Lu Yang said in silence: “Don’t worry, there is a chance for you to make a contribution. It won’t be long 

before I hear from you.” 

 

He took out the teleportation scroll and flew to the sky sword fortress, and as soon as he landed, there 

was a sudden realization in his head. 

 

Vulcan 16 is waiting for Lu Yang. After seeing Lu Yang, he ran over and said, “Boss, the muddy wine is 

completed outside the city, and there are 100,000 people.” 

 

Lu Yang’s footsteps slowed down and said, “I know, let’s get out of town.” 

 

The two came outside the city and saw 100,000 players and muddy wine ready to go. 

 

“Boss, you can leave at any time,” said Zhujiu, pouring the tiger mouth fortress for two days, but he had 

nothing quiet here, not only this time, including the elimination of the Tianlong and Jiuxing alliances 

before, Zhujiu In order to protect the fortress of Tianjian, he had not participated in an external 

expansion war, and he was already very anxious. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Zhuoju and said, “Brother, I’m afraid I’ll let you down this time.” 

 

“What’s wrong?” Zhuoshu had a bad hunch. 



 

Lu Yang said, “Leave it first, tell me while you walk.” 

 

Zhuoju nodded, issued an order, and shouted, “The army advances.” 

 

100,000 people have changed to war horses, with Zhuojiu and Lu Yang running towards the chief 

fortress quickly. 

 

On the road, Zhuo Jiu said to Lu Yang, “Boss, what did you say I was disappointed about just now?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I suspect that when our people appear below the city, the dead grass will sell everything 

in the city.” 

 

“How can this be?” Asked Zhuzhuo. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Liu Jie and Sima Zou must have made emergency plans when removing players. If we 

attack, they will do their best to reduce losses in terms of stop loss, and selling the fort is the best way. . 

“ 

 

Zhuo Jiu said, “If that’s the case, wouldn’t we be able to drive straight in?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “I suspect Liu Jie will perform a gecko tail-breaking and lose 12 main cities. The whole army 

will retreat to the only fortress that needs defense to save its strength.” 

 

On the other side. 

 

Liu Jie and the dead grass have learned the news of Lu Yang’s attack. The turbid wine is outside the 

team, and the thieves sneaking into the surroundings will report to the dead grass and Liu Jie. 

 

“It looks like we have to kill the gecko,” said the dead grass. 

 



Liu Jie shrugged his shoulders and said, “If you lose these main cities, you will lose them. Keeping them 

is also a burden. We paid more than we harvested. I have long wanted to lose it.” 

 

The dead man said with a smile: “It also allows Germany, France, North Africa and Lu Yang to be 

bordered together, and let them bite each other, and we can just develop a muffled sound.” 

 

Liu Jie laughed and said, “This time killing Gadafi, we sold his 4 main cities, which was enough to earn 

back our previous losses. If we sell these 12 main cities, we still make money.” 

 

“Yeah, to the outsiders, we lost a large area of land on the surface, and the site was a lot less than Lu 

Yang, but we did not lose money, and there were a lot less places to be defended in the future. We did 

not save money. He also turned his finger on Lu Yang, allowing him to withstand more attacks. “Liu Jie 

said. 

 

“Just do that.” Liu Jie opened the system interface with a smile, selected the 12 main cities, and clicked 

Sell All. 

 

Liu Jie, who is fighting outside the city, has 8 million players and players from Germany, France, North 

Africa and other countries watching the main city behind them flashing light. In addition to the city 

walls, even the gates and gates have been sold out, and the city’s buildings are still left. . 

 

“what happened?” 

 

“What happened?” 

 

“How could this be?” 

 

… 

 

No one knows why. 

 



People such as Yue Taishan and Schneider are directing the battle, and when they see the changes 

behind them, they call Liu Jie. 

 

Liu Jie didn’t answer, but started a video group chat with them. They pressed the connect button, such 

as Yo Taishan excitedly asked: “Boss, why should we sell the main city, aren’t we playing for nothing?” 

 

Liu Jie said with a smile: “You did n’t waste any effort, and I did so as a last resort. Although we 

successfully won Cadafi, Lu Yang was taking the muddy wine and 0,000 people to the Chiefs Fortress in 

less than 20 minutes. , They will reach the position, we have no extra ability to defend Lu Yang, we can 

only choose to retreat. “ 

 

Schneider, Edward, and Ru Yueshan did not speak. Lu Yang could send 100,000 people at this time. 

Obviously, Lu Yang had won the multinational coalition. 

 

“So what do we do?” Schneider asked. 

 

Liu Jie said: “Retreat, let the enemy occupy the main city, and the whole army will return to the 

fortifications I marked for you. We only need to defend three fortresses there, and we are much easier.” 

 

Schneider and others could only agree and shouted, “The whole army retreated.” 

 

“retreat.” 

 

… 

 

With the withdrawal of Liu Jie ’s African Legion, the super guilds of Germany, France, and North Africa 

did not choose to hunt, but instead stormed into the vacated main city and seized the territory. 

 

When Lu Yang arrived just below the fortress, he got the news from Liu Jie. He looked at the empty 

space left by what had been sold on the city wall, and said to Zhuojiu, “We are indeed white.” 

 

“Then the main city?” Asked Zhuzhuo. 



 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Liu Jie left me a big problem. If this thing is not needed, it will be occupied by 

German players. If we want to, we will face Germany, France and other countries. attack.” 

 

Having a tiger’s mouth allowed Lu Yang to face attacks from 6 countries. Now that the Chiefs Fortress 

has been added, it is equivalent to 5 more. Lu Yang has no ability to go to war with 11 countries at the 

same time unless he is crazy. 

 

“Let’s retreat, this time we’re wronged.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Well.” The muddy wine pouring was also depressed. 

 

The 100,000 players who came rushing but failed, all looked depressed, and Lu Yang had no choice but 

to comfort them and let them dissolve. 

 

Inside the tiger’s mouth fortress. 

 

Lu Yang and a vice chairman are meeting together. 

 

“Obviously, Liu Jie gave up these 12 main cities, and tortured himself in the corner of the north. But 

even so, he still has more than 60 main cities. He did not suffer any loss, but he could make more 

money. “Said the old man. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Yeah, this kid is smart enough to know that he can’t be stubborn.” 

 

Tu Feng said, “Our situation is okay for the time being. The four countries, Germany, France, North 

Africa, and Qatarfi, have uneven internal conflicts and internal contradictions. We will not consider us 

for the time being, but the Chiefs fortress is still occupied by German players This is a major hidden 

danger in the future. “ 

 

Lu Yang said, “For the time being, we can’t take care of Germany. We need to solve the problem of the 

multinational coalition forces as soon as possible. Everyone is ready. Tomorrow I will transfer 100,000 

people from the muddy wine to participate in the war and fight for the enemy.” 



 

“Yes.” The crowd nodded. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Tu Feng and said, “Report what you have learned today.” 

 

Tu Feng said: “Just finished finishing, India got 10 million bottles of spirit beasts, South Korea 7 million, 

Nine Star Alliance area 5 million, our 12 million here, the 10 million spiny beasts provided by the lovely 

queen have all arrived Goods, I am washing the beast. 

 

In terms of gems, there are 9 million first-grade gems from India, 6 million from South Korea, 400,000 

from the Nine Star Alliance, and 10 million from us. “ 

 

Lu Yang said: “Very good, let the cute queen continue to supply, and I have 10 million spiny beasts.” 

 

“Yes,” Tu Feng said. 

 

As long as this war is over, Lu Yang can usher in a big outbreak if there are enough sting beasts. 

 

“You discuss the fighting methods, I continue to hit the shuttlecock.” Lu Yang stood up and said. 

 

“Yes,” everyone answered. 

 

The supply of shuttlecocks was not enough. Lu Yang still needed to hit more. He took out the reel to fly 

to the Black Cross City, put on a flying carpet and flew towards the gate of eternal sin. 

 

Just like yesterday, after sleeping for 5 hours on the flying carpet, Lu Yang was woken up by the alarm 

clock on time. Seeing that he had reached the gate of eternal sin, he continued to use yesterday’s 

method to kill. Today he had good luck and got 52 yuan. Injustice wood. 

 

He found Qing Qiang Zi Meng. He wanted to come to more than 100 sets of nine-series element **** 

and got 52 shuttle balls. He was put in his backpack, and then he fell asleep. 



 

When he woke up, the fighting started again. This time the war was the same as yesterday. The only 

difference was that Zhuoju sent 100,000 people to participate in the battle. The fierce war made the 

players under Zhuoju see the power of the enemy. 

 

This is a three-day fight, with some untidy multinational coalition forces, but the still-hit Vulcan 16 under 

the leadership of the muddy wine is unbearable, only to know how strong the enemy is Daniel and 

others There was also some embarrassment. The end of the battle over Liu Jie reminded them that Lu 

Yang would send people from the Sword Fortress to participate in the battle. The people who could 

come were so powerful that they felt the best of these three days of **** battles. Strong, obviously, 

these people have often experienced **** battles before they can have such strength. 

 

“It’s Luyang’s luck, but it’s only one day, and tomorrow is his death.” Daniel scolded. 

 

Kerrim looked at Daniel and asked excitedly: “How is the connection over Cap? Is there a reply?” 

 

Daniel looked around and confirmed that there were no outsiders. He nodded and said, “Okay, 

tomorrow we will fight. When the battle is the fiercest, Carp, Padu, Dalway and others will quickly 

capture 1 million people with the moonless city. And the city of the Holy Spirit. After that, they will 

immediately eat away the 12 main cities in the territory. We just have to entangle Luyang. “ 

 

“Then we are too bad, haven’t we made wedding dresses for others?” One step Dengtian asked. 

 

Daniel said, “Don’t think so. Lu Yang will definitely send someone back to fight the rebellion. There will 

be fewer guards here. Then we can drive straight in and lay down the entire Tiger Mouth. At that time, 

there are dozens of main cities waiting. We divide up and don’t care about those things. “ 

 

“Good,” said the Blood Butcher. 

 

“Hey, let’s take a good rest tonight and let Lu Yang completely collapse tomorrow, to make him lose 

even worse than Liu Jie.” One step Dengtian laughed. 

 

Daniel sent a message to Cap and said, “Everything is settled and I will watch your performance 

tomorrow.” 



 

Karp was right next to Lu Yang and said, “Boss, look at my performance tomorrow.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed, patted his shoulder and said, “OK, it depends on your performance.” 

 

Chapter 1148 - The most ironic battle 

  

He believes that tomorrow, the Indian player will give him a satisfactory performance. He re-arranged 

the tiger mouth fortress, and the original large number of Tibetan barracks was demolished by him, and 

all became empty land. 

 

The internal space of the tiger mouth fortress is very large, and it is 1,000 meters at the narrowest point. 

It can be seen how wide the internal space is. It is like a trumpet. The position of the fortress building 

the wall is the trumpet port. 

 

The place where Lu Yang decides to ambush the multinational coalition forces is the trumpet belly, 

which is the widest position. To this end, Lu Yang also deliberately built a fence and lightning tower 

around this circle. 

 

This position is 5 kilometers wide, and the two sides can fully develop their formation here. When the 

Iron Brotherhood and the enemy are exhausted and exhausted, it is time for these Indian players to 

attack. 

 

“I’ll leave it to you.” Lu Yang patted Mu Yi, using the teleportation scroll, his body flashed and appeared 

inside the Black Cross. 

 

“Summon Flying Carpet” 

 

Lu Yang continued to fly towards the gate of eternal sin, and still slept for five hours. Lu Yang reached 

the periphery of the gate of eternal sin. As in the past few days, Lu Yang killed the millennium of 

injustice and got 56 pieces of injustice. 

 



Back to Chiyang City, I got 220 sets of nine series element **** from Qing Qian Zimeng. Just as Lu Yang 

was going to leave, Qing Qian Zimeng said: “Boss, because of our acquisition, the price of the nine series 

element **** went up. It’s almost 800 yuan. “ 

 

Lu Yang said: “Don’t worry, you can take as many as you like. I plan to collect 200,000 sets of this stuff.” 

 

“Oh, okay.” Qing Qian Zimeng said. 

 

Lu Yang read the spell, returned to the demon temple, and continued to synthesize shuttlecocks. After a 

few days of killing, the number of shuttlecocks in his hand was 212, because he hit 212 injustice trees. 

There are more than 800 groups in the nine-element ball. 

 

“Unfortunately, there are too few dead soul trees.” Lu Yang sighed and gave the dead soul **** to Tu 

Feng, saying, “Let’s divide equally among the legions, I’ll go to sleep.” 

 

Tu Feng nodded. 

 

Lu Yang quit the game and fell asleep. These days of continuous high-intensity battles have made his 

body a bit too much. Today, I finally have a conclusion that makes Lu Yang a little easier. 

 

Sleep all night. 

 

When Lu Yang woke up, it was already 8 o’clock in the evening. He went online to the Tiger Mouth 

Fortress and found the vice-chairmen such as White Lion and Xia Yuwei, as well as Xu Liangcai, Karp, and 

Padu. 

 

“Boss.” Everyone said hello. 

 

Lu Yang asked, “What’s the situation now?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “The multinational coalition forces have already gone out and are marching towards our 

side. It is expected to arrive at 12 o’clock. We are studying how to deploy.” 



 

Lu Yang said: “As before, the White Lions are standing outside with 1.8 million people. We are standing 

with 1.5 million people inside. Karp and Patho create the illusion of civil strife, and then bring 1 million 

elites. Wait outside the tiger’s mouth fortress, ready to participate in the war. “ 

 

“Yes,” the crowd said together. 

 

Lu Yang asked, “Is there anything else to add?” 

 

Tu Feng said, “Li Wenxing also wants to participate in the war.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “It’s too late, let him take a break this time, and let him fight in the next war.” 

 

Today this war cannot add more people, otherwise it will be easy for the enemy to see through, and it is 

now in the most chaotic state. 

 

The outside world is also in chaos. No one can understand what the battle of the Jagged Brotherhood 

and the multinational coalition can be fought. 

 

The general idea of players is that it is difficult for Lu Yang to hold the tiger mouth fortress, just like Liu 

Jie, this matter must be thrown back a dozen main cities to retreat. 

 

The main city of the chiefs previously occupied by Lu Yang was occupied by Steiger of the German Guild 

German chariot. The only thing that is fortunate is that the chieftain fortress was sold too clean by Liu 

Jie. 

 

Moreover, the chairman of the French guild, Renault, felt very unfair to the Germans that they took six 

main cities, and they were joining North Africa and Saudi Arabia to find German tanks. 

 

Lu Yang does not need to face the threat of the Tianjian Fortress, otherwise, Lu Yang will fight a very 

difficult battle. 

 



In terms of multinational coalition forces, the walls of the Tiger Mouth Fortress have been broken for 

five consecutive days. The only difference is to rush in to solve Lu Yang. Therefore, the number of people 

willing to join them has increased. Many countries originally did not want to participate. The attacking 

guild also had ideas. 

 

Tianyuan God City. 

 

Lu Yang came to the auction house in Shencheng while his army was preparing for the war. He wanted 

to see if he could pick up leaks here. If he could find something special, he might be able to help the war. 

 

Just out of the safe zone, Lu Yang was surprised to see that not far before him, Daniel, Kerim, Yideng 

Tian and Steiger of Germany were walking and chatting. The two also took dozens of players around. 

Follow. 

 

Daniel and others also saw Lu Yang. Suddenly, the players on their side laughed. 

 

“Oh, isn’t this President Lu Yang? We didn’t expect us to meet here.” Deng Tianhaha laughed and 

walked towards Luyangyang. 

 

Daniel, Kerim, and others were all interested in heading to Lu Yang. When he came to him, Daniel said 

elegantly, “Chairman Lu Yang, our battles in the past few days have been extremely exciting. Thank you 

for your dedication to the world A wonderful defensive battle, I hope you are as good as tonight. “ 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Thank you for your dedication to a wonderful offensive battle. I also hope you 

have a wonderful fight tonight.” 

 

Kerem patted Steiger on the shoulder and said, “This is Steiger, president of the German Guild, but don’t 

be afraid, he won’t join the battle tonight. We are just friends who know each other by chance. Come to 

chat. “ 

 

Step up and wait for people to laugh. 

 



Steig knew what Kerim and others meant, and didn’t explain much, but said to Lu Yang, “I’m glad to see 

you.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “It seems President Steig is also interested in participating in this war. I don’t know how 

much cash you have, how many days can you support?” 

 

Steiger said, “I still have a lot of cash, and I don’t need to worry about the support time.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and didn’t speak, and turned and left. He bet that Steiger’s cash flow could last for three 

or four days at most, and he would face siege by Renault and Cadafi in these three or four days. It’s not 

necessarily impossible to survive. 

 

“Chairman Lu Yang, don’t hurry and talk again.” Shouted Deng Tian. 

 

Kerim laughed with Daniel, the Blood Butcher, and others. 

 

Lu Yang looked back and took a deep look at the sky, turned and went to the auction house, he does not 

need to have general knowledge with these people, are all enemies about to be defeated, he only needs 

to maintain the existing state of mind, do not let the other party find him It’s normal if it’s abnormal. 

 

He came to a self-service vending machine, opened the interface, clicked on the search for the injustice 

tree, the light flashed, and suddenly a row of injustice trees appeared on it. 

 

Lu Yang opened his eyes in surprise and looked carefully. There were actually more than 500 pieces. This 

made him look inconceivable and murmured to himself: “How is it possible that the gate of eternal sin 

does not drop the injustice tree? Did this also drop? “ 

 

There is also a mysterious person who can explode this kind of thing, but the injustice tree appears so 

densely, obviously there are other methods that people use, but Lu Yang doesn’t know. 

 

But Lu Yang can understand that no one in the last life completely explored the new continent, not to 

mention this life. 

 



He bought all the injustice trees, flew back to the demon temple, and produced 512 shuttlecocks. 

 

“The kids are going to get excited.” Lu Yang smiled and put the shuttlecock in a storage bag, placed it 

next to the altar, and exited the space to the fortress at the mouth of the tiger. 

 

At this time it was more than 11 o’clock, Tu Feng said to Lu Yang: “Boss, the enemy is already preparing 

outside the city.” 

 

Lu Yang looked around. Karp, Padua and Xia Yuwei were all there, while the White Lion trio, Zhou 

Tianming and Tian Yao went outside. 

 

“Boss, most of our 1 million people are special legions and elite players, you are optimistic about this 

battle.” Kapu said. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “I believe in your strength, go ahead, return to the city of paradise first, and put 

on a look.” 

 

“Yes.” Karp and others left. 

 

“Prepare all, attack.” The roar of one step came from outside the city. 

 

Lu Yang looked out, and 100 trebuchets and 1 million players were slowly moving towards the gate. 

 

Responsible for defending the city for half a life, Jiang Ze, and Old Man, etc., once again engaged in the 

same tug-of-war with the enemy as before. 

 

A large number of lightning towers and city walls were destroyed by trebuchets, and a large number of 

trebuchets were also destroyed by lightning towers. When the last section of the city walls were 

destroyed, the lightning towers were all gone, and the trebuchets were also lost. 

 



Within a narrow range of 1,000 meters, hundreds of thousands of people were invested on both sides at 

the same time. Both sides would rather face the curse and various special skills on their heads, and also 

launch a large-scale attack to force the opponent to go all out. 

 

Among them, Blood Butcher and Daniel were responsible for fighting the White Lion, Zhou Tianming, 

and Tian Yao. They took 2 million people and set off a 10-kilometer front. 

 

This is the most damaging style of play. For the time being, the commander ’s energy is consumed. For 

the time being, the number of battles between two players and the variables of local warfare make 

many commanders reluctant to play such battles. 

 

At this time, the command of Daniel and the Blood Butcher had been devolved to the regiment level, 

and the command was no longer available. 

 

The same is true of the White Lion and Tian Yao. Seeing the enemies fighting so madly, both the White 

Lion and Tian Yao felt surprised. 

 

“It looks like the enemy is really preparing for a decisive battle today.” The White Lion said with cold 

sweat on his forehead. 

 

Zhou Tianming blamed himself: “We are a little bit unprepared and caught by the enemy.” 

 

On the scene, the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood is on the passive side. Now that the game has been 

played, when both sides have the same equipment and the same strength, it depends on who is more 

fully prepared and the opponents more thoroughly studied. 

 

Tian Yao said: “Fortunately, we can now take advantage of the bankruptcy of the enemy’s interface. In 

formation battles, we are slightly better than the opposite.” 

 

The Brotherhood of the Iron Blood Brotherhood is a magic weapon on the battlefield, especially for such 

large-scale battles. With a few thousands of people, you can win 1,500 people with a thousand enemies. 

This is not the defeat of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood. s reason. 

 



Lu Yang discovered the situation outside, but he didn’t care. It was better to have such a situation and 

make people look more real. 

 

On the other side. 

 

Daniel and Kerim were very satisfied with the new play. 

 

“As long as we persist for more than two hours, Lu Yang loses.” Daniel said. 

 

Stepping up to the sky, said: “Steig is timid, and if he also joins in, we will have no problem winning Lu 

Yang.” 

 

Kerem said: “Regardless of him, when we break in, he will regret it.” 

 

“When are Karp and Padoo offensive?” The Blood Butcher asked. 

 

Daniel said, “I am about to contact them. We have launched an onslaught from the beginning. We have 

made a look and wait for them.” 

 

“Just ask,” said Step by Step. 

 

Daniel picked up the intercom, dialed Karp’s phone, and said, “My friend, we have waged a full-scale 

war with Lu Yang. Can you start a war?” 

 

Kapu and Padu and others stood in the main city of the tiger mouth fortress and heard that he 

immediately asked Padu to go to Lu Yang. 

 

“Aren’t we promised to attack two hours later, I’m not ready yet.” Karp said in surprise. 

 

“It doesn’t matter, you can continue to prepare. We have decided to hold Lu Yang to the fullest. As long 

as you rebel, I can guarantee that Lu Yang will definitely fall into a crash.” Daniel said. 



 

“Hey, I hope so, I’m going to go now.” Kapu said, Lu Yang had appeared beside him, and gave him an 

order. 

 

“Okay, that’s it, I’ll wait for you.” Daniel hung up. 

 

Karp said to Lu Yang, “Boss, what do we do now?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “You and Padu are posing as they are attacking the city of paradise, listen to me.” 

 

“Yes,” said Karp, along with Patho and others. 

 

The five of them took out the city rolls and flew to the city of paradise, where there were 1 million 

Indian players gathering. For this operation, they were completely unaware of it and only knew that the 

boss had assembled them all. 

 

There is no clear boundary between attacking Lu Yang and helping Lu Yang, but Lu Yang is very friendly 

to them. They still prefer to help Lu Yang. 

 

“Brothers, starting today, I’m going to lead you to build a new guild, follow me and attack the Moonless 

City.” Karp growled loudly. 

 

Patho, Dalway, and others followed the roar, and they seemed to be leveling up the city without a 

moon. On the other side, Marosa immediately learned about the rebellion of Carp and others, and 

quickly called Lu Yang. 

 

“Boss, just after receiving the news, Karp and Padu have turned five of them artificially, and are taking 1 

million people towards the Moonless City …” Malosa did not say the last word of the attack, he suddenly 

reacted. . 

 

“Boss, this will not be your plan.” Marossa asked in surprise, others did not know, but Marossa knew 

that the building was already under construction, Karp and they signed a long-term contract with Lu 



Yang. Become a member of Luyang Studio. If they rebellion and pay a penalty of hundreds of millions of 

credit points, this money alone can make them bankrupt immediately. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “You’re right, they are fake rebels. Daniel and Karp were once friends. He found 

Karp and let him rebel. I took this opportunity to make Karp act like this. Play. “ 

 

Maroussa nodded clearly and said, “Boss, what do I do now?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Take someone to Wuyue City, and stop Karp outside of the city. The harder you fight, the 

better. But don’t explain the situation to your subordinates. You only play for 20 minutes, and then you 

return to the city and pretend you can’t. . “ 

 

“I understand.” 

 

There are nearly 600,000 players under Marosa alone. Most of his men are the elite masters who first 

accompanied Tianlong to fight the world. Really, Marosa is not afraid of Carp. Whoever loses on both 

sides may not win. Yet. 

 

After Malosa hung up the phone, he immediately issued an order and shouted, “Gather the players and 

follow me to stop Capu.” 

 

One of his men asked in surprise: “Boss, do you really want to help Lu Yang defend the city?” 

 

Maroussa looked at the man and stared at his eyes and said, “Last time, remember, this is the last time, 

the age of Denon is over, we are now loyal to Lu Yang, and I do not want to hear any words of betrayal If 

you show any sign of betrayal, I will kick you out of the guild and kill you back to zero. “ 

 

Frightened by the horrified expression of Malosa, his men nodded quickly and said, “Yes, boss, I know 

I’m wrong, and I won’t say it again.” 

 

Maroussa shouted in the team channel: “All flew to Wuyue City to gather outside the city.” 

 



The 600,000 players who belonged to Marosa quickly flew to the Moonless City and set up outside the 

city. This side was just set up, and the smoke was rolling in the distance. Karp brought 1 million players. 

 

“Boss, there are a lot of corps in front of us to stop us, the number is around 600,000, led by Maroussa.” 

A thief sent a message to Karp. 

 

Karp froze and was connected to Daniel’s live channel. He heard a report from his men and said, “Run 

over and kill Maroussa. I’ve seen him displeased.” 

 

sky. 

 

Live TV stations in various countries have received news of rebellions by Karp and Patho, and there have 

long been flying careers such as live broadcasts in the distant sky. 

 

International live broadcast. 

 

Dubin and a group of foreign commentators are sitting together watching the upcoming battle. 

 

“It’s really ironic,” an Indian commentator said with emotion. 

 

“What’s wrong?” The British commentary asked. 

 

Dubin said: “Malosa was once the most loyal to Denon. For this reason, he was dismissed by the loyal 

loyalty of Tianlong. On the other hand, Karp and Dalvi hated Denon the most. Pu’s banner is to help 

Tianlong regain control of Indian players, but Marossa’s slogan is to help Lu Yang defend the main city. 

You say it’s ironic. “ 

 

The American commentator sighed: “In this battle, Indian players are losers regardless of winning or 

losing, and Lu Yang is also a loser. The real gainers are Daniel, Blood Butcher, and Kerem.” 

 



Dubin frowned and said, “I can’t figure out why these Indian players want to help Kerim and Daniel. This 

will not bring them good results. It is nothing more than driving the tiger from the front and attracting 

the wolf from the back door. . “ 

 

Chapter 1149 - Win the multinational coalition 

  

The German commentator said: “Agree. At present, players such as Daniel and Kerim, regardless of the 

quality of the individual soldiers and the overall combat ability, are not worse than the Iron 

Brotherhood. Lu Yang was defeated. With Karp’s strength, they can’t stop Daniel from them. “ 

 

… 

 

A host of people lamented that when Carp’s IQ was “deficient”, the war under the moonless city 

entered a fierce heat, and Maroussa and Carp and others played in person, and the indiscrimination was 

difficult to solve. 

 

Daniel, the blood butcher, and others saw the scene through Karp’s video. Daniel said with satisfaction: 

“It’s great, Lu Yang is now bound to be civil.” 

 

The blood butcher said: “Malosa can’t stop Karp them. Lu Yang is going to split the army. We need to 

strengthen the offense and fight for a wave.” 

 

“Okay, that’s it. I’ll go and direct it in person.” The blood butcher ran to the front after he had finished 

speaking, but Daniel called before he got to the spot. 

 

“Lu Yang’s 1.8 million people retreated outside the city, ha ha, it is estimated that they went to hit Karp, 

and our chance came.” Daniel shouted excitedly. 

 

The blood butcher’s heart was inexhaustible, and he continued to fight for several days. Today, it is 

finally time to see the difference. He came to the front and shouted, “Everyone entered the tiger’s 

mouth once I attacked.” 

 

“Kill ~!” 



 

“Chong ~!” 

 

… 

 

The morale of the multinational coalitions was boosted, and they attacked madly against the 

Brotherhood. 

 

The bitter love-responsible commander and Jiang Ze saw the battlefield situation, and they looked at 

each other. Jiang Ze said, “Now we are performing.” 

 

“I watch my death battle.” 

 

He jumped off the battlefield and came to the front, roaring: “Brothers, it’s time for us to fight for the 

Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, and we will fight back, fight with them!” 

 

“Fight it ~!” 

 

… 

 

The first 100,000 people roared again and again, with bitter love for half a life, they launched a counter-

charge towards the multinational coalition forces that rushed in. 

 

The blood butcher took the guard with half-life bitter love, both sides are masters, and the fight was 

inextricably difficult. Suddenly, the blood butcher found a flaw in half-bitter love, and his sword was 

inserted into the half-bitter half-heartedly. Chest. 

 

He loves half of his blood and has a helpless but angry expression on his face, cursing: “If I hadn’t slept 

for a few nights, you would be dead.” 

 

“Give me to death.” The blood butcher slashed his bitter love for half a life, and burst a shuttlecock. 



 

“There is such a good thing, no wonder the attack power is so high.” The blood butcher picked up the 

shuttlecock excitedly and shouted, “I have been defeated by bitter love for half my life, brothers, attack, 

kill ~!” 

 

The momentum of the multinational coalition forces increased sharply, but the Jagged Brothers Alliance 

quickly defeated. The 100,000 people are just like the paper, and the anchors of the countries such as 

Dubin in the live broadcast room showed a puzzled expression. 

 

“Why is the Jagged Brotherhood so weak?” 

 

“It shouldn’t be, the half-life quintet is ranked first in the world. How could it be so easily lost to the 

blood butcher?” 

 

“It is estimated that the bitter love half-life single-handedness is worse, the blood butcher is really a 

master.” The British anchor said excitedly. 

 

Everyone didn’t take the British anchor’s words seriously, they were all old players. The collapse of the 

Jagged Brothers Alliance was too fast, making them totally unbelievable, especially the tiger mouth city 

walls were full of love, the players of Jagged Brothers are just like wheat, Harvested easily by 

multinational coalition forces. 

 

Du Bin looked at the scene in front of him, and suddenly a frown on his frowning thought of a word that 

Lu Yang had once said to him. 

 

“Kill the thing in the game, addictive, kill one, you want to kill the second, kill the second, you want to 

kill the third, and then he wants to kill the fourth, fifth, and sixth, He will not stop until the enemy is 

gone, and the war is won, but he will not be able to understand the happiness. 

 

Therefore, whenever there is a large-scale team battle, both sides fight particularly fiercely, and at this 

time, it is already difficult for players to obey the command. Even players above the team leader and the 

team leader will be carried by this killing. Departing from their original intentions, they only knew that 

non-stop killings could destroy the enemy and achieve the ultimate victory, without taking into account 

the final results of the killings, which might not be what they imagined. “ 



 

Dubin said in a skeptical tone: “I feel that Lu Yang is swindling.” 

 

“A fraud?” 

 

“A fraud?” 

 

… 

 

Hosts from all countries looked curiously at Dubin. 

 

Du Bin looked at the picture that continued to collapse, and said more firmly: “Look, Lu Yang is definitely 

a fraud, not a real failure.” 

 

“absurd.” 

 

“how is this possible?” 

 

“He has transferred 1.8 million people to Wuyue City. Where can he still play fraud? Lu Yang made the 

same mistake as Tianlong. He did not gather all the power to deal with the multinational coalition 

forces. He lost on the idea.” Italian anchor Said. 

 

Screen. 

 

The Brotherhood of the Jagged Brothers had no idea where they had retreated, and even lost the point 

of resurrection, which made Daniel, the Blood Butcher, and Kerim convinced that they had succeeded. 

 

What they don’t know is that among the people they killed, there were always these 100,000 people, 

but no one else. 

 



At the mid-point of the widest five-kilometer line at the trumpet belly of the Tiger Mouth Fortress, Lu 

Yang is taking more than 4 million players to set up a 5-kilometer semicircle encircle. As the mid-point of 

the hardest encircle, India’s 1 million players are led by Karp, Padu, and Dalvey. 

 

On the left, the ambush is 1.8 million people of the three males of the Bai family, Zhou Tianming and 

Tianyao, and on the right is 1.5 million people led by Jiang Ze, Kubu Nasheng, Xia Yuwei and Old Man. 

 

“Kill, pierce through the tiger’s mouth fortress and destroy all the Jagged Brotherhood.” The blood 

slaughter rushed first. 

 

Behind him ran a step up to the guilds such as Dengtian, Kerim and Daniel. The reason why they all ran 

over was that if the tiger’s mouth was broken, Lu Yang’s seven main cities would fall in front of them. 

 

If you take one step late, the three richest main cities will be snatched by others. This is something that 

few of them would like to see, so they all rushed to the front with the elite army. 

 

At this point, these people were distracted, playing their own small abacus, just like the super guilds of 

Germany and France broke the defense circle of Liu Jie, and began to think about how to get more main 

cities in Lu Yang’s hands. . 

 

“Chiyang City is definitely mine,” thought the Blood Slayer. 

 

“Pick Star City must never fall into the hands of others.” Daniel thought. 

 

“I’m going to win Nine Colors and Diamond City, and the Nine Stars must belong to me,” Kerem thought. 

 

… 

 

Just as they were desperately leading people to attack, suddenly, the presidents were stunned by the 

sight in front of them. 

 

Because they saw the mocking expressions of Karp, Padu, Dalvey and others. 



 

“The army stopped moving.” 

 

“Stop it.” 

 

“stop.” 

 

… 

 

Kerim and others shouted wildly, the players around them stopped, but the players behind did not know 

the reason, and still rushed forward. 

 

Daniel looked at Karp, who was only 50 meters away, and asked, “Why are you here, what is going on?” 

 

Karp said to Daniel: “Sorry, I’m the vice chairman of the Indian Chapter of the Iron Brothers Union 

appointed by Lu Yang. With an annual salary of 1 million, how can I betray?” 

 

Daniel was dumbfounded and he looked at Patho. 

 

Partu dragged his skirt elegantly, saying, “Pado, the vice president of the Indian Brotherhood of the 

Jagged Brothers League, has an annual salary of 1 million and has seen President Daniel.” 

 

Dalv also smiled elegantly, saying, “He is also the vice-chairman, with an annual salary of 1 million.” 

 

… 

 

Ba Qiang and Sha Qi also talked about their annual income, which surprised Daniel. He didn’t give his 

vice chairman such a high income. He couldn’t understand what Lu Yang wanted, and gave them So 

much money. 

 



A guild has many main cities. It seems to make money, and there are many places to spend money. To 

keep the main city, you must pay a large number of players. A guild can get wages of at least 10,000 

people. You have to give the average player guild points, otherwise who will fight against you. 

 

Therefore, a guild leader can really earn less than 50 million a year, and then it is divided into the 

following. He can only have a few million left in the end, which is still the case. under. 

 

The vice-chairmen of Daniel and others paid only a few hundred thousand, which could not reach the 

level of Baqiang. 

 

“Sorry Daniel, for the Iron Brotherhood, for the Indian players, and for myself, I can’t betray Lu Yang.” 

Capp shouted. 

 

Lu Yang stepped out of the array, smiled and handed the bag containing the shuttlecock to Tu Feng, let 

him distribute to his subordinates, he looked at Daniel and Kerim and others, and said, “Start today, you 

are destined Will miss the battle for hegemony in the New World and go back to the Guild. “ 

 

“Asshole.” 

 

“We won’t give up.” 

 

“Lu Yang, you talk nonsense.” 

 

… 

 

Daniel and Kerim roared wildly. 

 

There was a sneer on Lu Yang’s face, and he raised his right hand and gently pointed forward, saying, 

“Where is the Iron Brother?” 

 

“Kill ~!” Indian Vice Presidents Karp, Padu, and Dalwi took one million people to launch the first 

onslaught against the multinational coalition forces. 



 

“Forbidden spell masters, attack.” Lu Yang raised his hand for the second time, said. 

 

With a wave of Heiyan’s right-hand staff, 80,000 cursed mages, at this moment, threw all the curses into 

the player community that rushed in more than 2 million countries. 

 

Lu Yang raised his hand for the third time and said, “Two wings attack.” 

 

The white lion jumped from the side and shouted with a battle flag: “Iron brothers, kill ~!” 

 

“Kill ~!” People who love bitterly for a long time and Elderly Twilight jumped out from the other side to 

launch an attack. 

 

The formation of Daniel, Kerim, etc. was full of chaos because the offensive was launched, and the 

Brotherhood of Iron Blood was a complete formation. As soon as the two sides fought, the victory and 

defeat were immediately seen. 

 

The 2 million people attacked by the Jagged Brotherhood are like a beast that has been eaten by others. 

At the same time, outside the Tiger Mouth Fortress, Zhou Tianming and Tian Yao took 2 million people 

to the city using a fixed teleportation scepter Outside, two bread clips. 

 

The multinational coalition collapsed! 

 

The multinational coalition of more than 4 million people was completely surrounded in the central area 

of the Tiger Mouth Fortress. At this moment, players watching the world understand that the 

Brotherhood of the Iron Blood has won the war! 

 

“No dispute, Lu Yang won!” Said the Italian anchor. 

 

“It is conceivable that in the future New World, the Iron Brotherhood and Lu Yang will become the most 

powerful snipers of all players who want to unify the New World.” 

 



“Lu Yang will become the new-generation hegemon of the new continent. He is now most likely to unify 

the new continent.” 

 

… 

 

Numerous praises have flooded the Internet before the war was over. 

 

Below the Sky Sword Fortress. 

 

Steige, who hurriedly attacked with 100,000 people, saw the defeat of the multinational coalition forces, 

and fled back to the Chiefs Fortress with 100,000 German players. 

 

Various rebel forces in the northeast region where Lu Yang was located, after knowing the 

determination of high-level players and ordinary players in India, also completely dispelled the idea of 

rebelling against Lu Yang. No one dared to sneak into Lu Yang’s main city. Facing the collective attack of 

players from India, China, and South Korea. 

 

Tiger mouth fortress, end of the wall. 

 

“Boss, don’t you go to war?” Xia Yuwei asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and shook his head, and said, “This is already a massacre. It doesn’t make sense for me 

to participate or not. You can continue to play.” 

 

Now it is unilateral slaughter. It is estimated that it will take about five or six hours to kill these 4 million 

people. After all, the tiger mouth fortress is narrow. 

 

“Then we go, the official asked me to take a few more photos of the battle.” Xia Yuwei said. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Go.” 

 



Xia Yuwei rushed into the battlefield with people. 

 

Lu Yang summoned a flying carpet and flew over the battlefield. Looking down from above, the legions 

of the killed Daniel and Kerim and others are developing their own phased defenses from the inside, but 

this is only a fight for trapped beasts and has no effect. . 

 

Outside the Tiger Mouth Fortress, Daniel and Kerim and others did not give up fighting and chose to 

resurrect in a safe area inside the Tiger Mouth and persist in fighting. 

 

Unfortunately, they have gone. Three hours later, 4 million people have been wiped out, and some 

people have died five or six times. The Brotherhood of the Iron Blood has killed tens of millions of multi-

national coalition players this time. 

 

Early in the morning. 

 

The city walls of the Tiger Mouth Fortress were re-established by Lu Yang. In the guild hall of the city’s 

main government house, more than 0 vice-chairmen including excited white lions and muddy wine were 

meeting with Lu Yang. 

 

“Boss, it was a great win this time.” 

 

“Kap, they really have the righteousness.” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang laughed while listening to their chat. He looked at Tu Feng and asked, “What is the situation 

with the enemy now?” 

 

Tu Feng said, “Inside information, the multinational coalition forces decided not to attack tomorrow. 

Today, this time, we hurt them, and we were scared.” 

 

Everyone cheered. 



 

Tu Feng continued: “But there is also a bigger problem. When we were fighting with the multinational 

coalition forces, Germany’s Steig brought 100,000 people to sneak attack on the Sky Sword Fortress, but 

we didn’t have to wait to run past. Karp their situation. “ 

 

The White Lion asked: “Do you mean the German Steige is going to deal with us?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “It’s not just Steige. Because we won the multinational coalition, the super guilds of 

France, Germany, North Africa and Saudi Arabia that originally contended for Liu Jie’s main city stopped 

fighting and unanimously pointed us at us. “ 

 

Everyone took a breath. 

 

“If the next attack is for them to come together, we won’t be able to defend it easily,” said Zhuojiu 

frowning. 

 

The old man said, “Even if we can live defensively, the price we have to pay is too great. This battle 

consumes more than 100 million yuan a day. If we fight in two lines, we will probably have to pay 100 

million yuan a day. may.” 

 

This includes both internal defense and external attacks, as well as the consumption of various 

materials, which are a huge expense. 

 

The original joy of the crowd frowned when they heard this. 

 

“Is there any way to crack their alliance?” Zhou Tianming asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “This chance is very low. We are too powerful now, and everyone is afraid because we 

have never lost.” 

 

Everyone nodded. From the old continent, the national warfare, to the new continent, the Brotherhood 

of the Iron Blood has not lost. Now that it has obtained such a large map plate and won the 

multinational coalition forces, everyone has felt scared. 



 

Lu Yang went on to say: “What we need to do now is to upgrade quickly, and strive to upgrade the level 

to level 140 in the next few months, with enough level 140 dark gold equipment.” 

 

“But will the enemy give us this development time?” Jiang Ze asked. 

 

Lu Yang smiled said: “Leave this to me and see how I can leave enough time for everyone.” 

 

The development of the Jagged Brothers League is now short of time, one is the time to wash the spine 

beast, the other is the time to upgrade the spine beast, the other is the time for the player to upgrade 

with the spine beast and a copy time. 

 

Taken together, it takes at least two months! 

 

Xia Yuwei asked in surprise: “Do you have any way?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Of course we do. The enemies around us are not so united.” 

 

Take the German guild German chariot as an example. In fact, he only has 5 main cities, but there are 

more than 20 main cities in that area of Germany. If the German chariots want to conquer the new 

continent, we must find ways to integrate the 20 Multiple guilds. 

 

The same is true for France. North Africa and Saudi Arabia were seriously attacked by Liu Jie this time. 

They will not attack the outside for the time being. Lu Yang is tantamount to solving the hidden dangers 

in the west. 

 

“I went to talk to Steiger in person, and you rest first, I guess Steiger was also anxious to find me.” Lu 

Yang said with a smile. 

 

He asked Tu Feng to dial the official phone number of the German Chariot Guild. After explaining the 

intention, the German player immediately contacted Steiger. 

 



Steig is walking back and forth anxiously on the walls of the Chieftain’s fortress. This is not like what a 

German does, because Germans are always tall and strong, wearing elegant and serious clothes, giving 

people a handsome feel. 

 

“Boss, don’t worry about it, Lu Yang won’t come to hit us.” Alz said. 

 

Steige shook his head and sighed again, and said, “I was actually moved by Daniel’s waste. Why would I 

rush out with someone? If Lu Yang retaliates, we have no ability to stop it now.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1150 - Dead Steig 

  

Alz had just persuaded to receive a call from his men. After repeated confirmation, he said to Steiger, 

“Sir President, our external liaison told me that Chairman Lu Yang of the Iron Brotherhood wants to talk 

to you .Mobile terminal” 

 

“Lu Yang is looking for me?” Steiger was a little surprised. 

 

“That’s right,” Artz said, looking at Steiger sideways. “It shouldn’t bother you. If it is, he doesn’t need to 

talk to you.” 

 

Steiger nodded and said, “I think so too. Ask Lu Yang’s contact information, and I’ll call him in person.” 

 

Alz nodded, and after asking, Steiger added Lu Yang’s friends according to the number given by Tu Feng. 

 

The system prompts Lu Yang to approve your friend application 

 

Steiger called Lu Yang’s intercom, and said, “Chairman Lu Yang, I’m very surprised, you will contact me.” 



 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “The two of us are not enemies. What can’t we do?” 

 

Steiger said indifferently, “Presumably you know that, I just brought someone to attack your guild.” 

 

This kind of hatred is not small hatred. It is possible that all the efforts of one party will be wiped out 

and billions of funds will be dissipated. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I know this. I called for you for this too. I believe that you were attacked by Daniel, and 

you had the idea to attack me, right?” 

 

Steiger said, “Yes, if I have the chance, I will attack the Skysword Stronghold.” 

 

Alz looked at Steiger in surprise. Originally, he thought Steiger would talk to Lu Yang to soften, but he 

didn’t expect to say what he thought. 

 

“You …” Alz was about to dissuade him, but was stopped by Steiger from letting her speak. 

 

Lu Yang laughed. He didn’t expect this German to be so rigid and said, “Yes, you are right. If I were you, I 

would do the same. This is normal.” 

 

Steiger said, “If President Lu Yang has anything to say, just finish it. If there is war, the Germans will have 

no fear.” 

 

Steiger is not stupid. He knows that when he said this, Lu Yang would never fight him, because Lu Yang 

called to make peace, not to curse him. If it was to make peace, he would Need to have enough strength 

and confidence. 

 

The player’s level, equipment, combat ability, and number of players are not bad. The difference is his 

confidence in the president. 

 



Lu Yang felt that he was scorning this Steige and said, “Very well, I also like to go straight this way, I tell 

you, this time it’s okay, don’t have the next time, there is no historical hatred between us, you fight with 

me It’s not enough. If you want to compete with me, it’s best to conquer your other main cities in 

Germany. Otherwise, the next time you will face is the 7 million main players in the Iron Brotherhood. “ 

 

Steiger called without seeing any emotion, saying “I will remember President Lu Yang’s words, 

goodbye.” 

 

Lu Yang heard a sneer on his face and said, “Look for death.” 

 

Tu Feng asked, “How?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Steig has no ability to attack us, but he has the idea of competing with me. It’s good. I 

don’t mind teaching this arrogant German.” 

 

“Are you going to war?” Asked Zhuzhuo. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “For the time being, we won’t win a chance for peaceful development. 

After listening to my orders, starting from today, all the main players will upgrade with the spiked beast, 

and quickly upgrade the level of the spiked beast. Level up to 100 or more within a week, everyone 

upgrades as I said. “ 

 

“Yes.” All the vice presidents such as Zhuojiu, White Lion, Xia Yuwei, Tianyao, Liangyun stood up and 

answered together. 

 

Lu Yang said, “The Tiger Mouth Fortress and the Sky Sword Fortress each recruited 300,000 players to 

upgrade outside the fortress. Tu Feng launched his agents to closely monitor Steige and the one-step 

guild. If there is no large-scale assembly, we will continue to upgrade. , Everything is based on 

upgrading. “ 

 

“Yes.” The crowd answered again. 

 



Lu Yang was very excited. He finally ushered in a chance for peaceful development. Nearly 6 million of 

his men reached the 130th level, but the road to the 140th level was long. 

 

He now needs to allow enough time for his staff to upgrade, which requires him to do something. He let 

everyone go, leaving only Tu Feng and Qing Qian Zimeng. 

 

“Boss, what do we need?” Tu Feng asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I want to know the news of all the main city owners in Germany and see who has the 

ability to stop Steiger.” 

 

“Do you think Steiger will take advantage of the opportunity for everyone to rest and attack the owners 

of other main German cities to unify all the main German cities?” Tu Feng asked. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Steig didn’t have this strength at first, but he joined with the super guilds of 

other countries to defeat Liu Jie. He got so many main cities. It is conceivable that his strength will be 

unprecedented It takes only one month for him to expand, and he has the ability to wage war against 

other German guilds. “ 

 

“I’ll do it now,” Tu Feng said. 

 

Lu Yang said to Qing Qian Zimeng, “Check me for a step up to the sky and the Huaxia Association around 

him, and check out the information and background of these people. I am useful.” 

 

“Yes.” Qing Qian Zimeng said. 

 

In the next step, Lu Yang is about to take a step up to the sky. He has raised him for so long, and it is 

time to harvest. 

 

… 

 

Early the next morning. 



 

When Lu Yang landed the game, he just came to the forum, but found that the forum is full of 

complaints from players, the main thing is the complaint against the heart of the demon god. 

 

“Is there anything wrong, Lu Yang can hit so many people by himself, the spirit of the devil is too 

strong.” 

 

“It is highly recommended to modify the Ninth Hell ability of Demon Heart.” 

 

“Is this” Second World “going to ruin the game, how can there be such excessive skills.” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang smiled helplessly, he knew that the official machete was finally about to machete his demon 

heart. 

 

Official building. 

 

“How can this be changed? This is the 9th level of the demon heart. After this change, the demon heart 

has not become the most wasteful.” 

 

“If you don’t change it, the players’ resentment is too great, and Lu Yang is too powerful.” 

 

“All blame Lu Yang, how did he do it, and even raised the spirit of the devil to level 9, he was only 160.” 

 

… 

 

The official staff is also speechless. Who can think that the 9th level of the demon heart that should 

have appeared only after the 200th level appeared even when most players were between 120th and 

130th level. 

 



This is already a bug, which seriously disrupts the order of the system. 

 

“But we want to modify this, we need the consent of the main brain, the main brain is willing to accept, 

not necessarily.” An official senior said. 

 

The others were speechless. 

 

“Forget it, let’s talk to the main brain. In any case, we need to add some restrictions to the spirit of the 

devil, and we will not lift this restriction in the future.” Another senior said. 

 

The remaining high-rises only nodded in agreement, and the group walked out of the office, came to the 

elevator door, and chose the 200th floor underground. 

 

The elevator descended quickly. When it reached the 200th floor, the elevator door opened, and there 

were expressionless staff on duty to search for these top high-rises. 

 

After confirming that there are no problems, these high-level are allowed to enter the location of the 

main brain, which is a huge underground cave, and saw the main brain. 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang played in the game for three days. During these three days, the eyes of the whole world focused 

on the heart of the demon in Lu Yang’s hands. 

 

The official published a report discussing with the main brain every day. At the beginning, the main brain 

severely rejected the official idea. 

 

The opinion given by the main brain is that Lu Yang did not cheat or use illegal means, but used all the 

available things in the game to raise his demon heart to level 9, that is, Lu Yang didn’t break the rules. 

 

Second, the strength of the demon heart is not the strongest. The spell system with the highest damage 

from a single attack is the thunder system, and the physics department is the heart of the war god. 



Among the many high-level artifacts, the demon heart is not conspicuous. The reason why it feels so 

powerful is because Lu Yang got this item dozens of levels in advance, but it still does not violate the 

rules. 

 

Third, if the 9th level of the demon heart is weakened, most of the players will reach the level 180 or 

above, the effect of the demon heart will be greatly reduced, and even the qualification to become an 

artifact will be lost. 

 

Although the players are dissatisfied with the interpretation of the main brain, there is no way to refute 

it. Since the main brain did not say that Lu Yang cheated, they can only admit that Lu Yang is powerful. 

 

However, the official continued to apply, and finally the main brain decided to temporarily remove the 

ninth **** skill, and also removed all other artifacts’ level 9 skills. 

 

Lu Yang had no choice but to accept that his 9th-level demon heart lost the ninth **** skill, and the 

majority of players ended the official crusade. 

 

“Boss, I have collected all the information about the German guild around Steige here, and I will pass it 

to you.” Tu Feng called. 

 

Lu Yang hung up the phone and chose to receive the documents. He saw a 30-page Steiger report 

detailing the specific situation of the 72 main German cities around Steiger. 

 

“With this Steiger report, I will let you know, and end up against my brother-in-law brotherhood.” Lu 

Yang quit the game. 

 

He called out Sirius and said, “Give you a task.” 

 

“What task?” Asked Sirius. 

 

“Fly with me to Germany and I want to invest in a company.” Lu Yang said. 

 



“Investment company?” Sirius asked curiously, “What do you want me to do?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Your wife is getting more and more powerful. Isn’t it uncomfortable?” 

 

Shooting Sirius showed an embarrassing look on his face and said, “No, no, no.” 

 

Lu Yang leaned on his shoulder and said, “Is there any embarrassment with the boss, if I were you, I 

would also worry, my wife makes more money than myself, and has no right to speak at home.” 

 

Shooting Sirius looked at Lu Yang in depression, crying, “Boss, my status in this family is too low, my wife 

doesn’t like to care about me anymore.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Your boy, you know you’re worried about this. Come with me and let you 

taste a lot of money.” 

 

“Really? How much is it?” Sirius asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang said “100 million euros.” 

 

Shooting Sirius and whispering, he said, “Boss, master.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed, turned and walked outside, found black and white, and said, “Let’s fly to Germany 

tonight and arrange the next trip.” 

 

“Yes.” Black and White went to do it immediately. As Lu Yang’s strength became stronger and stronger, 

Black and White’s security level also improved a lot. 

 

Wait until the evening. 

 

Lu Yang flew to Germany with a black-and-white, shooting Sirius and his party. In the early morning, the 

party took a rest at the best hotel in Hamburg. 



 

“Today you rest here, I’ll go out.” Lu Yang said to shooting Sirius. 

 

“Oh.” Shooting Sirius was a little tired, and returned to the room to continue to sleep. 

 

Lu Yang went out in black and white. Qi Yun was already waiting outside the door, and drove Lu Yang to 

an office in person. 

 

“How is it, boss.” Qi Yun opened his arms and signaled Lu Yang to look around. 

 

This is a three-story office building with employees busy on each floor. No one got up to see Lu Yang, 

and no one cared about Qi Yun. 

 

“Here is the office you asked me to find. The company was registered during the economic crisis last 

year. I made a lot of money in Germany then. This company was retained by me and has been engaged 

in financial business in Germany.” Qi Yun Said. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “It’s very good here, you’re looking very well, and you will surely confuse 

Steig.” 

 

Qi Yun said, “There is absolutely no problem. My registered capital here is 100 million euros. In recent 

years, finance has been very well-known in Europe. As long as I go out and find out, I know this 

company, but the advantage is that no one Know this company is mine. “ 

 

Lu Yang said, “Be prepared, we will contact Steiger tomorrow.” 

 

This is the message Lu Yang found from the information provided by Tu Feng. The first part of Steiger’s 

report is Steiger’s current situation. 

 

Steig himself owns a public company, and all his money in the game is obtained from this trading 

company. 

 



But this company has limited strength. It can only give Stege several million Euros each year. This time 

Stege successfully teamed up with other super guilds to defeat Liu Jie and swell his ambitions. He 

decided to throw out some superior companies To gain more funds to invest in the game to complete 

his idea of unifying the 72 main German cities. 

 

The owners of the 72 main cities were not stupid, and they all knew Steiger’s ambitions. Therefore, 

Steiger was being isolated by Germany these days. 

 

But there are also some German city owners who take a wait-and-see attitude. What Lu Yang has to do 

is to further isolate Steiger and make him the public enemy of 72 other city leaders outside the city. 

 

And the best way to do this is to become a partner of Steiger. Lu Yang decided to buy these shares of 

Steiger. 

 

Qi Yun’s German financial company, Luyang, called Sirius, all did this. He had to pit Steige once. Of 

course, his cost was also high, and he had to pay one hundred million. Euro. 

 

Early the next morning. 

 

In the conference room on the seventh floor of the office building of the German Daimler Trading 

Company, Steiger watched the shooting wolf in front of him excitedly. 

 

“Oh, my dear friend, thank you for your willingness to invest in my company. I welcome you very much.” 

Steiger said to Sirius. 

 

Today’s shooting wolf wore a beautiful suit. This is not a brand suit, but Lawrence, a well-known fashion 

designer in London, England, who specially made clothes for top stars and bosses. 

 

Qi Yun bought the clothes originally, and he gave it to Sirius. This suit was worth 90,000 pounds. 

 

Steiger is a man who knows goods. He saw the extraordinaryness of the dress at a glance, and asked, 

“Your dress is like Mr. Lawrence’s work, isn’t it?” 

 



Shooting Sirius is fluent in German. Lu Yang did not know it before. When chatting with Qing Qian 

Zimeng, she knew that shooting Sirius had studied in Germany. 

 

“Yes, it’s not easy. I made an appointment for half a year before Mr. Lawrence had time to make this 

suit for me. You have great vision,” said Sirius. 

 

“Wow, you are really a rich man. Mr. Lawrence is someone I can’t afford.” Steiger said, although he was 

rich, he couldn’t afford a suit for 90,000 euros. Spend money, but waste money. 

 

The main thing is that this kind of clothes can be worn for half a year. If you wear it next year, it will be 

outdated and fashionable! One change every month! 

 

Shooting Sirius showed a stubborn expression, and he talked with Steiger for a long time, and told him 

about his study abroad experience in German high school Finally, Steiger couldn’t stand it. Actively 

mentioned business. 

 

“I heard that you want to buy stock in our company. I don’t know what plans you have?” Steiger asked. 

 

She Tianlang said, “The number of shares I bought accounted for 30% of your company, so I asked for a 

voice.” 

 

Steiger said, “Of course, I have no opinion.” 

 

Shooting Sirius said, “I also hope that you can gradually merge your game studio into a listed company.” 

 

Steiger was a little surprised and said, “Do you know what I’m doing in the game?” 

 

Shoot Sirius with a smile and said, “Of course, I am willing to invest in your company. There are a lot of 

reasons for seeing your guild. The significance of my money is for you to unify other main cities and then 

merge the guild into trade Inside the company, I believe your stock will go up. “ 

 



The investment company affiliated with Qi Yun behind Sirius is a financial company. If Sirius is shot as a 

guarantee, Steiger’s eyes are bright. 

 

“Are you sure that a gaming guild like me can be incorporated into a public company?” Steiger asked. 

 

Shooting Sirius said “Of course, but this requires a financial company like ours to operate, you know, it is 

very complicated.” 

 

Steig nodded. He had asked many investment companies before, but he did not think that the game 

association could be merged into a listed company, and this merger would also bring a price 

disadvantage to the listed company. 

 

It is very likely that the stock price will be bearish, but how can those investment companies compare 

with the investment company that has shot Sirius right now? This is a super company in the economic 

crisis where everyone loses money, and only they make money. It is the most authoritative and the most 

powerful. 

 

Chapter 1151 - Return successfully 

  

“Okay, if I can unify all the main German cities, I will definitely merge the guild into a listed company. I 

am willing to cooperate with you to complete this transaction.” Steiger said excitedly. 

 

Pu She Sirius said, “Very well, let’s talk about the specific details. I hope that this stock purchase, in the 

contract, you can write what you just said.” 

 

He Steger agreed without thinking. He just said it casually. Even if it was written, he was required to 

unify the 72 main German cities, but he could n’t unify. This is a nonsense. 

 

“Yes, no problem,” Steiger said. 

 

“I have no other questions,” said Sirius. 

 



“Neither do I,” Steiger said. 

 

“Very good, since neither party has an opinion, please sign the two.” The notary lawyer passed the two 

drafted agreements to Steiger and Sirius. 

 

Steig and Sirius signed their names on the contract at the same time, but Sirius’ name was not beautiful, 

which surprised Steiger. 

 

He shot Sirius handed his contract to Steiger and said, “My funds will be available today. Please prepare 

the relevant information and give me a company office.” 

 

According to the agreement in the contract, She Sirius is the vice chairman of the company and has the 

right to speak about the company’s operation. 

 

没 “No problem, I will prepare a press conference in the afternoon to make the information of our 

transactions public.” Steiger said. 

 

He shot Sirius and said, “I will be on time.” 

 

After talking, Lu Tian and the others were taken away. He drove back to the hotel and found Lu Yang and 

Qi Yun in the conference room. 

 

“It’s beautiful.” Lu Yang said with a smile. 

 

He shot Sirius with a smile and said, “He didn’t doubt me at all.” 

 

Qi Qiyun said, “Boss, it’s time for you to play in the afternoon. I asked you more than 200 German 

media.” 

 

Shoot Sirius: “…” 

 



Lu Luyang said: “Good job, now Stege is dead.” 

 

There are more than 200 media, which includes all the German media industries, including television 

stations, the Internet, newspapers, and radio. 

 

in the afternoon. 

 

Hamburg, outside the Hilton Hotel. 

 

As soon as Steiger and the company’s vice chairman and a number of high-level vehicles came to the 

main entrance, they saw countless media and journalists waiting there. 

 

施 When Stege got out of the car, he felt only a rush of pressure, and was then surrounded by hundreds 

of reporters. 

 

“Mr. Steig, what’s your opinion on this financing?” 

 

“Why do you want each other to cooperate.” 

 

“Did you discuss with the other party already?” 

 

听说 “I heard that your future is to merge the game guild, isn’t it?” 

 

Uh … 

 

Steige and a lot of seniors only felt the sound of people talking in their ears. The reporter was afraid that 

Steige could not hear what he said, and they used shouts, which made Steiger even harder to hear. He 

could only hear Several people nearby spoke. 

 



But he was pleasantly surprised by this battle. Facing so many reporters, he was trying to keep his 

clothes calm while answering questions. He walked into the press conference all the way. Under the 

protection of security, he got rid of the reporters. . 

 

“My God, why are there so many reporters, are all the German media here?” Alz said in surprise. 

 

“Haha, we are so famous that we didn’t expect our financing this time to have such a good effect.” 

 

“Tomorrow our stock will rise.” 

 

Uh … 

 

A few high-level words made Steiger very excited. He said, “It may be that the investment company we 

work with is too strong to have this effect, but it ’s very good. I like it. Let’s go. Let’s prepare. I Look at 

the speech again. “ 

 

He believes that in front of such a multimedia and television audience, there should be a better manner 

and a more handsome image. 

 

“I also read the manuscript.” 

 

“I’ll go and sort my clothes.” 

 

Uh … 

 

Alz and several other senior executives also have such a feeling. After all, this is where most of the 

media in the country have come. Even a person who does not care much about his image does not want 

to have any flaws in front of the national media. 

 

If there is a problem, it must be ridiculed by the whole country. At that time, the pressure from yourself, 

the pressure from people you know, and the pressure from relatives and parents will make you very 

uncomfortable. 



 

I spent a lot of time, Steige and others were finally busy, he looked at the time, only 20 minutes away 

from the press conference. 

 

怎么 “Why haven’t our friends come yet?” Steiger asked. 

 

Artz said, “I don’t know, maybe it’s blocked out.” 

 

Stegehaha said with a smile: “Really, the media is like this, making it difficult for people to walk.” 

 

Alz said with a smile: “Sir President, this time you have received 100 million euros of sponsorship. With 

this money, you will no longer be a problem when you defeat other German guilds. We can speed up a 

lot.” 

 

“Haha, that’s exactly how I want to unify the guilds in the entire German region. At that time, I will 

have to compete with Lu Yang again to see who is the overlord of the new continent.” Steiger said 

angrily. 

 

The voice just fell. 

 

He shot Sirius in and led in. Hundreds of journalists flocked behind him. 

 

Shooting the wolf wore cool sunglasses and walked to the podium of the conference. Steiger, Alz and 

others quickly got up to greet him. After all, this one is the Great Master, and their future Great Master, 

Stey There is still something to be done. 

 

“You came on time,” Steiger said with a smile. 

 

Steiger stood more than 1.9m in front of Sirius, just like a strong giant. He was only 1.80m tall. Standing 

with Steiger seemed to be very short. This scene was filmed. 

 



A reporter next to said: “The recording has been prepared, and several people can start the press 

conference at any time.” 

 

Steiger cleared his throat and said, “It’s okay now, and I’ll explain it briefly for everyone.” 

 

Hundreds of flashlights lit up, which made Steiger’s suit look very beautiful. Steiger showed a mature 

and elegant expression, and talked about the reasons and some details of the cooperation. 

 

“Our purpose is to make my guild stronger, so that the guild in Germany can have a foothold in the 

new continent.” Steiger said excitedly. 

 

200 Over 200 people applauded at the same time. 

 

The host of the press conference said: “The following is Mr. Chen, the representative of Bayer 

Investment Company.” 

 

More than 200 flashes were aimed at Sirius, and television and Internet media cameras were aimed at 

Sirius. 

 

“Mr. Chen, may I ask why you chose to invest in Mr. Steiger’s company, it is still so much effort.” A 

reporter stood up and asked. 

 

After shooting Sirius, he stood up and smiled elegantly at everyone, and cleared his throat. In the smile 

of Steiger and others, he said, “Sorry, I want to correct this investment. I am just a representative. It 

wasn’t me who led this investment. “ 

 

“Not you?” 

 

“Aren’t you the big boss?” 

 

Uh … 



 

The audience was uproar. 

 

Unsteig and Alz did not show different expressions, because they knew about it when they signed the 

contract. He is only a plenipotentiary and qualified to lead the negotiations. 

 

He asked with a smile: “Is the chairman of Bayer Investment Company also here? I would love to meet 

him.” 

 

Lu She smiled and said, “Of course, below, with the warmest applause, please welcome the chairman of 

our company and the chairman of the Iron Blood Brothers Union, Mr. Lu Yang.” 

 

近 Nearly 500 reporters in the audience were dumbfounded, and senior executives of trading 

companies such as Steiger and Alz were dumbfounded. 

 

“噔” 

 

“噔” 

 

The sound of leather shoes stepping on the marble floor came from the side of the conference site. Lu 

Yang wore a straight suit, with his right hand in his pocket, and his left hand pressed the leader lightly. 

His face with some evil smile came to the release. The scene of the meeting. 

 

“唰” 

 

“Click” 

 

“Click” 

 

“Click” 



 

Uh … 

 

The reporters at the scene reacted and instantly realized how big the news was. They pointed their 

cameras at Lu Yang and shot wildly. 

 

Lu Luyang greeted the reporters with a smile in the stunned eyes of Steige and others. At this time, 

Steige was anxious to stand up immediately and questioned Sirius, but the actual situation did not allow 

him to do so. 

 

He could only watch Lu Yang accept the interview with the media, but couldn’t say a word, because he 

knew that this time he planted it and was played by Lu Yang fiercely, but he had to accept Lu Yang’s 

arrangement. 

 

Because from the moment Lu Yang appeared, his guild German chariot was an iron ally of the Iron 

Brotherhood. 

 

No matter how he argues with others, no one will believe him. You know, Lu Yang invested 100 million 

Euros. Such a large sum of money, let alone buy an ally, even if you buy a super guild Okay. 

 

From now on, except Lu Yang, he will no longer have allies. France, North Africa, Saudi Arabia, including 

other German guilds, as well as Turkey, South Africa, are his enemies. 

 

Lu Yang said to the media with a smile: “I am very happy to have reached a strategic cooperation with 

Mr. Steig, President of the German Tank Association. From now on, the two of us will be the most 

trusted allies, and we will face the new continent together. All enemies. “ 

 

Lu Yang turned his head, reached out and said to Steiger, “I hope we can cooperate happily.” 

 

Steiger’s last glimmer of hope was also annihilated by Lu Yang. He stood up and shook hands with Lu 

Yang while biting his back molars. At the moment of the handshake, he suddenly made a force and 

wanted to clean up Lu Yang. Unexpectedly, Lu Yang was even stronger than him, making his palms very 

uncomfortable. 



 

As soon as he shook hands for less than 5 seconds, he immediately retracted his right hand. However, 

according to the media, the two handshake for more than 5 seconds, proving that the two are really 

cooperative and very friendly. 

 

Uh … 

 

After an hour, the conference was over. 

 

On the conference site of Hilton Hotel, only Lu Yang and Steige remained. 

 

I have long been unable to hold back my temper, and Steiger glared angrily at Sirius. “Chen, tell me, 

what is going on here?” 

 

Shooting Sirius looked at Steiger coldly, and said, “The name in the next game is Shooting Sirius, the post 

of Vice President of the Iron Brotherhood, Steiger. From now on, you better cooperate with it, 

otherwise, I won’t let a cent of the company’s accounts go into your guild. “ 

 

Steiger was dumbfounded, he forgot that shooting Sirius in his company had the right to speak in 

investment. 

 

“You …” Steig didn’t know what to say. 

 

Alz stood angrily in front of Steiger, glaring at Luyangyang and said, “Chairman Lu Yang, I think you are a 

person of grace, but your performance today is really disappointing. You are a no A person of grace. “ 

 

Lu Yang smiled and asked, “Did I mess with you?” 

 

Alz responded subconsciously, “No.” 

 

Lu Luyang asked, “Why did you sneak attack on my Tianjian fortress a few days ago?” 



 

Artz was embarrassed. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “Dare to cause trouble, you must dare to take care of it. Do you take the 

initiative to challenge me, or is it a sneak attack? I fight back in the same way. Is there a problem?” 

 

Alz couldn’t answer. 

 

Steiger glared at the landing sun and said to the people around him, “Let’s go.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at Steiger’s back and said, “Hurry up and find a way to defend your main city. The other 

72 main city owners will also see the news of German TV station tomorrow morning, the earliest after 5 

minutes. You can see the news on the network, and there is not much time left for you. “ 

 

Uncle Steiger paused for a second, then he walked out without looking back. 

 

“Deserve it, make him want to attack us.” She screamed, and the Brotherhood of Iron Blood was their 

home. If someone wanted to destroy his home, he would desperately fight with others. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Let’s go back too. The following things are left to Qi Yun’s investment company. Our 

west side now has a best barrier.” 

 

Everyone laughed. 

 

From now on, Steiger in Germany will become Lu Yang’s best defensive barrier outside the Skysword 

Fortress. Whoever wants to fight him must kill Steiger first, otherwise the ghost knows whether Steiger 

will be with Luyang. Comrade, sneak attack on him. 

 

He shot Sirius and asked, “Boss, will our investment lose money?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Look, other German guilds can’t beat Steiger. It won’t be long before. At the latest 3 

months, Steiger can win all German guilds and include more than 70 main cities. Inside his territory. “ 



 

Qi Yun then said, “Steig has just stated that if he wins all the main cities, he will let the game guild be 

incorporated into the trading company. I believe that at that time the price of the trading company’s 

stock Will soar. “ 

 

“Are we still making money!” Said Sirius. 

 

“Of course.” Lu Yang patted Sirius on the shoulder and said, “I’ll take out some of the money I earn 

when I get a red envelope for marriage.” 

 

“Thank you, boss,” said Sirius excitedly. 

 

下午 On the afternoon of the same day, Lu Yang and his party returned to Huaxia by plane, and in the 

game, the German side was already upside down. 

 

“Fucking Steige, he must have an alliance with the Chinese, and he must deal with us.” 

 

“We can’t sit still and wait. We have to take the lead in defeating Steiger’s Guild and driving him out of 

the game.” 

 

他 “His purpose is to defeat us all and unify all Germans. We cannot be his stepping stones.” 

 

“Kill Steiger.” 

 

Uh … 

 

In a hotel in Tianyuan God City, dozens of guild leaders sat together and yelled to kill Steiger. 

 

的 10 minutes after the meeting was over at Lu Yang, the guild leaders knew the news. After confirming 

the news, they began to communicate with each other and finally met in Tianyuan God City. 



 

I like to mix everything with Renault, the president of the French Guild, and follow him to make fun, but 

he already has a decision in his heart and will definitely not participate in this war. 

 

Everyone can see that the war has come to an end. The game is not realistic. In reality, it killed hundreds 

of thousands of people in the other party. The other party has no soldiers. Even if they recruit recruits, 

they are newcomers. Inexperienced soldiers ca n’t win the battle. . 

 

But the game is different. The more players in the game, the more experience they have. They are not 

afraid of death. They are afraid of insufficient levels and equipment. 

 

Although Liu Jie was taken away, his strength is still there, and he may come out at any time. If there is 

no Liu Jie, Renault must participate in the battle, but with Liu Jie, he must work hard to improve in the 

next time. The level and equipment of his men are preparing for the next war with Liu Jie. 

 

Germany, no matter who wins, it is not a good thing. Maybe when they win, other guilds will be 10 

levels higher than them. 

 

Early morning. 

 

Lu Yang returned to Huaxia, and when he got up to enter the game the next morning, the first news he 

received was information about the battle between Steiger and other German guilds It started last 

night. Tu Feng shrugged his shoulders and said, “At present, Steiger is relatively inferior. He has less 

manpower, but Steiger’s fighting strength is strong, and the possibility of winning is very high. “ 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “No matter what he does, let’s do our job, how about the stinger?” 

 

“The cute queen provided another 10 million spiny beasts there. I have finished washing them and are 

sending them to players in India and South Korea.” Tu Feng said. 

 

Lu Yang bought a total of 20 million stinger beasts from the cute queen. He looked at Tu Feng and asked, 

“How is it going to get there in one step?” 

 



Xu Tufeng said: “One step up to the sky is also learning that we are buying the spiny beast and the beast 

of the spirit beastly. It is estimated that his level will rise to 140 as quickly as we do.” 

 

Lu Lu sneered and said, “At that time, his death was not far away. How about the shuttlecock? How 

many more?” 

 

In the three days waiting for the verdict of the demon’s heart, Lu Yang soaked in the gate of eternal sin 

and the graveyard of the Black Cross, and got more than 100 cricket **** and 3 injustice balls. 

 

Xi Tufeng said: “At present, there are 931 shuttlecocks, which are basically full of souls, but this thing 

cannot die. If you die, you will lose half of it. The punishment is too severe.” 

 

Luyang said, otherwise, this thing could not be called a treasure in the last ribs, and half of the soul 

would be lost when it died. 200,000, how long would it take to lose 100,000 souls to replenish. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1152 - Guild Welfare 

  

“Let’s everyone upgrade, we will also upgrade.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“It’s time to upgrade well,” Xia Yuwei sighed. 

 

People such as Zhuojiu and White Lion nodded one after another. Over the past few months, they have 

been exhausted. From entering the new continent, the war of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood has not 

stopped. 

 

First, he fought a few battles with Liu Jie, followed by Li Rongde, Park Renyi, One Step Ascension, Nine 

Star Alliance and Tianlong, and various civil strife. Now he has just fought the multinational coalition 

forces. 



 

“In this way, we can all hold the guild, it is really difficult.” Jiang Ze said. 

 

Lu Yang also lamented. Who can think of facing so many wars as soon as he enters the new continent, 

even his war madman felt a bit overwhelmed, not to mention his men. 

 

“Holiday, there is no war this time, everyone can take a long vacation, up to half a month, wherever you 

want to play.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Everyone’s eyes brightened. 

 

“Boss we love you.” Shouted the white wolf. 

 

Lu Yang went on to say: “The company reimburses you. Not only can you travel this time, but the 

100,000 regular players in the Jagged Brothers League can also go out for a trip. The few of you don’t 

have to join the group and let your respective men lead the team for group tourism. Just go to France 

and take a tour. “ 

 

“Go all.” Tu Feng asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Go all, but go in batches, and walk 10,000 people at a time. As for those who are not 

eligible to participate, tell them that the company will hold contests and character tests after the year. 

Those who pass can become semi-formal employees. “Enjoy travel leave and pay.” 

 

“Wow ~! Boss you are so generous.” White Lion said. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Boss, I have money. This money doesn’t bring death or death. I can spend 

enough by myself. Brothers and I have worked hard and can’t let everyone do it for free.” 

 

“Yes.” All the vice presidents, including White Lion and Xia Yuwei, showed excited expressions. With 

such a boss, what else do they require? Under the leadership of such a boss, the Iron Brotherhood can 

only become stronger and stronger. Getting weaker and weaker. 



 

Lu Yang said: “Let ’s inform each other. For the sake of fairness, we will draw lots to decide who will go 

out for the first batch of tours. The places they go to are the same, and there is no difference in the 

order.” 

 

“We’ll let you know. The boys must be so happy.” Zhou Tianming said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Your private army is also brought with you. They are all members of the Jagged 

Brotherhood. Although you raise them privately, the boss also cares.” 

 

“Thank you, Boss.” Zhou Tianming and Tianyao are so excited. Each of them has a personal strength of 

200 to 500 people. These people are top masters and their levels are above 10. The next time they 

launch an attack, these people will be the backbone, but they do not enjoy the treatment of the Jagged 

Brotherhood, and they need Zhou Tianming to redeem them with their union points. 

 

This time, Lu Yang is holding a tour. These people are definitely not feeling in the heart. This world is like 

this. There is no disparity and unevenness. Why others have them? The direct result is to make these 

vice presidents embarrassed. 

 

Traveling to France from 200 to 500 people is a huge burden for them, but it is drizzle for Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Go, and be polite with me.” 

 

“Yes.” A group of people excitedly announced the news to the entire guild. Instantly, more than 10 

million people in the Iron Brotherhood were boiled. 

 

“I went and actually traveled to the company’s 100,000 people at the official expense. It was too 

luxurious.” 

 

“Oh my god, the boss is so interesting, I’ll give him a hard time.” 

 

“It’s so cool. I haven’t been to France yet.” 



 

“Wow haha, whoever is well treated by our guild, I really followed the boss.” 

 

… 

 

100,000 regular employees are excited, and the remaining millions of ordinary players are also caught in 

excitement. 

 

“Informal also has the opportunity. As long as you pass the competition and character test, you can also 

travel, and there will be wages in the future. Wow, I dare not imagine.” 

 

“Long live the boss, I will definitely pass, wow ha ha ~!” 

 

… 

 

Everyone in the Jagged Brothers League was caught in absolute excitement, and the news spread 

quickly, and players around the world got the news. 

 

“What? Lu Yang of the Jagged Brothers League sent 100,000 people free travel to France?” 

 

“Not really, how much does he have to pay for it?” 

 

“It must be fake, impossible.” 

 

“Oh my God, the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood would have been treated well if it were true.” 

 

“I want to join the Jagged Brotherhood.” 

 

… 

 



Dubin, who was in the daily live broadcast, got the news simultaneously, and he immediately called Lu 

Yang and was confirmed. 

 

In the live room. 

 

Dubin sighed: “The news just now is true. I called Lu Yang to confirm that he really wanted to give his 

100,000 regular employees free travel to France, which was really generous.” 

 

Hitomi said longingly, “I really want to know that there is no shortage of people in the Jagged Brothers 

League. I want to go.” 

 

Dubin laughed and said, “Be careful, the director will find you.” 

 

… 

 

Amidst the confused questioning and admiration from all walks of life, soon, the Brotherhood of Iron 

and Blood began this tour. 

 

Lu Yang signed travel contracts with 62 European travel companies. So many people were alarmed by 

even the top French government, including the then French Prime Minister. 

 

During a regular press conference, a reporter asked about the incident, and the then French Prime 

Minister made a personal statement and asked the Foreign Minister to personally manage the matter. 

 

“This is really amazing. Can you imagine that 10,000 people came together and they rented more than 

200 hotels in Paris and the Nice coast. Oh my gosh, our hotel is almost out of stock. If you can, I hope to 

personally Seeing Lu Yang, he is really an amazing person. “The French Foreign Minister said excitedly at 

a press conference. 

 

Lu Yang did not expect that the French foreign minister would meet him because he took so many 

people to travel. At this time, he had just negotiated an aircraft contract. 

 



All planes flying to France in the East China Sea were chartered by Lu Yang. This is not enough. A French 

airline leased a dozen planes to help with the delivery. 

 

A few days later. 

 

The first group of people flew to Paris under the leadership of Lu Yang. Just after getting off the plane, 

the team bus picked up the players of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood and took them to the coastal 

hotel on the coast of Nice. 

 

Early the next morning, 30,000 players from the Jagged Brotherhood gathered in the hotel downstairs, 

just like the army. 

 

Lu Yang stood on the steps of the hotel, cleared his throat with a big loudspeaker, and said, “This tour is 

a 10-day, casual play, but if you want to reflect the quality of our Chinese people, don’t embarrass me.” 

 

What he is most afraid of is what these players have done to lose face, which is the sixth time he has 

talked about these days. 

 

In the distance, the tourist bus came over, and the tour guides got off one by one and picked up the 

players in batches. 

 

A female reporter who shot in the distance breathed a sigh of relief, and said, “Oh my God, they looked 

just now. I thought it was Huaxia’s army.” 

 

“Don’t feel the same. No wonder the Brotherhood of Jagged Brothers is overbearing. You can tell by 

looking at the quality of the players.” Another male reporter said. 

 

Soon, the news about the tour of the Jagged Brotherhood was swiped around the world, and Lu Yang 

took his parents and Lan Yu to the Elysee Palace in France to meet the Foreign Minister. 

 

Lu Yang’s father and mother never imagined that his son would be able to live up to this level, and even 

asked the French Foreign Minister to meet in person, which was completely beyond their imagination. 

 



Lan Yu did not expect Lu Yang to have such achievements. She was very happy. She watched Landing 

Yang chat with the Foreign Minister to the end. 

 

In the next 10 days, Lu Yang took his parents and Lan Yu, and the family happily toured the beauty of 

France. 

 

After he returned, the second batch was led by Zhuojiu, Xia Yuwei and White Lion, the third batch was 

led by Zhou Tianming and the old man, and the fourth batch was led by Tian Yao, including the last 

10,000 and newly elected 20,000 people. 

 

For an entire month and a half, the Jagged Brothers League tour ended, and every time a player went 

out to travel, other players who did not travel, stepped up to raise the level of the summoned beast. 

 

Today, more than 10 million stinger beasts have reached level 10. These people began to do tasks 

according to Lu Yang’s method, and quickly gained experience to upgrade levels. 

 

On the other hand, because of the effects caused by tourism, Lu Yang’s side has also caused heated 

discussions in various super guilds in the New World. 

 

No other guild has done it like Lu Yang. This is a waste of money. They do n’t know where Lu Yang has so 

much money for these 120,000 people. 

 

“Boss, the players are not motivated, they are all asking for travel.” Said a vice chairman of one step 

Dengtian. 

 

“Damn, what Lu Yang wants to do, where did he get so much money?” One step Dengtian cursed. 

 

France. 

 

“Asshole, just because of Lu Yang, do we also have to organize a tour? How much does it cost?” 

 

Italy. 



 

“I will never pay this money, we will never organize so many people to travel, at most players above the 

legion.” 

 

United Kingdom. 

 

… 

 

The presidents of super guilds with main cities in various countries are mourning. 

 

Some presidents are curious. Where does Lu Yang get so much money, and the players and senior 

management of the Brotherhood Brothers are also curious, but they are familiar with Tu Feng, 

Qingzhuang Zimeng, Lan Yu, Xia Yuwei, Jiang Ze and others who understand Lu Yang. But he knew that 

Lu Yang invested in the world through Qi Yun. 

 

When Lu Yang was a mercenary in the previous life, he traveled to various parts of the world. He 

understood the development trends of many countries in the next few years. 

 

He doesn’t know how to convert it into money, but Qi Yun knows that the Wall Street investment 

consortium under Qi Yun’s hands has invested money in various companies with development potential 

around the world, as well as land. 

 

In particular, Australia and Canada, the land of these two countries have been increased several times in 

recent months, which are all done by Qi Yun. Lu Yang has made tens of billions of dollars in this item 

alone. 

 

As Qi Yun said, money is now a number. Unless there is another financial tsunami, their company will 

not have any problems. 

 

Inside the game. 

 

In the conference room of the city’s main mansion of the tiger mouth fortress. 



 

Tu Feng said: “In this more than a month, Steiger of Germany fought six consecutive hard battles, won 4 

times, lost 2 times, and expanded the territory to 19 main cities.” 

 

Everyone was a little surprised. 

 

“So little, it looks like he’s in trouble.” White Wolf said. 

 

Tu Feng said: “The French Renault is behind the scenes, but did not directly participate in the war.” 

 

Lu Yang asked: “How are the levels of players around us?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “On average two levels higher than us, many people look down on us.” 

 

The Iron Blood Brothers Alliance ’s overall practice of summoning beasts puzzled other guilds in the New 

World. When it was desperately rushing to the level, they mocked Lu Yang for being abnormal. 

 

Lu Yang said, “When we reach level 140 first and hit level 140 equipment, it’s their turn to worry.” 

 

Everyone laughed. 

 

Lu Yang went on to say: “Continue to take the staff to upgrade, who has 10,000 to 140 level called me, I 

will take them to fight equipment.” 

 

People such as Zhuojiu and Xia Yuwei became serious and said, “Yes.” 

 

This is another competition. The internal competition of the Jagged Brotherhood is the most intense. If 

any party loses, even the right to speak is weak by three points in the conference room. 

 



Lu Yang signaled them to leave, and flew to Tianyuan God City by himself using the transfer token. He 

put on a flying carpet and flew towards the Moon Magic Gorge on the 140-level map outside the city. 

 

In the official history, Luna Canyon is a very special place. It is a shelter for traitors punished by Luna. 

 

This is not a place for normal players to fight, but a place for those top studios to challenge. The reason 

why Lu Yang wants to come here is to hit his new skill book. 

 

Moon Magic Canyon is too special. Even in the last generation, even if there were many players at level 

150 and 160, they didn’t come here to fight monsters, because the strange attackers here didn’t look at 

the damage, but the percentage. 

 

Therefore, the player’s skills are tested here. If the skills are good, they can kill monsters without injury. 

If the skills are not good, even if the level 200 people come, they will be killed. 

 

Four hours later. 

 

System prompt: You found Moonmoon Canyon 

 

Lu Yang controlled the flying carpet and landed on the ground. He took the take-off blanket and looked 

around, and found that there was a trace of someone here, which surprised him. 

 

“I never imagined that anyone would come here to upgrade, which is quite strange.” Lu Yang looked 

curiously inside, but unfortunately, he didn’t see anyone, only a few months of magic walking around. 

 

Moon Demon (Elite) 

 

Level: 145 

 

Qi and blood: 000000/000000 

 



With only 1 million hits, the Moon Demon is about one taller than a normal human player. The head is 

holding a long sword and wearing leather armor on his body. His face is like a bad dog, but there are 

obvious differences. I do n’t know what race. 

 

Don’t look at this strange blood, but if you want multiple people to attack him, as long as one more 

person, the blood will double. This is the most evil one. 

 

Lu Yang stood at a distance of 50 meters and read the spell in his mouth. 

 

“Earth to Earth” 

 

A flame sign appeared at the foot of the moon demon. Two seconds later, a bang, a fierce flame blasted 

from the ground, crashing the moon demon backward 10 meters away. 

 

“Blazing Heart” 

 

One finger of Lu Yang’s right hand, a blazing white flame swept across the air, and the Moon Demon was 

hit as soon as he landed. 

 

“Roar, I want to purify you, filthy human.” The moon demon raised his sword, and roared towards the 

landing sun. 

 

Lu Yang waited for him to dash to a distance of 0 meters. 

 

“Earth to Earth” 

 

Another flame spewed out from under the moon demon’s feet, flying him 10 meters away. 

 

“Destroy the Sky” 

 



Just after falling, a cloud of fire fell in the sky and hit the moon demon, but the damage was not high. 

Pure magic damage has no effect on the moon demon. On the magic resistance, the moon demon’s 

resistance is too high. It is Lu Yang’s ordinary spell attacks that have no meaning. 

 

“Flame Cross” 

 

A spinning flame cross hit the moon demon who came over, just before the moon devil was about 10 

meters away from Lu Yang. 

 

“Earth to Earth” 

 

A third group of flames rose into the sky, and the Moon Demon collapsed back a distance of 10 meters. 

Lu Yang continued to use the Fire Cross during this period. 

 

“See what else you can do.” Yuemon rushed over again, came to Lu Yang, raised the long knife in his 

hand, and slashed suddenly. 

 

“The Sun Fist” 

 

Lu Yang punched Yueyue’s abdomen with a punch, flying it over 20 meters. 

 

“Flame Cross” 

 

… 

 

At Lu Yang’s current casting speed, a flame cross can be placed in less than 1 second. When the Moon 

Demon approaches, there is not much health left. 

 

“Yan Yang Suo” 

 

Lu Yang’s mouth spelled out, keeping the moon demon in place. 



 

“Flame Cross” 

 

The spell in Lu Yang’s mouth continued to read to easily kill the moon demon. 

 

System prompt: You killed Moon Demon 

 

You get 106212 experience 

 

“Slap, pop, pop” 

 

The applause sounded from the side, a look of surprise appeared on Lu Yang’s face, and he looked at the 

location of the applause. He found that a thief was standing there. 

 

“It is indeed the chairman of the Jagged Brothers Alliance, and it is really powerful.” The thief said with a 

smile. 

 

This thief is very gorgeously dressed, and at a glance it can be seen that it is a full set of level 10 

excellent gold suits, and there are many special items on his body, no difference. 

 

“You are?” Lu Yang asked, and being able to avoid his observation was enough for Lu Yang to ask 

questions. 

 

The thief walked up to 5 meters in front of Lu Yang and said, “I’m a Huaxia player. Don’t worry, I didn’t 

mean to attack you.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I’m not worried. No one can kill me. Even if more people come, I can handle 

it.” 

 

Even if it can’t be beaten, Lu Yang’s blood power is a detached skill, he can launch the skill at any time, 

as long as there is 2 seconds, he can fly back to the hotel in Tianyuan God City. 



 

The thief shrugged his shoulders. He didn’t expect Lu Yang to be so confident. 

 

“What’s your name and what are you doing here?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“My name is Taxue Wuchen. Naturally, I am looking for a baby here. Unfortunately, the strangeness 

here is too special, and stealth is not easy to use.” Tayue Wuzhen said helplessly. 

 

Lu Yang saw that there was no trace of stepping on snow, that is, about 16 years old. He should still be a 

high school student, and said with a smile, “Don’t take the idea here, all the strange creatures here are 

invisible, you can’t get in.” 

 

Ta Xue said without a trace: “But I have a task to kill the monsters in it, President Lu Yang, or will you 

take me for a while?” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1153 - Fire magic 

  

Lu Yang smiled and asked, “Why should I take you? Is there any benefit?” 

 

Taxue scratched his head without a trace and said, “I really have something to exchange, or you must 

need it.” 

 

“What?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“Have you heard of the weapons of the Extreme Demon series?” Tayue asked without a trace. 

 



Lu Luyang looked surprised, and asked with a smile, “Do you know the source of the extreme magic 

weapon?” 

 

It’s no surprise to turn on Snow this time, and said, “You have heard of the magic weapon, yes, I know 

how to enter that space, and if you are willing to help me, I can tell you.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “It’s a matter of words, let’s say, what are you going to fight?” 

 

“There is a boss named Moon Demon in this. My friend and I came here to fight. My friend couldn’t 

carry it, and they all left, leaving me alone. If you can help me, that would be great.” Taxue has no trace 

and no mind, and tells everything. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Follow me, I will take you to find the Moon Demon King.” 

 

The Moon Demon King is just an ordinary boss that is not worth mentioning to Lu Yang, but the extreme 

magic weapon is the item Lu Yang dreams of. 

 

In the last life, most players reached level 140. Just when they played a level 140 copy, a guild suddenly 

had a large number of level 140 gold weapons. 

 

This detonated the entire New World at that time. Everyone was curious how this weapon came, but no 

one knew. 

 

Someone found this guild player and wanted to get a secret recipe, but ordinary players did n’t know. 

Only two people in the guild knew it. 

 

These two people are the chairman and the vice chairman. They did not say any of them, and they were 

still college classmates. The guilds they established were not for the hegemony of the new continent, 

but for the convenience of copying. Can spend money to buy. 

 

Lu Yang has always thought that he can only wait for his players to reach level 140, and then take part of 

the equipment to complete it, and then slowly promote it to everyone. If you can get extreme magic 

weapons, this will be for his players The upgrade of equipment will be greatly reduced. 



 

带着 He took the snow without a trace to kill monsters all the way into the depths of the Moon Demon 

Canyon. On the three floors below, he saw a white-haired, 3 meter-tall Moon Demon King. 

 

Moon Demon King (boss) 

 

Level: 145 

 

Qi and blood: 00000 

 

“Oh my god, there is so much blood.” Taxue scratched his head without a trace, and said, “I can’t beat 

myself alone.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Now you should tell how to get the magic weapon, I kill him very easily.” 

 

Ta Xuexue thought for a while and said, “Okay, anyway, I want to study abroad anyway, say goodbye to 

the game for the time being, and I have no regrets when I finish the last task. It ’s okay to tell you 

secretly, he is in Taoyuan Canyon In the depths, you can exchange extreme magic weapons with 

permanent gold ore, magic iron ore, blood jade ore, true silver ore, aqua ore, emerald ore and a class 

130 black and white weapon. “ 

 

Lu Luyang said, “That’s what happened.” 

 

Wu Taxue had no trace and was a little surprised, and asked, “You believe it now. Don’t be afraid I lie to 

you.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I believe in my eyes, you are a good guy and you won’t lie to me.” 

 

Taxue had no trace, smiled, and said, “Thank you for the praise.” 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Let’s fight it. You hide aside, I will kill him alone.” 



 

The skills of the Moon Demon King are very simple. Several skills, such as charge, moonlight slaying, and 

moon marks, have no meaning to someone who is already familiar with his skills such as Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang played for 5 minutes and killed the Moon Demon King. When Lu Yang was ready to let Ta Xue 

come without a trace to pick up equipment, he was surprised to see a skill book falling on the ground. 

 

“Comet Impact” 

 

Category: Fire 

 

Consumption: 10000 Magic 

 

Distance: 1000 meters 

 

Description: Fire-based special skills, with increasing distance, the damage increases, at a limit of 100 

meters, you can deal 5 times the intellectual damage. 

 

Lu Yang showed a surprised smile. He knew that the skill book was bursting here, but he did not expect 

that he had good luck this time. Even ordinary bosses can burst out this skill book. This is the god-level 

skill of the later PK. 

 

Especially at the contest, it ’s not too long before the contest. The last time he met an chief of Africa in 

the contest, he became the toad-spitting one. At that time, the magic resistance was too high and his 

blood volume was too high. Too thick, Lu Yang almost never hit him. Now that he has this skill, when he 

meets again, Lu Yang throws a comet from a long distance and hits him. It can take him a few seconds 

without a few skills. 

 

Lu Yang picked up the skill book and chose to study. A red comet icon appeared in the skill bar, and he 

said to Taxue Wu mark: “You go back first with the quest item, I will continue to go inside.” 

 

“Okay.” Ta Xue walked over without a trace to pick up the quest items and left using the city roll. 



 

Lu Yang continues to walk inside the Moon Magic Canyon. In this map, there is also a final lord monster. 

Lu Yang wants to see what can happen to him. 

 

“Summon Flying Carpet” 

 

Lu Yang flew up from the ground, and flew into the map. Without needing to play mobs, one hour later, 

he saw the final lord mob. 

 

The God Who Carries Back-Cang Yue (Lord Level) 

 

Level: 150 

 

Blood: 0000000 

 

Wu Cangyue is a humanoid creature with a height of 10 meters. His hair is bright white, with a pair of 

curved corners on his head, a very ugly face, and a meteor hammer in his hand, which looks very 

powerful. 

 

“How many years, human, did you kill me by the will of the moon god?” Cang Yue said in a low voice 

while watching Lu Yang. 

 

“No matter what your intention is, I will not let you be slaughtered. Even if God comes, I will make the 

same choice and betrayal.” 

 

Uh … 

 

Wu Cangyue roared, shaking his meteor hammer to Landing Yang. 

 

Lu Luyang didn’t know much about Cangyue. When he came here in the last life, the land had been 

cleared many times. He didn’t know what happened when the land was cleared. 



 

It seems that this Cangyue obviously has a task, but he does not know who the trigger of the task is. 

Generally speaking, the trigger of the task is not far from here, or after the Cangyue is killed, the follow-

up task is obtained. . 

 

Lu Yang looked around, but did not see the publisher of the mission. Just as he was about to attack Cang 

Yue, suddenly a light fell in the sky. A 10-meter-high woman in a golden holy suit faced Cang Yue. 

 

“200 years, Cangyue, you are still obsessed, and you want to betray the moon **** again, you **** it.” 

The woman said angrily. 

 

“Cang Lan, don’t think that I don’t know. The moon **** has fallen. I feel that his restraining power on 

me is getting weaker and weaker. Now it’s not worth mentioning. You came just right, let me kill you 

first. , And then stepping on the moon shrine. “Cang Yue Yang laughed. 

 

女人 A woman named Cang Lan put on a defensive posture and said to Cang Yue: “Master Luna may be 

resurrected at any time. If you dare to act against God’s will, I will kill you on behalf of Luna.” 

 

“Only you?” Cang Yue laughed. 

 

Lu Yang saw a blood strip appear on Cang Lan’s head, with a total of 20 million health points. Lu Yang 

was stunned, and he found that he had arrived early. Obviously, the 20 million blood could not help 

Cang Yue’s six hammer . 

 

He wasn’t sure if the appearance of the Cang Lan was the only task. If it was, Cang Lan was killed and the 

only task disappeared. Then he was worth the money. 

 

“If you work hard, you have to leave this task, and the things you give must not be bad.” Lu Yang said 

the spell. 

 

“Flame Demon Change” 

 



Lu Yang incarnates into a demon, and grows up to 10 meters in height, which is a special effect of the 

9th level demon heart. 

 

“Blink” 

 

A flash of light flashed, and Lu Yang appeared in front of Cang Yue. 

 

“Resistant Fire Ring” 

 

A fierce crimson flame burst out from Lu Yang’s body, crashing Cangyue back more than 10 meters 

away. 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

Lu Cangyue was about to attack Cang Lan. This time Lu Yang’s attack caused all his hatred to fall on Lu 

Yang’s body. 

 

“Human, you really use the moon **** sent, I will kill you.” Cang Yue roared. 

 

“Noise, fly for me.” Lu Yang read the spell, and struck the staff with his right hand to the ground. 

 

“Earth to Earth-Three Stages” 

 

A blaze of oblique backwards emerged at the foot of Xing Cangyue, which collapsed Cang Yue a distance 

of 5 meters. 

 

Lu Yang launched a fiery blaze and ran forward 15 meters before Cangyue landed. 

 

“Ground Fire Soaring into the Sky-Section Two” 

 



Lu Luyang fired the earth for the second time, just when the Cangyue landed, and then crashed it back a 

distance of 5 meters. 

 

“Escape the Dagger” 

 

Lu Luyang flickered forward for 55 meters and came to Cang Yue. 

 

“Resistant Fire Ring” 

 

Another flame burst out from Lu Yang’s body and crashed Cangyue back more than 10 meters away. At 

this time, he was only 15 meters away from the altar behind Cangyue. He couldn’t help but be glad to 

raise his level in advance. At level 160, otherwise his ring of resistance to fire will not be effective at all. 

 

The position of Cang Yue is a cliff in itself. As long as he is blown to the position of the altar, the lunar 

light will fall, and his speed can be reduced to 80% of normal speed. When he gets there, he cannot run. 

Lost. 

 

“Remnant Flame-Activated” 

 

Lu Luyang burst into flames, darted forward a distance of 12 meters, and came to him before Cang Yue 

stopped. 

 

“The Sun Fist” 

 

In the form of flames, he punched Cang Yue’s abdomen with a punch, and backed it continuously for a 

distance of 10 meters. At this time, Cang Yue was only 5 meters away from the altar. 

 

Lu Yang retreated 15 meters backwards. 

 

“Ground Fire Soaring into the Sky-A Section” 

 



The last ground fire hit the sky, Cang Yue was collapsed by Lu Yang’s skills and flew to the altar, and a 

large magic light fell in the sky, covering Cang Yue on the altar. 

 

This light is colorless, but you can see his essence, like glass, but very soft. 

 

System prompt: Cangyue’s movement speed is forcibly reduced to 80% 

 

“Summon Aquarius Paladin” 

 

Lu Yang made a left-handed move, and a soldier wearing a horizontal suit wearing a holy suit appeared. 

He raised the bottle above his head with both hands. 

 

The bottle flew into the air, aimed at Cangyue, and glowed blue. 

 

System prompt: Cangyue’s movement speed is forcibly reduced to 50% 

 

The base of Cangyue moves very fast, even if it is covered by the lunar light, it only takes 2 seconds to 

get out of this range, but before he goes out, it is covered by the water bottle’s light. Under double 

exposure, Cangyue’s moving speed finally reduced to the limit, only 30% of the normal, at this time, he 

walked like a snail. 

 

“Resistant Fire Ring” 

 

Xun Luyang flew him back to the central area of the altar. The diameter of the entire altar was more 

than 30 meters. Now Cang Yue wants to walk out and needs at least 8 seconds. 

 

“Cangyue, you will die here.” Cang Lan rushed towards Cangyue with a weapon, apparently to rush 

into the moon **** altar. 

 

“Get me out.” 

 



Lu Yang jumped to Cang Lan, launched a ring of resistance to fire, and flew Cang Lan 30 meters away. 

 

“Cangyue, let’s die.” After Cang Lan landed, he straightened his crown, raised his sword, and rushed 

towards Cang Yue again. 

 

Lu Luyang covered his face, he found that the task was not ordinary, and pointed his left hand to Cang 

Yue. 

 

“Blazing Heart Flame” 

 

A fiery white flame hit his body. 

 

“122000000” 

 

Wu Cangyue’s health was almost unchanged, but this injury made him very angry. 

 

“Moonlight Chaos” 

 

The pure white moonlight erupted in Wu Cangyue’s hands, and he flew wildly towards the landing sun. 

For a split second, dozens of moonlights shot towards the landing sun. 

 

“Blink” 

 

Lu Luyang jumped in front of Cang Lan. 

 

“Yang Yang Suo” 

 

“Resistant Fire Ring” 

 



He Canglan was only 20 meters away from Cangyue at this time. He collapsed the Canglan and trapped it 

in place for 20 seconds, and his dodge this time just avoided all the skills of Cangyue. 

 

“Human, you can’t escape my control, the moonlight will kill you.” Cang Yue roared and came towards 

the landing sun. 

 

“Escape the Dagger” 

 

Lu Luyang jumped back to Cang Yue. 

 

“Resistant Fire Ring” 

 

The ochre flame burst forth from Lu Yang’s body and collapsed Cang Yue back to the center of the site. 

 

“Lava Eruption” 

 

“Lava Eruption” 

 

Uh … 

 

Lu Luyang covered the altar with flames. 

 

“Fire Sword” 

 

“God of Fire” 

 

“Meteor Fire Rain” 

 

“Meteor Fall” 



 

“Ghost Fire Lamp” 

 

He used all the magic on his body, and when all skills were thrown out, he took out the Arcane Scroll. 

 

“Arcane Matrix” 

 

A half-circle purple magic formation covered Cangyue, leaving him in stagnation for 3 seconds. 

 

After three seconds of characters, Cang Yue resumed moving, but before waiting, Lu Yang took out 

another scroll. 

 

“Arcane Matrix” 

 

Uh … 

 

卷 This scroll is made by Lu Yang specifically for killing lords and demigods. This is a special skill. Only 

two turns of arcane spells can be learned, and this skill book is required. 

 

And this skill can only be released once a day, the cooling time is 24 hours, the effect is to trap the target 

in place for 10 seconds, used to fight the Lord monster, weakened to a third, only 3 seconds. 

 

But this is enough. There are more than 3,000 arcane masters who understand this magic in Lu Yang. He 

asked these people to go to the scroll master every day for more than a month to make an arcane 

matrix for him. reel. 

 

Now there are tens of thousands in his temple. To kill the lord in front of him, Lu Yang can use scrolls to 

trap him. 

 

“Cangyue, you have to accept the punishment of the moon god, moonlight, obey my command, 

attack.” Cang Lan chanted. 



 

Luyang was excited for a long time. This Canglan finally used long-range spells. Countless moonlights fell 

from the sky and one by one hit Cangyue’s body. Each one could kill Cangyue’s 1 million blood. 

 

Fortunately, the moonlight has been non-stop, otherwise Lu Yang feels that the moonlight is useless. 

Every time the Cangyue stagnates for 3 seconds, he jumps to a distance of 100 meters, with his left hand 

pointing at Cangyue. 

 

“Comet Impact” 

 

A ball of 1 meter in diameter, like a solid fireball, flew towards Cangyue. As the flight progressed, the 

fireball gradually became larger. When he reached the front of Cangyue, the diameter became 2 meters. 

 

“嘭” 

 

After a muffled sound, a wave of air rose up in Cangyue’s body, like a mushroom cloud, killing more than 

5 million of Cangyue’s blood. 

 

“Arcane Matrix” 

 

Lu Yang tore up a scroll again, he lamented a bit, but unfortunately, this skill must have enough flight 

distance, and sufficient flight distance means that it needs more time. 

 

I flew 100 meters away and spent 2 seconds. It was very inappropriate to hit the lord in this way. Lu 

Yang jumped back to the altar and still used the fire cross to match the normal attack of the burning 

heart flame. 

 

苍 With the cooperation of Cang Lan, he continued to fight for nearly half an hour. Finally, the lord 

couldn’t bear it and fell to the ground. 

 

System prompt: You killed the God-Backer—Cangyue 



 

“Finally, I have finally completed the entrustment of Luna. Humanity, thank you for your help. 

Welcome to the Luna Temple. This is a token. If you need it, please come to me at any time.” It flew 

away in a ray of light. 

 

Luyang frowned. He had never heard of the Luna Temple in the last life, but only knew that there is a 

Luna Temple in the heart of Luna but the two should not be the same thing. 

 

He scratched his head, put the token in his backpack, and looked at the items on the ground. Among the 

many glittering items, there was a golden skill book. 

 

“Nuclear explosion” 

 

Type: Fire Spell 

 

Consumption: 20000 magic 

 

Distance: Close 

 

Description: Charge for 2 seconds, centering on itself, emitting a strong explosion wave, causing equal 

damage to the target. At the same time, hit the target at a distance of 50 meters, and the cooling time is 

30 seconds. 

 

An unbelievable smile appeared on Lu Luyang’s face. He never thought that luck could be so good and 

the nuclear explosion would be a skill that is not necessarily achieved by the 200 level of fire law. 

 

In the last life, the total number of players with this skill was less than one hundred thousandth of the 

total number of fire spells, which shows how rare this skill is. 

 

Even before Lu Yang’s rebirth, the price of this skill book was still above 20 gold coins, but there was no 

market price, and the fire method hit was rarely sold unless there was a special lack of money. 

 



技能 The meaning of this skill is very special. He is the only skill in Fire Method that can collapse the 

target without looking at the level. 

 

Grabbing equipment, killing, and dodging and hunting are very useful. The attack is still a range attack. 

When the target is collapsed, it is still flying upwards. You can launch a combo with other skills. It can be 

said that this skill has no significance for the fire method. Ya Yu Shenji. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1154 - Desperate Lu Yang 

  

Lu Yang clicked to learn skills, and an explosion icon skill appeared in the skill bar. He picked up several 

pieces of dark gold equipment on the ground and flew to Chiyang City with a teleportation scepter, 

which is an important material warehouse of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. A lot of items are here. 

 

Lu Luyang found the six types of ore described by Ta Xuewuhen and flew back to Tianyuan God City, 

came to the quartermaster, and spent 10 silver coins to buy a black and white sword. 

 

This is a very ordinary 140-level silver weapon that is officially sold. It can be purchased as long as it is 

respected in Tianyuan God City. It is not rare. 

 

“Summon Flying Carpet” 

 

Luyang read a spell in his mouth, and a flying carpet appeared at his feet, which led him to the east side 

of Tianyuan God City. The place 2 hours away in this direction was the location of Taoyuan Canyon. 

 

Who would have thought that the extreme magic weapon of the last world is not in any secret place, but 

in this very prominent 120-level map that does not care for the player. 

 



“That’s Lu Yang of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood? Quickly chase, find a chance to kill him, and burst 

out the heart of the demon god.” 

 

“Lu Yang came out so loudly, the brothers went to him and blasted him.” 

 

Uh … 

 

Countless players in Lucheng knew that Lu Yang had come out when they saw the flying carpet, and 

chased them out. Obviously, they all wanted to blast the heart of Lu Yang’s 9th level demon. 

 

Unfortunately, they think too much. It is impossible for Lu Yang to make such a low-level mistake. The 

speed of the flying carpet is faster than the speed of the flying player. Therefore, as long as Lu Yang does 

not stop, even if there is a flight, Players can’t keep up, they can’t catch up with him, these people are 

busy. 

 

2 hours later. 

 

Lu Yang flew to a mountain in the Taoyuan Canyon that no one noticed. After landing, he used a 

camouflage coat to leave a sentry tower in place, quickly jumped off the mountain peak, and entered 

the valley. 

 

“This monster was played by us first.” 

 

“We saw first.” 

 

“You blame.” 

 

“You guys are robbing, brothers, do him.” 

 

Uh … 

 



The sound of a quarrel not far away came. Lu Yang looked at it. It was two groups of players of more 

than 120 levels, because a small boss just brushed out had a dispute, and then started fighting. 

 

Lu Yang smiled, he was the same as these two people in the last life, for a little boss and people to fight, 

this happy feeling, most people can not understand. 

 

“What are you looking at, right?” A player glared at the landing sun. 

 

Lu Luyang looked around and behind him, and found that the other person was looking at himself, and 

said with a smile: “You say me.” 

 

“Just say you, and laugh, are you looking for death?” The soldier player walked towards the landing sun. 

 

A smile of excitement appeared on Lu Yang’s face. It didn’t take long for me to bully the trumpet. The 

one on the opposite side was level 120. The equipment he wore was level 120 gold. His health was less 

than 600,000. The flame shock can be dropped in seconds. 

 

Lu Yang secretly picked off the heart of the demon god, only retaining a set of sub-artifact equipment 

and a few pieces of blood support equipment, the rest were taken down, pretending to be a higher 

injury, but definitely not Lu Yang’s senior players. 

 

“Don’t, it’s nothing to do with me, you hit you, I passed by, passed by.” Lu Yang quickly raised his hands 

and moved sideways with small broken steps. 

 

The warrior player who came over to Luanyang Lu saw Lu Yang’s move. He first glanced, then gave a 

scornful glance and said, “Waste.” 

 

“Cold war, come back quickly, leave the garbage alone, kill them first.” Players who are fighting with 

other generals, greet the soldier to go back and help. 

 

“Come here.” The chill turned and left without any precaution against Lu Yang, but at this time. 

 



“Comet Impact” 

 

Lu Yang’s staff appeared in his hands inexplicably, a finger on the back of the chill, and a huge fireball 

with a diameter of more than 1 meter flew towards the chill. At the same time, as the fireball flew 

forward, its volume also increased. Bigger. 

 

When Han Hanzhi looked back, he just saw Lu Yang sending out, only a surprised expression on his face, 

just when he wanted to avoid it. 

 

“Flame Shock” 

 

Lu Yang left chill with one finger. 

 

“嘭” 

 

If the head of the chill shiver was severely hit, he was instantly in a coma. 

 

“Badge” 

 

The chill was not weak, and he quickly used the badge to unlock the dizziness, but he was about to run, 

but Lu Yang had flashed in front of him, showing a row of big white teeth at him. 

 

“Flame Storm” 

 

The chill shivered again, and this time he had no badge to release the control, and was stunned for 2 

seconds. 

 

Then, the chill saw him appearing in the graveyard as a soul. 

 



“Asshole.” The chill shouted, and he never expected that Lu Yang would attack him as a pig and eat a 

tiger. 

 

“Too cheap.” 

 

Uh … 

 

Both sides looked at Lu Yang and said at the same time. 

 

Although the chill did not know how he died, the people around him could clearly see that the comet hit 

the skill too slowly, so they watched Lu Yang use the flame storm to stun the cold after being hit by the 

extremely slow comet In the second, the spike was on the spot. 

 

Lu Luyang saw both sides watching him, shrugged his shoulders, and said, “Uh, what’s wrong, you see, 

he scolded me first, so I hit him, fair and reasonable.” 

 

“Fair and reasonable?” The player on the chill side was angry, and a mage pointed at Landing and 

cursed, “You asshole, we are going to kill you.” 

 

“Brothers, go to two people and kill him.” The boss of the chill shouted, it was a soldier. 

 

玩家 2 players rushed towards the landing sun, and the two sides at war fought again. 

 

Lu Luyang looked at the two men, one mage and one shooter. 

 

“Misunderstanding, two big brothers, this is a misunderstanding. You see, I am just revenge. He 

doesn’t scold me, and I can’t kill him.” Lu Yang pretended to be afraid. 

 

“Misunderstanding?” The shooter sneered on the face, letting out his pet finger and landing and 

cursing: “Kill him.” 

 



“Hello ~!” 

 

The archer’s pet is a two-headed demon dog, one and a half meters tall, rushing towards the landing 

sun. 

 

“Ah ~~~, it’s terrible.” Lu Yang made a harsh “scream” and ran away. 

 

Both the archer and the mage showed a proud smile. The two-headed demon dog has a very high magic 

resistance and a very high physical output. Once stuck, the mage is difficult to escape and is a nemesis of 

the legal profession. 

 

“We are not in a hurry to kill him and let him run.” Said the shooter. 

 

Master Wu said: “Killing him is very simple. I can stun him with any two skills. If I am too amateur, I will 

run straight and I don’t know the corners.” 

 

“Ah ~ !!!” 

 

When Lu Yang ran, he was still yelling. Players fighting on both sides were uncomfortable with his noisy 

ears and looked at Lu Yang. 

 

“This rubbish.” 

 

“Weak chicken.” 

 

“So shameful, despise him.” 

 

Uh … 

 

I looked at Lu Yang on both sides and bounced again, but no one noticed that this two-headed demon 

chased Lu Yang for more than ten seconds, but I missed it. 



 

“Two brothers, I was wrong, let me go.” 

 

“Please let it go, I won’t dare anymore ~ !!!” 

 

哦 “Oh, who sells plasters, I’m going to be bitten to death.” 

 

“Help me.” 

 

Uh … 

 

Lu Yang continued to scream. 

 

The archer and mage looked very happy at Lu Yang. 

 

“Forget it, kill him, let’s go to the war and grab the monsters.” 

 

“Make sense.” 

 

Puppet shooter and mage made up their minds, and they both aimed at Lu Yang at the same time. 

 

Lu Yang has been observing the situation of the two and the others on the court, seeing that the two 

want to do something, Lu Yang snorted coldly. 

 

“Blink” 

 

A flash of light flashed, and Lu Yang jumped in close distance to the two with their faces facing each 

other. 

 



“Ah, help.” Lu Yang’s sudden appearance was scary enough, and he yelled at them, scaring both of 

them. 

 

“what.” 

 

“I go.” 

 

The two of them were stunned by Lu Yang’s actions. Who would have thought that the enemy would 

take the initiative to jump in front of them. 

 

The two thought for 2 seconds before they reacted. This boy is a rammer. He must have jumped 

backwards when he started the flashing skills, and jumped in front of them. 

 

The two quickly prepared to take action against Lu Yang, but without waiting for the two, Lu Yang 

shouted again and ran around behind them. At the same time, the hunter’s two-headed demon dog ran 

over and bypassed the shooter. And the mage rushed to Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t run far, so he turned around the two people, making several laps in a row, turning the 

shooter and the mage. 

 

“Damn, I can’t target him,” the mage scolded. 

 

Shooter scolded: “Use range skills to kill him.” 

 

The Master Meng then reacted. He read the spell in his mouth, and his body wanted to press down to 

start the flame storm, but Lu Yang kicked him on his stomach, interrupting his skills. 

 

“Energy Concentration” 

 

Lu Yang’s body emits a clear and violent light. The shooter and the mage thought that Lu Yang had 

turned on the special effects caused by the bonus of the jewelry. This is very common. Whether it is a 

soldier or a thief, the jewelry flashes. It’s just not as weird as Lu Yang’s. 



 

Lu Luyang’s light seemed to be something inflated in his body, and he was constantly exposed with red 

golden light. 

 

“Damn, my spell was interrupted and I can’t use my skills anymore.” 

 

“Let’s pull back, don’t make him an obstacle.” 

 

The shooter and the mage reacted and were ready to retreat. I didn’t think that the two had no chance. 

2 seconds, only 2 seconds, just after these two seconds. 

 

“Boom” 

 

A violent explosion sounded, and the two of them had not yet understood what was going on. At the 

same time, they were blown into the sky. Before they landed, Lu Yang said a spell. 

 

“Comet Impact” 

 

The crimson comet with a diameter of one meter bumped towards the two. It happened that when the 

two were still one meter away from the ground, the red crest hit the two bodies. 

 

“Boom” 

 

Another loud noise, shooter and mage, pawn! 

 

“嘭” 

 

“嘭” 

 



The bodies of the two men fell to the ground, and a pile of equipment burst out. 

 

“Spark, one-eyed.” The two bosses were stunned. 

 

The other party was also stunned, and they found that it seemed not right. The mage standing in front 

of them was just yelling after being chased. Why did they die before 2 minutes passed? Yet. 

 

The key is that the mage still has an innocent expression on his face. 

 

“Quickly save them.” The chill ran over from a distance, and he could see the situation clearly. 

 

“Cold war, are you back so soon?” Boss asked in surprise. 

 

“The graveyard is on a hill, and I have a parachute and jumped down,” said Han Shi. 

 

接着 He went on to say: “Boss, there is a problem with this product. He is a pig and eats a tiger. I just 

saw it on the line. He is a master.” 

 

The desert storm showed a suspicious expression. As soon as the two men died, he felt wrong. Hearing 

the words of the chill, he even felt that the mage had a problem. 

 

朋友 “Friend, which guild, what does it mean to be here?” The Desert Storm asked. 

 

Lu Yang was thinking of how to answer. Hurricane excited with the other party president of Desert Wind 

*, shouted, “Brother, join us, and kill them together.” 

 

Lu Luyang’s face showed a happy expression, and said, “Okay, that’s it. Let’s go together and do them.” 

 

“Happy, brothers, rush.” The hurricane president yelled, without giving the desert storm a chance, and 

rushed up. 



 

“Blink” 

 

Lu Yang launched his skills and jumped 100 meters away. Then he ran away. 

 

“Run, run?” Hurricane dumbfounded. 

 

“Run away …” Desert Storm was dumbfounded. 

 

The chills of the chills, the shooters and mages who were resurrected, and the other players on both 

sides are also dumbfounded. 

 

“Your sister, too cheap.” Hurricane scolded angrily. 

 

Uh … 

 

The players on both sides yelled at Lu Yang, and then they fought again. By the time the two sides split 

the victory, Lu Yang had entered the depths of the Taoyuan Canyon and found the blacksmith who had 

stepped on the snow without a trace. 

 

Taoyuan Village Blacksmith is a place to recycle garbage equipment at the Taoyuan Gorge Supply Point. 

Players can hand over unused equipment to the Taoyuan Village Blacksmith to sell money for supplies. 

 

The game now introduces a new currency system. The gold coins sold by the game’s own junk 

equipment are called tokens, which means that the basic supplies sold by the system can be purchased 

and cannot be used to exchange cash and buy items in the player’s hands. 

 

好处 The advantage is that the currency in the game is no longer devalued, and ordinary small studios 

are forced to dissolve. The remaining ones are on the high-end route, and few people can pit money 

from the game. 

 



The equipment of the game has also been changed. It used to be repaired casually. Now the repair once 

reduces the durability limit once. There is also a chance that the repair fails. If it exceeds 3 times, the 

weapon will disappear automatically. If the durability becomes 0, the weapon will also disappear 

automatically. 

 

If you don’t want the weapon to endure, you must either use 10 times the normal repair price and 

attach a meteorite iron with the same weapon level, or use the more expensive Shenshui. There is no 

third way. 

 

Therefore, the blacksmith in the game has become the object that players love and hate. Whose 

equipment is not a treasure, and it hurts to break it. 

 

When Lu Yang came to the blacksmith, many players gathered around the blacksmith, apparently all 

repairing equipment. 

 

“God, it’s so expensive, it takes 1 gold coin,” an American player said in amazement. 

 

“The game official should be thrown into nine hells,” an Italian player scolded. 

 

Uh … 

 

Lu Luyang walked to a blacksmith and handed the black and white sword and six ore to the blacksmith. 

 

“Boy, you are the first person to come to me with these things. This is exactly what I am missing. I am 

willing to exchange with you with a magic weapon, would you?” The blacksmith said on his own 

initiative. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Of course, but I want to look at the weapons first.” 

 

“No problem, please choose at will.” The old man opened a purchase box in front of Lu Yang. There 

were 9 weapons on it, which were knives, swords, totems, spears, daggers, wands, claws, bows and 

arrows, and hammers. 



 

Lu Yang chose to exchange the extreme magic sword. 

 

极 魔剑 (Gold) 

 

Level: 140 

 

Damage: 62 

 

Power: +8360 

 

Physical strength: +7950 

 

Added attack power: +30643 points 

 

Additional physical penetration: +30643 points 

 

Additional physical crit: +27186 points 

 

Lu Luyang put his weapon in his backpack. With this test, he was convinced that what Taxue told him 

was true, and did not lie to him. 

 

He sent a message to Tu Feng and asked him to purchase the 6 kinds of ore, but he did not explain the 

reason, Tu Feng did not ask, but just released the news and let his players to collect it by themselves, 

which was regarded as the guild points. 

 

There is a new move by the Jagged Brothers Alliance here, but this move has not brought much impact 

to the players, because the players of the Jagged Brothers Alliance have recently been very lacking in 

scores. Anyone who takes the thorn beast from Lu Yang, almost The guild points accumulated in 

previous battles are cleared. 

 



But no one complained. On the one hand, it was tourism. On the other hand, this stinger was really 

expensive. Lu Yang spent a lot of money to wash them out. 

 

The players in the guild lack points and cannot exchange the corresponding enchantments. Therefore, 

players in the guild have recently applied for some additional material purchases to exchange points or 

take the initiative to fight foreign wars. 

 

When it comes to war, one step up to the sky is now cautious, without the support of several others, he 

cannot fight Lu Yang alone, so he is very worried that Lu Yang will send someone to attack him day and 

night monitoring of the Iron Brotherhood The news, not only from the traitors under Lu Yang, also sent 

people into the Brotherhood of Iron Blood, to buy the news. 

 

Lu Luyang knew these things very well, because he installed an eavesdropper there in one step, and all 

his news was passed from black and white. 

 

Those who were bought through did not pay attention to Lu Yang, so they continued to stay inside the 

guild. While they were collecting ore, he returned to the new continent and flew to the war city of the 

original Jiuxing Alliance. While there was still time, He is going to go to the 160 level map to find the 

remaining basic skill books of this level. 

 

The light flashed. 

 

Lu Yang appeared in the city of war. This is a Russian-dominated city. Before that, he defeated the 

Russian guild. Now it is almost 3 months, and it is still not peaceful. 

 

In Xia Yuwei’s words, this person is too irritable and always causes trouble. Now it has been defined as 

the main city where the rebellion is most likely to occur within the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood. The 

rebellion emergency plan is ready for the next war. 

 

“Summon Flying Carpet” 

 

Lu Luyang flew into the air with a strange look, and continued to fly towards the south. 

 



The city of war was originally an area where the war tree people existed. Although the war tree people 

were made of wood, these tree people were very special. They were not afraid of fire or physical 

attacks. 

 

Usually kills the tree monster, the fire department has 2 times the damage, because the fire department 

restrains the wood system, but here is the normal damage, if you want to kill the tree people, you can 

only slowly fight. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1155 - Thorn Bird Organization 

  

Lu Yang flew for more than two hours, and the turquoise trees below turned into a dark green. 

 

System prompt: You have discovered the ancient world 

 

“Hoo ~!” 

 

A huge stone in the sky a few kilometers away flew towards the landing with a sound of breaking air. 

The speed of the stone was so fast that it almost came to him in the blink of an eye. 

 

“Blink” 

 

Lu Yang responded very quickly, quickly launching his escape ability, and hid on the ground. He looked 

up at the sky, and the stone no longer knew where to fly. 

 

He shook his head, a little regretful. He just thought about the guild, and forgot there was a “no-fly 

zone”. 

 



The reason why I called it a no-fly zone is because there is an evil tree **** here. The stone that was just 

launched is not a stone. It is the fruit that comes from the tree **** and the fruit that will explode. 

 

He is a 200-level demigod. Lu Yang had no chance of heads-up against him. In the last life, I remember 

that a guild blasted this demigod-type monster with 1,000 people and dropped various top-level 

monsters. Baby. 

 

“No one can fly above my head ~!” The roar came from far away. 

 

Lu Yang heard it from the tree god. From here, he can no longer use the flying carpet, and can only 

explore slowly. 

 

“Let’s go slowly.” Lu Yang shook his head and slowly walked forward. 

 

他 When he disappeared deep into the trees, what he didn’t know was that, 2 hours later, at the 

entrance of the forest, a team of players wearing black trench coats appeared. 

 

“Hey, Lu Yang is here, my thorn bird smells.” A young man with red hair and a dozen pierced ears in his 

ears and chin showed a faint look. 

 

“At last we found a chance, let’s go.” Another white-haired young man said wildly. 

 

他 Under his leadership, a 12-member squad was formed, and chased after the position where Lu 

Dingyang passed. 

 

伙 This group is very special. Their name is Thorn Bird Organization. At first, it was a set up studio. Later, 

the studio closed down. He changed to a small studio that recruited a few masters to equip and upgrade 

local tyrants. 

 

Later, these people found that making money is too slow, and it is not as fast as robbing, especially 

when they find that many players with the heart, godliness, and totems are not powerful, they start to 

attack these people. 



 

So far, 12 people in their line have successfully sniped 3 players who possessed artifacts, and 

respectively obtained the **** of destruction, the Holy Spirit totem, and the guardian heart. Among the 

remaining people, they are also top masters. 

 

Among all the artifacts, the most frightening thing is the three artifacts of the destruction series, 

because the artifacts of the destruction series can learn the skill of doomsday judgment, control a target 

for 60 seconds, and cannot use any skills. 

 

Destroyed Hearts at Level 3 can drop 2,000 blood per second. If it is Level 6, they will drop 50,000 blood 

per second. Before that, they killed other players with artifacts by relying on the Doomsday Judgment of 

Destruction Goddess. They want to use this skill on Lu Yang. 

 

里面 Inside the forest. 

 

Lu Luyang killed hundreds of 160 level tree monsters in a row, went deep into the forest, and saw the 

first lord monster he was looking for. 

 

Son of Demigod-Ioya (Lord Level) 

 

Level: 160 

 

Blood: 0000000 

 

The son of the demigod, Ioya is an ancient tree of war, more than 30 meters tall. The first way to attack 

is to use his 16 arms to throw stones at Lu Yang. 

 

The second one is a stab attack from the ground, which is very powerful. Once hit, it has a paralysis 

effect and is likely to be trapped in place. 

 

The third skill is leaf dancing, Ioya shakes his body, turning the leaves on his body to attack the player. 

 



The fourth skill is vine entanglement, ignoring magic immunity, and forcing the target to stay in place for 

10 seconds. You can use ice protection and flash to avoid. 

 

Although there are only four skills, each of them is enough to be fatal to the player, even if Lu Yang has 

the level 9 demon heart, he dare not care. 

 

“Fire Sword” 

 

“Ghost Fire Lamp” 

 

“Meteor Fire Rain” 

 

“Blazing Heart Flame” 

 

Uh … 

 

技能 The skills in Luyang mouth drop one by one. 

 

“Humans, the sons of demigods will let you taste the bitter fruits that violate their majesty.” Ioya 

roared, 16 arms raised a fruit at the same time, and projected toward the landing sun. 

 

Lu Luyang’s eyes widened suddenly. Each fruit had a diameter of about 1 meter. The speed of attacking 

him was only 1 second, and an explosion would occur after landing. 

 

He needs to activate the flashing skills, avoiding 16 fruits at a time. If he is one step faster, he can only 

avoid one. The remaining 15 will fly to the position where Lu Yang blinks. If he slows down, he will blame 

the level 160 lord. Attack power, these 16 fruits can seconds him. 

 

Lu Yang watched the fruit fly towards him quickly. It may be a long time of mental training. Lu Yang’s 

reaction speed is many times faster in the game than in reality. 

 



Even if it was only 0.3 seconds, Lu Yang was able to respond quickly when he watched the fruit fly to 30 

meters in front of him. 

 

“Blink” 

 

The light flashed. At the same time when Lu Yang launched his skills, 16 fruits were in the white light. 

 

“Boom” 

 

“Boom” 

 

Uh … 

 

Lu Luyang stood 50 meters away, watching the explosion fall to the position where he had just stood, 

and just after landing, he escaped with a dagger in his hands. 

 

“You have nowhere to run.” Ioya yelled excitedly, and the ground shook violently. 

 

“Escape the Dagger” 

 

The blue light flashed on Lu Luyang’s body, appearing at the place that had just exploded, and in the 

place he avoided, numerous sharp wooden thorns were drilled out of the ground. 

 

Dodging two skills in a row, Lu Yang has the bottom of his heart, he knows that he has no problem 

singled out this lord monster. 

 

“Comet Impact” 

 

Lu Yang felt that killing this 30-meter-high, more than 10-meter-thick tree sperm, and hitting it with a 

comet was just right. At 100 meters, his attack can deal 5 times the damage, which is higher than the 

damage of the Fire Cross. Hurt more. 



 

“14886800” (5x damage + critical damage) 

 

Uh … 

 

30 consecutive comets collided and hit more damage than Blazing Hearts, which made Lu Yang feel 

incredible. The only pity is that this skill can only launch the second one after the first hit, and each 

launch The ballistic trajectory requires 2 seconds of hard work. 

 

In the last life, many people thought that this skill was unfair, because his damage was too high, but the 

official has never modified this skill, and released an explanation about this skill. 

 

In the game, not only does the fire method have super high damage skills, the warlock’s doom skill 

similar to the doomsday judgment, but also can control the target for 20 seconds, equal to the warlock 

is the father of any non-defense class unless you can resist 20 seconds is not dead, but in the case of the 

same level and equipment level, it is almost impossible. 

 

There are also melee backhand swords of warriors and thieves. Once they hit the neck without defense 

protection, it is 3 times the critical strike damage, or three times the critical strike when the armor is 

ignored. This damage is unsolvable. It’s almost a spike. 

 

The most hateful is the shooter, which can shoot bows and arrows from 100 meters away, which is 

equivalent to a certain mountain you can’t see. Someone will sneak your skills to you, but you can’t find 

each other. 

 

这些 After these skills were discovered one by one by the player, no one complained about the fire 

method, and at that time, it was also the most fun time in the game. 

 

No matter how much your life is, if someone with the same strength sneaks at you, it will almost be 

fatal, which greatly increases the playability of the game. 

 

“No one in this land can beat me except my father.” Ioya interrupted Lu Yang’s thoughts with an angry 

roar. 



 

Lu Yang looked at the ground, and a large thorn grew, trapping Lu Yang in place. 

 

“Taste the gift of the son of the forest.” Ioya showed a hint of mockery, and 16 arms threw fruits 

towards the landing sun at the same time. 

 

“Blink” 

 

Luyang has escaped fruit attacks several times during this period. After easily escaping, he fled the 

escape dagger as soon as he landed, and flickered to avoid it. The next attack by Ioya was throwing fruit 

* with a single arm. 

 

It was easy for him to dodge. After attacking for 10 minutes, Ioya’s health decreased to below 50%. 

 

“Sorrow’s fallen leaves, I give you great power, cutting all enemies within my sight.” Ioya chanted. 

 

He lay on his branch, and a large leaf aimed at Lu Yang. 

 

“Remnant Flame” 

 

A crimson ray of light quickly passed through Ioya’s body and appeared behind him. 

 

“Activate” 

 

A red light flashed, Lu Yang appeared behind Ioya, his target was lost, and the leaf skill could not be 

activated. 

 

“Damn.” Angry Ioya turned immediately, but his body was huge and bulky, and it was not easy to turn 

around. 

 



Su Luyang suddenly discovered that if he had been hiding behind him, he could escape the leaves. 

 

“Blazing Fast” 

 

A flame came out of his feet, ran around Ioya, and as he ran, he used a comet to strike close range. 

 

When Xun lost 10% of Ioya’s health in a row, Ioya roared, centering on him, and the whole earth 

shuddered. 

 

Lu Luyang felt bad. 

 

“Blink” 

 

White light flashed, Lu Yang appeared 100 meters away, and just after landing, he returned with a 

comet to strike, but when he turned back, he just saw Ioya as the center, and within 50 meters of it, all 

were Ioya Spiked roots. 

 

“so close” 

 

Lu Lu sighed and continued to attack. 

 

After more than 10 minutes, Ioya fell to the ground and was completely killed by Lu Yang. 

 

System prompt: You killed Ioya, the son of the demigod, and your body was cursed by Ioya. His demigod 

father is on his way to leave the forest as soon as possible. 

 

Every time he kills a half-length son, he must leave the forest within 2 minutes, otherwise the father of 

the half-length son, the evil tree god, will come to avenge his son. 

 

At this level, the evil tree **** is invincible. Lu Yang can’t beat it. He quickly came to the son of the 

forest and picked up items on the ground. 



 

Naruto 

 

Type: Fire Spell 

 

Distance: 70 yards 

 

Consumption: 50000 magic 

 

Description: Fires 22 high-speed fire bombs at the target, inflicting pure damage of intelligence level * 

0.1 to enemies within 10 meters of the target range, a cooldown of 1 minute, and a 1.5 second shake 

before cast. 

 

Lu Yang laughed. He didn’t expect this skill, because this is a skill that says garbage is super garbage, and 

that it is useful and very useful. The key depends on who uses it. 

 

Generally speaking, a skill with a 1.5 second casting delay is difficult to hit. It can be combined with 

other skills with halo to deal very high damage. This is a firepower company Recruit the skills inside. 

 

Lu Yang looked at other items. Among the many equipment, a red wood made Lu Yang look surprised. 

 

“No, this thing can burst out.” Lu Yang murmured to himself. 

 

刚 He just picked up the item. Suddenly, he felt a sound behind him, and a light hit Lu Yang’s body. 

 

“Doom of Doom” 

 

All the skills on Lu Yang are unavailable, and he cannot use any magic ability. 

 



He quickly looked back, but saw 12 people appear behind him, and the headed person had just 

withdrawn the staff. 

 

“Papapa” 

 

The clapping applause sounded, and the player headed with white hair said to Landing Yang: “It is 

indeed the chairman of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, and can even single out the 160-level lord 

monster. 

 

Lu Luyang saw this white hair, wearing black clothes, and 11 people behind him felt very familiar. The 

next second, he reacted, knowing who these people were in front of him, and he showed a surprised 

smile. 

 

“You are brave enough, even I dare to secretly calculate.” Lu Yang said with gritted teeth. 

 

“You know who we are?” The white hair was a little surprised. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Well, the white devil, a famous name, specially sneaks at players with artifacts, but I 

didn’t expect you to come to me at this time and get a few artifacts in total.” 

 

The White Devil was a little surprised and said, “President Lu Yang, you really made me look at it 

differently. I never thought you knew me.” 

 

Lu Luyang looked at the white devil, sneered, and said, “It looks like you really want to kill me today. 

How about talking?” 

 

“What are you talking about?” The White Devil asked proudly. 

 

“Boss, only 60 seconds, can’t waste too much time,” reminded his men. 

 



“I know, but I want to hear President Lu Yang’s advice.” The White Devil walked toward Landing Yang 

with a smile, and he liked watching the top players in a game like Lu Yang praying to him, just like in the 

National War. During that period, those presidents with artifacts begged him to look the same. 

 

But he knew that Lu Yang was not a simple figure. When he walked 30 meters in front of Lu Yang, there 

was a sudden faint expression on his face. 

 

“It’s better to talk to me after President Lu Yang’s death?” The white devil suddenly broke out, and 

continuously fired shadow magic toward Landing Yang. 

 

Lu Yang has been guarding against the White Devil for a long time. He is very glad that he turned on the 

hot speed when he hit Ioya just now. There are still 30 seconds left. 

 

“You guys, wait for me.” Lu Yang turned and ran. 

 

The white devil quickly shouted, “Horse chase, his skills are up to 30 seconds, he can’t run.” 

 

The fastest mount is not much slower than Lu Yang. Lu Yang wants to run towards the entrance of the 

forest, but the white devil is in front of him. He wants to run to the left and right, but there are a large 

number of 160 elite monsters left and right. . 

 

In Lu Yang’s current state, once he has attracted more than 3, he must die within 30 seconds. The rest is 

only to run forward. The monsters in front of this road have been killed by Lu Yang a lot. Mistakes 

caused mishaps, and I didn’t expect it to come in handy now. 

 

But in front of it is a 200-level demigod—the evil tree god. Lu Yang feels dead all the time. It is fastest to 

run to both sides. It is better to fight once and run forward. 

 

He died at least under the evil tree god, and can also kill the latter ones. It is estimated that they do not 

know that the killing of the son of the tree **** will result in revenge. 

 

“If you have a species, follow them in, and everyone will die together.” Lu Yang shouted and ran 

towards the deep forest. 



 

“What does he mean?” The White Devil frowned. 

 

“It may be to frighten us, he only killed the lord. Where do I know what happened?” Said his men. 

 

The white devil nodded and said, “Keep chasing, don’t let him run away.” 

 

Twelve people rode on their mounts and quickly chased after Landing Sun. The two had a difference of 

50% in speed. Lu Yang ran for 30 seconds, but he just threw them more than 100 meters behind him. 

 

Standing on the high slope, Lu Yang stopped, not because he wanted to stop, but because he had to 

stop, because the evil tree **** up to 100 meters in height, about 2 kilometers in front of him, had 

become an adult tree god. The totem made by his broken arm was running towards this side, and the 

ground trembled slightly with each step. 

 

Lu Yang sighed. He knew that it was time to decide his life and death. He had n’t died before playing the 

game. This time, it depends on his luck. If the luck is not good, all the babies must be accounted for 

here. If it is unlucky, it may be taken away by the guys behind. 

 

If you are lucky, he can kill these bastards! 

 

Lu Yang stood on the hillside, waiting for the White Devil to run 50 meters away, and shouted, “Stop, 

don’t chase.” 

 

别 “Don’t listen to him There are only 20 seconds left, you must kill him,” shouted the White Devil. 

 

Lu Yang pointed behind him and said, “You still have 5 seconds to escape. I didn’t tell you just now. I 

killed the demigod and carried the demigod curse. Now the 200 demigod is less than 1 km behind me. s 

position.” 

 

The white devil was stunned, but then the white devil shouted: “Don’t listen to him, kill him, grab the 

devil’s heart.” 



 

Lu Luyang watched as the white devil rushed to a distance of 20 meters, and the doomsday trial on him 

still had 18 seconds. A sneer suddenly appeared on his face. 

 

“You think you have banned me, so I’ll take you all right?” Lu Yang took out a magic scroll from his 

backpack. 

 

“Bushes grow” 

 

Luyang shreds the scroll, and a large amount of green-green magic emerges from the ground, trapping 

white devil and others. 

 

“How can you still use scrolls?” The White Devil asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Luyang gritted his teeth and said, “Before your level of destruction reaches level 8, you dare to kill 

me. You really are invincible.” 

 

He took out the second scroll. 

 

“Blazing Fast” 

 

There was a flame at Lu Yang’s feet, and he ran towards the white devil and others. At this time, the 

white devil and others had used the badge to dispel the magic. When they saw Lu Yang running over, 

they all showed a surprised look, but the expression was not When it was done, the earth shook 

violently, and a huge head appeared from the top of the slope. 

 

Chapter 1156 - Black Wind Bear Demon 

  

“Who killed my son.” The evil tree **** looks like a human. His whole body has been separated from the 

ancient tree. There are thousands of arms on his body, and each arm holds a fruit. 

 



“Human, a small and dirty human, let me die!” The evil tree **** roared, thousands of arms threw out * 

fruits at the same time, covering a range of thousands of kilometers around. 

 

“Run.” 

 

“Hurry away.” 

 

“It’s hard to connect.” 

 

Uh … 

 

The white devil and others yelled. They have seen the evil tree **** level, the blood red level of level 

200 and the golden words of the demigod level, which have made them fear from the bottom of their 

hearts. 

 

In the face of a full-strength blow from a 200-level demigod, the White Devil who has Destruction Level 

6 has no confidence, let alone others. 

 

At this time, no one cares about Lu Yang who ran over, they can’t wait how far to run, but obviously they 

can’t run out. 

 

“I am invincible to block, all come down to me.” The golden holy sword with the paladin’s personality 

shouted, blocking in front of white devil and others, launching special skills of Godhead, shield of God. 

 

金色 A golden mask appeared on top of the golden holy sword, with a range of about 5 meters. White 

devil and others rushed into it. 

 

A large piece of fruit * fell near the mask, all the explosions turned into 0 damage, without causing a 

slight effect on the mask. 

 

呼 “Hello, fortunately we have the paladin’s guardian totem, otherwise it will be all over.” One of the 

men said. 



 

“Where is Lu Yang, where did that **** go?” One of his men asked. 

 

Everyone looked around, but saw that Lu Yang was in the range of fruit *, and his blood was mad. 

 

“Lu Yang is dead, and soon after the damage is over, we will pick up the equipment, the holy sword 

resists, and when we leave, you will fly away immediately.” White Devil said. 

 

“Yes.” The golden holy sword and others gathered their eyes on Lu Yang, waiting to see the joke that 

Lu Yang was killed by the fruit *. 

 

“The president of the Dignity Brotherhood, it’s dead.” The blue wolf under the white devil shouted at 

Lu Yang with a mockery. 

 

Lu Luyang glanced back at the crowded white devil and others with a mocking smile on his face. His 

blood volume exceeded 10 million, and these fruits * only hurt more than 1 million. For him, there was 

almost no harm. 

 

The reason why he did not run out of the * range is because he knows that his movement speed is not 

as fast as the evil tree god. In this forest, the evil tree **** has a movement speed bonus, which is the 

limit of 650% movement speed. 

 

When he cannot use magic, he ca n’t run away from the evil tree **** only by the scroll. Therefore, he 

chose to resist the remote attack of the evil tree god. As the owner of the 9th level demon heart, he still 

can Did it. 

 

He may resist long-range attacks, but it does not mean that he can resist close-range attacks. The evil 

tree **** can have more than just one thousand hands * skills. His thousand hands can be combined, 

for example, now. 

 

“A level 6 guardian totem unexpectedly tried to block the attack of the demigod and broke it for me.” 

Thousands of arms on the left side of the evil tree **** suddenly changed to form a gray-black giant 

hand with a diameter of dozens of meters. 



 

After making a fist, he smashed it towards the golden mask. This fist was very fast. The white devil and 

others were tauntingly looking at Lu Yang, but when they saw Lu Yang looking at them with a mocking 

expression, Bai The devil felt wrong. 

 

He glanced back at the evil tree god, and just saw the punch smashed into the mask, and he instinctively 

felt the danger approaching. 

 

“Let’s run, the fist of the evil tree **** can break the invincible.” 

 

The white devil launched a shadow flicker to jump 50 meters away. When he turned back, the mask was 

broken by the evil tree god. 

 

“Holy sword!” The white devil shouted in panic. 

 

The golden holy sword is dead, but 6 of the remaining 10 people have survived, all are occupations with 

escape skills. 

 

“Damn.” The white devil is furious, but he has no time for anger, because the attack of the evil tree 

**** has come again. 

 

“No one can escape the natural punishment.” The evil tree **** said scornfully, he waved easily, and a 

lot of thorns appeared on the ground. 

 

大家 “Everyone runs, and you will be dead if you are entangled,” the White Devil yelled. 

 

Another six people fled and fled. During the run, one person shouted, “Where is Lu Yang?” 

 

The white devil looked around and saw Lu Yang standing next to a big tree 30 meters away, sneering at 

them, and said, “He is there, running around, the evil tree **** is looking for him.” 

 



“Don’t stand in a straight line with Lu Yang, and wait for Lu Yang’s death, we just need to get the 

equipment.” The white devil reacted, and just now they were equal to Lu Yang as a shield. 

 

7 people separated. Sure enough, as the White Devil said, the evil tree **** ignored them and chased 

after the landing sun. 

 

“Let’s see how Lu Yang died.” 

 

“Hey, I can’t think of it so cheap.” 

 

Uh … 

 

White Devil and other seven people looked at Lu Yang with ridicule on their faces. 

 

Lu Luyang stared at the White Devil and said, “I will remember this incident today. I hope you will hide 

enough in the future, or you will be dead.” 

 

“You better control yourself.” A man laughed and said to Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang sneered, and read the spell in his mouth. Before the evil tree god’s heavy punch hit him, his 

body flashed white and disappeared. 

 

“What about people?” 

 

“He’s invisible?” 

 

The white devil and others were surprised, but then the white devil reacted and patted his head 

vigorously, saying, “He is the blood of the clone, the body flew to the clone, and my time for the 

doomsday judgment time is up.” 

 

“Oh.” 



 

Uh … 

 

Everyone sighed with regret. 

 

“Damn humans, you all have to pay the price.” The evil tree **** found that Lu Yang ran away and set 

his sights on the White Devil and others. 

 

“Damn, let’s retreat.” The White Devil led them and ran away. 

 

The other side. 

 

In the Demon Temple, Lu Yang appeared next to the three avatars. 

 

“It’s dangerous, I almost died.” Lu Yang frowned and muttered to himself, feeling that he was about to 

change his mind. 

 

After level 130, many players have top-level equipment, completed two turns and blood, and some 

people also have artifacts. Personally, the strength is no worse than Lu Yang. If you are like today, there 

are three The person holding the artifact blocked him. If there was no evil tree god, he would be dead 

today, and the heart of the devil would have to burst out. 

 

If that is the case, he will not shame in the full service, and it will be a heavy blow to the morale of the 

Brotherhood, and his unbeaten myth will be broken. 

 

It is unrealistic to find someone to kill the White Devil. There are 12 people in this group. They come and 

go without a trace, and they can use camouflage coats to change their appearance. 

 

It ’s like an elephant stepping on an ant. It seems easy, but it ’s hard to reach, and even if you can find 

them again and again, you can kill them back to level 0. Does it make sense to kill a white devil today, 

tomorrow There can be a black devil, endless killing. 

 



The main result of killing Lu Yang is too tempting. On the one hand, it is the level 9 demon heart, on the 

other hand, it is a huge glory. 

 

“I have to get a good camouflage.” Lu Yang made up his mind and used the teleport token to fly to 

Tianyuan God City. Then he came to the teleportation position and teleported to Qixing City. 

 

Seven Star City. 

 

A small town outside Tianyuan Shencheng, 3 hours away from Tianyuan Shencheng, is a supply point 

between levels. 

 

The size of the town is relatively small compared to Tianyuan God City, because there are 8 such supply 

points around Tianyuan God City, which is equal to one eighth of Tianyuan God City. 

 

At present, there are already many players to do quests here, Yan Wangcheng’s ghost catching quests 

have sub-task points here. 

 

Until now, the Iron Blood Brotherhood’s ghost catching task has no way to conceal everyone, this task is 

not hidden. Players can find Yanwang City by just exploring it, and then find this upgrade task. 

 

It ’s just that the players do n’t understand this task, they do n’t know if they take a small path, and they 

do n’t know how to use the sting beast to bounce and kill monsters. The speed is much slower than the 

Jagged Brothers Alliance. 

 

But there are also fast speeds. Some private studios and super guilds have found their way through their 

professional elites, and the guilds that have stepped up to the sky have also achieved the same upgrade 

speed as the Iron Brotherhood because of stealing the secrets of Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Luyang watched the players running fast on the road around, using camouflage coats, and replaced 

another look, he decided to continue to do the official plot missions to solve the camouflage problem. 

 

The shortcomings of the camouflage coat are too obvious. Once attacked, it will reveal its original 

appearance and the name cannot be disguised. If the team is formed, even if Lu Yang does not reveal his 



name, he will know that 80% of the person is iron-blooded if he puts a few skills. President of the 

Brotherhood. 

 

But there is a story mission in the game that allows the player to completely disguise himself. He is a 

technique of change that can turn the player into a special appearance and attach certain additional 

attributes to the player. 

 

As for the name, once it changes into a monster, the name is a monster. Although this will also be 

cracked by the player, Lu Yang knows that there is a strange name like the name of a person. If you can 

learn the magic of change to full level, then By the time that card turned into that weird look, he had the 

confidence to fool everyone. 

 

The story mission that Lu Yang did before has nothing to do with this story mission. It is about a main 

**** of Tianyuan God City. After losing the beloved pet, I ca n’t find it. I hope someone can help. 

 

Lu Yang came to the main capital of the Seven Star City, and met the Seven Star God of War in the back 

garden. 

 

“Boy, you even have such a high level, would you like to do me a favor?” Seven Star God of War asked 

Lu Yang actively. 

 

“Of course.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“My war bear is lost, I hope you can help me find it.” Seven Star God of War said. 

 

“No problem,” Lu Yang said. 

 

System prompt: You have accepted the commission of Seven Star God of War to help him find his pet 

war bear. 

 

In the last life, this was an extremely foolish task. At that time, players scolded the official for more than 

a week. 



 

How big is the map of Tianyuan God City, which is equivalent to one-third of the new continent. In this 

map, look for a war bear. Without giving a specific location, the name of the war bear, or any other 

information, let the player go. Find. 

 

If this war bear is a bear, it is OK, but the name of the war bear is bear, but his body has become the 

ultimate blame of the level 160 nightmare copy. 

 

Where can you let players find it, especially those players who were looking for it in the wild at that 

time, after hearing the news, they ca n’t wait to demolish the official building. Some people actually 

went to the official building to parade. 

 

Lu Luyang was also the victim of the mission at that time, and whenever he thought of it, he felt a kind 

of depression. 

 

I changed into a mount, and Lu Yang ran for more than four hours before reaching the 160-level map, 

next to a mountain at the border of Tianyuan City. 

 

System prompt: You found Heifeng Mountain 

 

The appearance of the Black Wind Mountain is exactly like his name. The mountain body is black. It is 

not a tree that grows on the mountain, but a thing called ink bamboo, which is dark and black. 

 

When the squall wind blew, the ink bamboo swayed, just like a black wind, so it was named Heifeng 

Mountain. 

 

Black Wind Bear Demon 

 

Level: 160 

 

Qi and blood: 000 

 



怪 Geeks of this level have such a small amount of blood. For a player with 160 gold equipment, a dozen 

knives can look like one, which is a good place to upgrade. 

 

Lu Yang because of the heart of the devil, the law injured more than 1 million, but also comes with a crit 

effect, using a comet impact, launch an attack from 100 meters away, any skill can instantly kill a bear 

demon, and easily blame the mountain. 

 

Fortunately, Lu Yang has always been relatively low-key, especially when the level of the demon heart is 

getting higher and higher, he has not used it in large-scale guild wars. Otherwise, his demon heart has 

long been weakened. This is his most fortunate. 

 

的 The copy of Heifeng Mountain is on the top of the mountain. As a pet of the Seven Star God of War, 

the strength of the Black Wind Bear King is very powerful. He also knows the technique of flying change. 

Therefore, there is no fear of caves on the top of the mountain. 

 

Mentioned the Black Wind Bear King. At that time, foreign players found that bears could fly in the sky 

without wings, which immediately caused the anger of hope players. They thought that without wings 

and equipment that allowed them to fly, how could this bear fly? How about it? 

 

Later, Huaxia players popularized Huaxia’s myths in the game. Originally, Huaxia players thought that 

Western players should not be angry. Unexpectedly, they attracted a lot of enthusiasm. They thought 

that China ’s **** system was more interesting. It turned out that God is not because of blood. You can 

practice it yourself. 

 

有人 At that time, someone summed up one thing. Why has there been no large-scale peasant uprising 

in the West? It turns out that the Western world has always pursued bloodline inheritance. 

 

My ancestors are kings, so my grandpas are kings. If my grandpas are also kings, my father should be the 

king, and I should also be the king. 

 

祖 My ancestor is the Duke, my grandfather is the Duke, my grandfather is the Duke, and my father is 

the Duke, so I should also be the Duke. 

 



If you are a civilian, you should be a civilian in your life. Your family will never have the blood of 

aristocracy. 

 

This is the Western definition! 

 

Dongfang here, you can summarize in one sentence, Wang Hou will have a kind of Xiangning! 

 

You are the emperor, and you wo n’t do it, I will overthrow you. Are you born emperor? 

 

The west found that, ah, the east is more civilized and democratic than us. This topic has become a 

matter of general discussion in the west. After all, there are only a few kings in the west. Other countries 

have sent the king to the guillotine. Therefore, their current elites also agree with this statement. 

 

“Roar ~!” A roar came from the cave not far away. 

 

Lu Yang found that he was thinking about things while playing monsters. He had reached the top of the 

mountain, and the cave in the shape of a giant bear was 100 meters in front of him. 

 

There was no strange guard at the entrance of the replica, and all the monsters within 100 meters left 

and right were also killed by Lu Yang. Without the hidden danger, Lu Yang stepped to the entrance of 

the replica, chose nightmare level difficulty, and walked into the cave. 

 

System prompt: You found the Batu Caves 

 

选择 The difficulty you choose is a nightmare, please be careful! 

 

黑 The Batu Caves in Nightmare difficulty is 2 levels higher than the normal epic difficulty. The extras are 

not only monster health, defense and damage, but also monster skills. 

 

“I ate another person today and it was delicious.” A bear demon said to another bear demon beside 

him with an axe. 



 

Black Wind Bear Demon (boss) 

 

Level: 160 

 

Blood volume: 00000 

 

Fortunately, whether this copy of the Batu Caves is for 20 or 100 people, as long as it is a nightmare and 

defeated the war bear, it is considered to complete the task. Otherwise, if he comes over to play the 100 

task, he will definitely play But go. 

 

But more unfortunately, the talking bear demon has a very high IQ, and they will analyze the player’s 

weakness. 

 

I remember when a guild came to the wasteland for the first time at that time, I was stuck in front of 

these two bear demon for a long time, because the two bear demon did not eat hatred at all, specialize 

in killing mage and healing, the attack power is also very strong, The players are snoring. 

 

Not only were they powerful in ground attack, the strongest was that they could hit the air. At that time, 

the guild player was a flying druid, flying on his own, flying around the bear demon’s head, and was hit 

by a black wind bomb of the bear demon. Seckill! 

 

Lu Yang faced the two of them and did not dare to carelessly, and said a spell in his mouth. 

 

“Summon the avatar” 

 

The water body appeared next to him, the soul entered the water body, took out the pure water bottle 

from the backpack, and launched a skill at a bear demon. 

 

“Water Jail” 

 



The body of the bear demon on the right was immediately surrounded by water prison, trapped in 

place. 

 

提示 System prompt: Water Prison is successfully launched 

 

怪物 For monsters, water prison is indefinite. As long as there is water, there is no cooling time and no 

end time. 

 

The bear demon on the left side found Lu Yang’s water body and shouted, “I’m so troubled by Grandpa 

Xiong, you’re tired, eat me an axe.” 

 

The black wind bear demon leaped forward, raised his axe with both hands, and slashed down from the 

sky toward the landing anger. At that time, the guild player was subdued by this trick. 

 

Lu Luyang didn’t, his body was next to the water body. Before the Black Wind Bear Demon jumped over, 

he launched a nuclear explosion. When the Black Wind Bear Demon was about to fly to 1 meter in front 

of him. 

 

“Boom” 

 

A fierce explosion erupted from Lu Yang’s body. How did the Black Wind Bear Demon fly over and how it 

collapsed. 

 

“嘭” 

 

The black wind bear demon fell heavily on the ground. He just stood up, but found that Lu Yang 

suddenly flashed in front of him, and at the same time pressed his hand to the ground, a black ripple 

surging on the ground. 

 

  

  

  



 

Chapter 1157 - Emperor Yupei 

  

“Flame Storm” 

 

A group of fierce flames illuminate the black wind bear demon, and stuns it in place for 1 second, 

causing more than 2 million crit damage. 

 

“Blazing Heart Flame” 

 

A blazing white flame hit the heart of the Black Wind Bear Demon. 

 

“122000000” 

 

The black wind bear demon suffered a lot of damage. He woke up from vertigo and was about to sweep 

Lu Yang with an axe, but was pointed by Lu Yang’s left hand. 

 

“Flame Shock” 

 

The black wind bear demon’s head tilted back and was stunned for another second. 

 

“Naruto” 

 

Lu Yang’s right-hand staff pointed at the head of the Black Wind Bear Demon, 22 small Naruto shells, 

and at such a close distance, he hit the head of the Black Wind Bear Demon densely. 

 

“2440000” (Critical Strike) 

 

“2440000” (Critical Strike) 

 



Uh … 

 

火 22 Naruto bombs destroyed more than 24 million damage of the Black Wind Bear Demon, which is 

very powerful. Of course, this was released by Lu Yang. For another person, it is difficult to hit such 

precise damage. 

 

The black wind bear demon woke up and roared to attack Lu Yang, but before he lifted his hammer, Lu 

Yang uttered a spell. 

 

“The Sun Fist” 

 

Luyang hit the Black Wind Bear Demon with a punch in his left hand and flew it back more than 20 

meters. Before the Black Wind Bear Demon fell, Lu Yang’s body flickered to a position 80 meters away, 

and the mantra was read out. 

 

“Comet Impact” 

 

A large red fireball with a diameter of one meter flew towards the Black Wind Bear Demon at high 

speed. 

 

“嘭” 

 

When the Black Wind Bear Demon stood still, the comet hit and hit the Black Wind Bear Demon. 

 

“7000000” (Critical Strike) 

 

The black wind bear monster’s blood dropped a large piece. 

 

残 “Afterimage-Activated” 

 



The black wind bear demon just stood still, and Lu Yang flew in front of him with a red light across a 

distance of 100 meters. 

 

“Yang Yang Suo” 

 

9 red gold chains appeared on the body of the Black Wind Bear Demon, binding it like a mule. 

 

“Meteorite Impact” 

 

Luyang had a crimson meteorite with a diameter of 2 meters above his head, and struck the body of the 

Black Wind Bear Demon diagonally, inflicting more than 3 million injuries. 

 

“Resistant Fire Ring” 

 

The Black Wind Bear Demon was blasted by Lu Yang, and was constantly hit by meteorite impact as he 

moved backwards. 

 

“Comet Impact” 

 

Lu Yang made up for a comet impact. When the Black Wind Bear Demon stopped, a flame hit the ground 

with precision. 

 

“Destroy the Sky” 

 

Black Wind Bear Demon, die! 

 

有人 If anyone sees Lu Yang’s series of operations, he will be stunned because the operation is so 

coherent that there is no gap in it, as if he was born to put skills like this. 

 



What no one knows is that this is a serial trick of Lu Yang’s fame in the last life. It is used exclusively for 

strangers below the lord. Whether it is a leader, an elite, or a boss, all these attacks cannot be carried by 

him. 

 

Especially when he was in PK with others, as long as he was hit by one of his set of skills, the next thing 

was a stormy attack, which is why he got the name of the fire emperor. 

 

Lu Yang rubbed his wrist and looked at the corpse of the bear demon who was killed by himself, saying, 

“It seems that with the practice of this life, not only has the technology not fallen, it has also improved a 

lot, but unfortunately, there are still many skills I did n’t learn, otherwise I would be stronger. “ 

 

After level 160, there are skills to learn every 10 levels, but you must raise the level to the corresponding 

level in order to learn the skills book, otherwise you will not be allowed to learn. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the other bear demon, just like killing the other one, and easily killed the bear demon. 

Now, he uses the residual flames continuously for actions within 100 meters, and he is warmed up 

within 10 times. Will not cause any burden. 

 

熊 Two bear demon burst out two demon dandelions, which are good materials for making special 

potions. Lu Yang received the inside of the backpack and walked deep into the cave. 

 

副本 There are only 12 monsters in this copy, including 9 Black Wind Bear Demon, all of which are not 

far from the cave entrance, and were killed by Lu Yang in the same way. 

 

System prompt: You found the Black Wind Hall 

 

The Black Wind Hall is the middle position of the copy. Standing in the middle position, there are three 

passages opposite, the middle one is leading to the Bear King Hall, and the left and right sides are the 

two Bear King’s wives. 

 

Lu Yang walked towards the middle hall. After walking for less than 10 minutes, a very huge cave 

appeared in front of his eyes. 

 



“Hahaha, my two concubines, I love you.” 

 

“One more drink, one more drink.” 

 

Uh … 

 

Lu Yang hid at the cave door and looked inside. A human-shaped dog bear spirit of 3 meters in height 

was sitting on a stone-made chair. On his two thighs full of bear hair, a fox spirit was sitting on each. 

 

“Rely on, still this picture, can’t the official hold on a bit?” Lu Yang was silent. This picture is the same 

as the last one. The most important problem is that the two fox essences are so beautiful that the otaku 

can see and spray nosebleed Species. 

 

However, if it is exactly the same as in the previous life, Lu Yang knows how to play. This bear and bear 

have a special play. There is no need to kill the two fox spirits. Just wait another hour. The two of them 

returned to their room to rest. , Just kill the bears alone. 

 

At the beginning of the last life, everyone thought that they would kill the three monsters together, but 

this is a copy of the nightmare level difficulty. Both fox spirits are lord level, and bears are also lord level. 

No one has ever played with three lords. 

 

No one beat for a week in a row. One day, a guild came to open up wasteland, and the chairman was 

one hour late. As a result, the others in the copy just watched the two foxes leave the bear and returned 

to themselves after an hour. Inside the room. 

 

At this time, the player realized that killing the bear did not need to control the other two blame. It was 

only 10 minutes after Lu Yang came in, and he decided to go back and go in the two fox spirit rooms. 

There are chances to brush the treasure chest, but the chance is not high. 

 

返回 He returned along the original road and came to the left vixen’s room. The vixen’s room was very 

delicate, with soft beds and mahogany seats. Next to the seat, a golden treasure chest made Lu Yang’s 

eyes wide open. 

 



“It really does exist, let me see what it is.” Lu Yang came to the treasure chest and opened it, revealing 

a golden skill book inside. 

 

“Meteorite Fall” 

 

Type: Fire Spell 

 

Consumption: 100,000 magic 

 

Distance: 500 meters 

 

Description: Aim at the designated area. After 3 seconds, a fire meteorite with a diameter of 1 meter 

falls from the sky, causing 3 times the intelligence damage (even damage) to creatures within 10 meters 

in diameter, causing 3 seconds of vertigo. . 

 

Lu Yang was a little bit upset, with an incredible smile on his face. This baby burst out here, which made 

Lu Yang excited and didn’t know what to say. 

 

The skill book “Meteorite Fall” is the same as “Naruto”. In the hands of players who cannot play, it is 

garbage skills. The skills that are released after a delay of 3 seconds are still falling from the sky. Normal 

people hide in the past. Can be released with other skills, this trick is magic. 

 

The most classic battle of Lu Yang in the last life was to continuously use the ground fire soaring skills to 

continuously collapse the target backward 3 times, exactly 3 seconds. When the last collapsed target 

fell, it was meteorite. The fall hit, killing it in seconds, caused a great sensation at the time. 

 

The third contest was about to begin, and Lu Yang always wanted to get this skill book, but he didn’t 

expect to get it. 

 

“I’m still No. 1 in this contest.” Lu Yang can imagine that he was standing on the podium for the third 

time. 

 



Lu Yang looked at the other items. It was a pink necklace—the dead one ’s miss. This is the necklace 

needed for the follow-up plot. According to official records, the fox on the left is called Lier. There was a 

husband who was looking for souls outside. At that time, he was killed by other monsters, and the dead 

vixen husband became a ghost, wandering outside the city of Yama. 

 

I’ll wait to defeat the bear, and then use this necklace to negotiate with fox spirits, you can start the 

follow-up mission. 

 

Lu Yang closed the necklace and went to the room on the right. To his surprise, there was also a green 

treasure chest in this room, which made Lu Yang’s mouth wide open. 

 

There is only one possibility for a green treasure chest. Legendary, only legendary is green. But the 

legendary treasure chest Lu Yang I only heard about it, but I have n’t seen it before. I never saw it in this 

life. 

 

According to legend, each of the legendary treasure chests has top-level treasures. Now it is level 160, 

or a nightmare-level copy. Lu Yang forced the excitement, opened the green treasure chest, and a 

turquoise jade sparkle inside. 

 

Emperor emperor 

 

Description: The best emperor green in emerald, high value 

 

When Lu Lu saw this thing, he didn’t know what to say, he was so excited that he forgot about it. 

 

The emperor of the emperor emperor, this thing has many functions, but one of the most valuable to Lu 

Yang is to synthesize the emperor jade with the purple wood burst from Ioya he just killed. 

 

Lu Luyang did not hesitate, immediately read the spell and flew back to the demon temple, and placed 

the purple wood in the backpack with the emperor Yupe on the altar. 

 

System prompt: whether to choose synthesis 

 



“Yes.” Lu Yang selects the confirmation key. 

 

A ray of light flashed, and a piece of purple wood as a chassis appeared on the altar, inlaid with a 

charming green carved jade pendant. 

 

Emperor Yupei (Legendary) 

 

Level: 160 

 

属性 All attributes +10000 

 

Special effects: 

 

Spell Resistance: It can resist a directional spell attack, including physical spell skills such as the warrior’s 

charge and shaman’s shadow smash. The cooldown is 30 seconds. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and put Jade on him. This is in conflict with the badge. You ca n’t wear Jade when 

wearing the badge, but it does n’t matter. The cool-down time of the badge is 2 minutes. This is only 30 

seconds. , And he does not share the cooldown time with the badge, those who respond quickly can 

change the badge immediately after the jade effect is triggered. 

 

Lu Yang lamented that the badge on his body was obtained when he was at level 30. From 30 to 160, it 

was enough for Lu Yang to worry, but do n’t blame him. As a chairman who must guard against sneak 

attacks all year round. , You can only wear this type of badge that can be controlled, and you ca n’t wear 

a badge with attributes. 

 

But now there is no problem. With Emperor Yupei, his attributes have been restored, and the emperor 

Yupei can continue to upgrade, but the refined stone is not easy to obtain, and he has not yet obtained a 

good refined stone. 

 

If you use the smelting stone to upgrade the level, this thing can be upgraded up to level 10, and the 

quality is not worse than the demi-level equipment. 

 



Lu Yang did not expect that he had come to this great harvest this time. He had the intention to 

withdraw from the copy and come in again to see if there was no treasure chest, but this probability was 

very low, and Lu Yang was too lazy to waste another 20 minutes of time. 

 

He waited in the location of Heifeng Hall. After more than half an hour, the two foxes swayed out of 

each other and returned to their rooms. 

 

Both Lu Yang and others have gone far, entered the room of the Black Wind Bear Demon King, and came 

to a position 60 meters in front of the bear demon. At this time, the bear demon stood up and walked 

around the chair, looking very Is excited. 

 

Black Wind Bear Demon King (Lord Level) 

 

Level: 160 

 

Blood: 0000000 

 

Lu Yang carefully looks for the distance and conducts skills simulation tests. 

 

There is a bug in killing the bear demon. The position is behind the seat of the bear demon. There is an 

area where you can fly the bear demon. 

 

He just can’t get out of the way, but it requires extremely clever techniques and consciousness. A little 

wrong, the bear can come out from there, and it will also trigger rage. 

 

There were not many people who could do this in the last life. Therefore, many studio masters who 

could do this have been hired by other guilds and local tyrants to come to this bug. 

 

Lu Yang was also one of them, so he is very familiar with this bug and very confident. 

 

“Ground Fire” 

 



Lu Yang knocked down firmly with his staff. After a second, a group of flames suddenly flew obliquely 

upward from the position in front of the seat, and the bears who were going there would fly up and fly 

straight into the seat. The area behind the chair. 

 

“Who dares to attack your uncle Xiong.” The Black Wind Bear Demon King roared and turned to look at 

Lu Yang. He wanted to dash towards the landing sun, but his fat body was stuck in it, but he couldn’t get 

out. 

 

Lu Yang was relieved and he succeeded. Although he hadn’t been stuck for a long time, he was lucky and 

he succeeded once. 

 

“Blazing Heart Flame” 

 

Lu Yang pointed his finger on the Black Wind Bear Demon King and killed 120 million of his health. Then 

he pushed back to the position of 100 meters. 

 

“Meteorite Falls” 

 

“Comet Impact” 

 

Putting two skills in succession destroyed the tens of millions of blood of the Black Wind Bear Demon 

King. Under the anger, the Bear Demon King no longer struggled, his hands were shaking in the air, for a 

time, the black wind suddenly rose on the field, and two black The wind monster was summoned by 

him. 

 

The invisible and black Heifeng monster has a strong attack power and does not take control. Normally, 

the crispy profession of the French system has always died as long as it is hit three times. 

 

Only these two black wind monsters in the last life made many guilds of the card unable to fight. After 

this bug, the players specifically found two defenses and four treatments to fight the two black wind 

monsters. 

 

Lu Yang has only one person, but he has a way. 



 

“Summon the Phoenix” 

 

凤凰 A phoenix appeared, stopped in front of Lu Yang, and released skills against two black wind 

monsters. 

 

“Miss” 

 

“Miss” 

 

The dark wind can not blame a little blood, but was attracted by the Phoenix and chased towards the 

Phoenix. 

 

Lu Yang gave the order to Phoenix, turned around and flew outside, and led the two black wind 

monsters out of the room and flew towards the door. 

 

He took this opportunity to continue attacking the Black Wind Bear Demon King, and after waiting for a 

while, his consciousness entered the water body at the door, and he just saw the two water bodies at 

the door of the Phoenix. He gave the order to the Phoenix to make a circle. Fly back again. 

 

Uh … 

 

It is estimated that the official has never thought about it. There are still people who can play bosses like 

this. Of course, this is also a benefit that can control multiple avatar players at the same time. 

 

The black wind bear demon king was stuck here and could not get out. He was quickly killed by 30% of 

his health. At this time, the bear demon king read a spell, the black wind rose in the sky, and a tornado 

formed. , Causing 1 million damage per second to Lu Yang. 

 

This is another intractable skill of the Black Wind Bear Demon King. In common sense, the legal 

profession of this level of 160 gold equipment has a health of about 3 million, which means that it is not 

added within 3 seconds. Blood is dying. 



 

This is also the reason why the copy of nightmare is called a copy of nightmare, that is, no player can 

make a slight mistake. Once a mistake is made, if it is a group of blood mage, several outputs may hang, 

and the copy will Can’t beat it. 

 

Lu Yang has tens of millions of blood and is also very embarrassed by this skill. He put on the healing ring 

he once owned the most, applied healing to himself, with extra high magic damage, added one blood, 

and released one skill. Hard to withstand the hurricane attack. 

 

Fortunately, Lu Yang has a level 9 demon heart, enough magical value, and a demi-level suit, and has a 

shield ability to resist attacks. 

 

Lu Yang continued to output, insisting that when the blood volume of the bear demon king was reduced 

to 50%, a sudden angry color appeared on the face of the bear demon king, and his left hand pointed at 

Lu Yang. 

 

“Wuji *” 

 

When Lu Yang rushed to the bear monster king’s palm he was about to launch a flashing dodge, but he 

stopped suddenly and let * hit him. 

 

“Boom” 

 

Lu Yang’s body was plunged into a thunderbolt. A violent arc surrounded Lu Yang, but did not cause 1 

damage, because Lu Yang had an emperor Yu Pei, and he was immune to this skill. 

 

This was originally the most harmful skill of the Bear Demon King. It can destroy the 4 million HP of the 

defense. If an accidental HP below 4 million is prevented, it will be instantaneous seconds, plus the 

hurricane is still attacking. , Almost no one can resist. 

 

Lu Yang had good luck. He had just killed the demigod’s son and got the millennium redwood. He also 

got the emperor jade in the copy. The two combined jade pendants, which not only allowed him to 

output more, but also immuned to a spell. 



 

There are only three long range skills of the Bear Demon King. Now they are all used. Lu Yang is also 

safe. He continues to release the skills and easily hits the Bear Demon King to the residual blood. 

 

“Stop, stop, and stop playing. I’m a pet under the Big Dipper, and I’m going back.” The bear demon 

king knelt on the ground and raised his hands to surrender. 

 

The light flashed, and the Bear Demon King turned into a mini bear that was only 10 cm high and flew 

into Lu Yang’s backpack. 

 

System prompt: Mission completed, you can go to the Big Dipper to report. 

 

Lu Luyang came to the item dropped by the bear demon and took a look. A total of two dark gold-level 

equipment burst out, all of which were put in the warehouse, and there was a skill book for the priest. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1158 - Rosary 

  

Divine Warframe 

 

Type: Priest spell 

 

Consumption: 500,000 magic 

 

Distance: 100 yards 

 



Description: Release a Warframe spell on targets within 50 meters in diameter, and add Intelligence / 8 

armor to targets within range. 

 

Lu Yang shook his fist and murmured to himself, “Baby, this thing has also burst out.” 

 

神圣 “Holy Warfare” is one of the priest’s top skills. He can add considerable armor bonus to players. 

 

Take Shen Yiyi’s 9th-level Holy Spirit heart and Lu Yang’s demigod suit as an example. The total 

intelligence can support about 1.2 million, and Shen Yiyi can add more than 100,000 armor to players. 

 

However, a mechanism recently introduced in the game is called the data cap, which means that each 

skill has its upper limit. 

 

I still use the sacred armor as an example. He is a level 5 skill, which means that his highest armor value 

will not exceed 30,000 points. 

 

Even though the armor can be increased by more than 100,000 in the data, only 30,000 points are 

actually added to the player. However, even so, the increase in the armor value is high enough. 

 

Lu Yang put the skill book in the backpack. Lan Yu is now helping Xia Yuwei to consult the Guild. There is 

no time to blame, so this skill needs to be given to her cousin Shen Yiyi. 

 

He turned back to the Black Wind Hall and walked towards the fox sprite room on the left side. In the 

room, the original red name changed to the green name, and it became a monster that could not be 

attacked. 

 

“Good-hearted person, thank you for saving me.” Lianer saw Lu Yang happily came over and deeply 

bowed to Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “You’re welcome.” 

 

“My necklace is missing, do you see it?” Li Er asked. 



 

Lu Yang took the dead person out of his backpack and asked, “Is this it?” 

 

Qi Erer said in surprise: “That’s it, great, he hasn’t lost it yet, benefactor, can you do me a favor?” 

 

Next, Lianer told him and her husband the cause and effect. 

 

The system prompts: Whether to accept the request of the vixen, help her to find her unscrupulous 

husband, and persuade him to enter the reincarnation. 

 

Lu Yang chose to accept, and said, “No problem, I will help you find him.” 

 

“Thank you.” Li Er wept with joy. 

 

Lu Yang put away the necklace and saw Lier no longer speak. He sent a message to Shen Yiyi and said, 

“Yiyi, wait for me in the guild hall of Tianyuan God City. I will give you a skill book.” 

 

He took out the token, flew back to Tianyuan God City, and then teleported to Seven Star City, came to 

the city’s mansion, and handed the mini bear in his backpack to the Seven Star God of War. 

 

“I found your pet.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“My baby, you really want to die for me.” The Seven Star War God bear was intimate for a while, and 

the bear’s appearance was not as fierce as when he was just fighting. 

 

Xiao Xiaoxiong seemed to feel that the Seven Star War God did not have any dissatisfaction with his 

sneaking out, and his courage immediately rose, whining to the Seven Star War God for a while. 

 

Seven Star God of War’s expression suddenly became unhappy, staring at Luyang Yang and asked, “My 

baby bear said, did you hit him?” 

 



Lu Yang Yi Men black line, said: “Your baby bear outside called the Black Wind Bear Demon King, 

dominated the Black Wind Mountain, specializing in passing merchants, many people have died.” 

 

In the embarrassment of the Seven-Star God of War, he quickly threw a staff to Lu Yang and said, “Okay, 

okay, I will discipline my bear myself, just eat a few people …” 

 

System Tip: You get 1 skill point 

 

Lu Luyang looked at the wand in his hand, which was a 160-level dark gold healing wand, and he put it in 

his backpack together. 

 

“Brother-in-law, I’m here ~!” Shen Yiyi sent a message. 

 

Lu Yang returned to Tianyuan City, came to the Guild Hall, handed the skill book to Shen Yiyi, and asked, 

“How many levels?” 

 

“142.” Shen Yiyi said. 

 

Shen Yiyi, who has a 9th-level Holy Spirit heart, was arranged into the ghost town by Lu Yang, and the 

upgrade speed is very fast. 

 

Lu Yang gave Shen Yiyi the skill book of “Holy Warfare” and said, “Hold it.” 

 

“Thank you brother-in-law.” The little girl likes the new skill book very much. 

 

“I’ll call you for a copy in a few days. I have a mental preparation. It will take a while to do everything I 

need to do recently.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Oh.” Shen Yiyi said. 

 



Lu Yang asked her to play by herself, turned to the door, and used the teleportation array to fly to the 

city of Yanwang. Here is an important map for the ghost expulsion mission. There are several copies in 

the city for the ghost expulsion. 

 

外 Outside the city, there are ghosts above level 130, and it is also an important upgrade place for priest 

players. 

 

Lu Yang changed shape, changed to a mount, and left the Xicheng Gate. After running for an hour, he 

found a lake outside the city. On the lakeside, many players were sitting there frowning. 

 

“Strange, you saw this ghost just now. Why is it gone?” 

 

“Yeah, this ghost is so evil. My mission is to kill this. Why am I missing?” 

 

“Will it come out at night, it was just at night.” 

 

“No, I have to wait 3 hours.” 

 

Uh … 

 

The players around are mourning. 

 

Lu Yang walked over and asked, “What strange do you want to kill? Can’t find it?” 

 

Most of the players around looked at Lu Yang and ignored him. A familiar player said with a depressed 

face: “Don’t mention it, we are here to do a mission. We want to kill a ghost who is dying, but when he 

kills him, he runs Do n’t kill him, we guys have chased him for a long time and have n’t caught up, let 

alone be depressed. ” 

 

“It seems to be brushed at night, let’s go, let’s go to other tasks, we won’t waste it here,” said a soldier. 

 



People around are gone. 

 

The priest player who Lu and Lu Yang talked to was also depressed, saying: “I’m gone too, so bad, it’s 

just a few minutes.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed. He watched the others go out, beckoned to the priest, and signaled him not to worry. 

 

Rev. Biao blinked, blinked, and asked, “Is there anything wrong?” 

 

At this time, the others were dispersed, Lu Yang said, “It’s not like killing dead ghosts. I happen to do the 

task, and I’ll take you for a ride.” 

 

Rev. Xu asked in surprise: “Can you find the dead?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, and the spell was spoken in his mouth. The second avatar appeared next to him, and 

his consciousness entered into the hydration. 

 

“Assassination of Water Mist” 

 

A thick mist filled the lake, and the lake became white, and nothing could be seen clearly. 

 

Rev. Rong was dumbfounded and looked around and said, “Brother, I can’t see anything, you are a 

water mage.” 

 

He just saw Lu Yang’s water body, but there are many people who imitate Lu Yang in the game, and the 

number of people who can release water mist is gradually increasing, which is not unusual. 

 

Luyang chanted another spell, assassination of the water mist disappeared, but the water mist had just 

disappeared, but the priest saw more than 10 dead ghosts appearing by the lake. 

 

“Let me go. It turned out only when there was fog.” The priest said in surprise. 



 

Lu Luyang said, “Go fight.” 

 

“Brother, thank you very much, let’s team up. I’m a priest. Fight fast and fight together.” The priest 

excitedly invited. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “No, I’ll leave for a task, you hit you.” 

 

He turned and came to the gazebo by the lake, and saw a red, pale-faced fox spirit. His name was: Mind 

Ghost (Fox Real Body). 

 

“Go away, don’t stand in front of me, believe it or not, I ate you.” The obsessed ghost showed his fangs 

and snarled at Yang Yang. 

 

Suddenly, the obsessed ghost frowned and said to Lu Yang, “Why did I smell my wife on your body?” 

 

Lu Luyang took a pink necklace from his backpack and said, “Do you know this?” 

 

“Here, this is the token I sent to her, why is it here with you?” The obsessed ghost asked angrily. 

 

“This is me …” Lu Yanggang was going to explain, and the obsessed ghost fell into rage, cursing: “You 

must be the little white face, see if I kill you.” 

 

System Tip: The obsessed ghost is insane and must subdue him first. 

 

Dedicated ghost (elite) 

 

Level: 160 

 

Qi and blood: 0000 



 

“Ghost Claw” 

 

A black light appeared at the foot of Lu Yang. 

 

“Blink” 

 

Lu Yang jumped 30 meters away and just jumped away. In his original standing position, a dark bone 

claw appeared, which was more than one meter high. 

 

“Polynuclear explosion” 

 

Lu Yang uttered a spell in his mouth, his body glowed red. 

 

“Remnant Flame-Activated” 

 

A reddish light appeared from Lu Yang’s body, and flew to the side of the obsessed ghost instantly. 

 

The stubborn ghost was chasing Lu Yang. When he saw Lu Yang flying over, he immediately grabbed 

with his claws, but when his claws were 0.1 cm away, he could catch Lu Yang. 

 

“Boom” 

 

A 2-second delayed poly-nuclear explosion exploded in Lu Yang’s body, and a fierce detonation wave 

flew the obsession ghost to the sky. 

 

“2460000” (Critical Strike) 

 

The lingering ghost, like a parabola, flew back 20 meters away, and was hit by a burning heart of Lu Yang 

while in the air. 



 

“1220000” 

 

When Lu was about to land, Lu Yang uttered a spell. 

 

“Ground Fire” 

 

烈 A fierce flame shock wave erupted on the ground with a diameter of 1 meter, and the obsessed ghost 

will continue to collapse. 

 

“2460000” (Critical Strike) 

 

When the unconscious ghost flew backwards, Lu Yang launched the Remnant Flame ability, flying 

backwards 10 meters, and read the spell in his mouth. 

 

“Ground Fire” 

 

When the second flame just landed, the second flame knocked him down again. 

 

“2460000” (Critical Strike) 

 

The demon ghost flew backward 10 meters, at the same time, Lu Yang aimed 20 meters behind the 

demon ghost, saying a spell in his mouth. 

 

“Meteorite Falls” 

 

As soon as the voice fell, Lu Yang launched the Residual Flame skill again, flashing back a distance of 10 

meters, and spelled out in his mouth. 

 

“Ground Fire” 



 

The obsessed ghost just hit the ground and was exactly hit by the third flame. He flew back a distance of 

10 meters again, but he just landed, and a meteorite with a diameter of 3 meters fell just in the sky. The 

moment he landed, he hit the body of the obsessed ghost. 

 

“3880000” (3x Intellectual Damage) 

 

The obsessed ghost was stunned for 3 seconds. 

 

“Comet Impact” 

 

Lu Luyang took this opportunity to chant a spell, and a red comet with a diameter of 1 meter flew slowly 

towards the obsessed ghost. 

 

“Escape the Dagger” 

 

After a flash of blue light, Lu Yang appeared in front of the obsessed ghost. 

 

“Naruto” 

 

22 small flame bombs were emitted from the front of Lu Yang’s staff, and 1.5 seconds later, they were 

collectively launched towards the mind of the obsessed ghost. 

 

“246000” (Critical Strike) 

 

“246000” (Critical Strike) 

 

Uh … 

 



All 2 consecutive small flame bombs hit the mindless ghost, hitting more than 5 million damage, and at 

this time, the comet impact appeared less than 1 meter behind Lu Yang. 

 

“The Sun Fist” 

 

Lu Yang punched the obsessive ghost’s abdomen and hurled it back backwards before hitting the comet. 

 

“Destroy the Sky” 

 

The demon ghost retreated 20 meters in a row before stopping. Just as a flame fell in the sky, at the 

same time, the comet struck to catch up with the demon ghost and hit his body. 

 

“14000000” (5x Intellectual Damage + Critical Strike) 

 

I’m obsessed with ghosts, die! 

 

System prompt: You defeated the mindless ghost, the injured mindful spirit recovered. 

 

“It’s beautiful, too beautiful, powerful, master.” Lian Sheng’s excitement yelled that Lu Yang was about 

to continue his task. 

 

He looked back, and it was that priest yelling. The priest saw Lu Yang look back at him, hurried over, 

came to Lu Yang, and said excitedly, “Master, are you the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood? Lu Yang, you 

must be right, it must be. “ 

 

Lu Lu smiled and asked, “How do you know.” 

 

“No one except you can make such a beautiful combo. Oh my god, I’m so excited that I can see such a 

beautiful attack. It’s great. It’s so handsome. Idol, sign me a name. Change professions. “The priest said 

excitedly, pointing to the back of his cloak. 

 



“Uh …” In Lu Yang’s embarrassment, he was the first person to sign such a signature. This is a new one 

officially launched by the player and praised by the player as a moral design. 

 

If you kill a player, you can choose to spray the official graffiti you like on his cloak. This graffiti will 

disappear automatically after half an hour. If you do n’t like it, you can use 10 copper coins to cancel it 

immediately, or It is also possible for a player to voluntarily ask others to scribble on his back. 

 

Lu Yang said: “You guessed my name correctly, I am indeed Lu Yang.” 

 

He changed his camouflage coat and asked, “You just didn’t record the video.” 

 

Rev. Wu shook his head and said, “No, absolutely no, I swear.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Thank you very much. We will hold a contest in a while. I don’t want to expose our 

strength. After all, it is better for us to have one more champion in the national service than to give 

foreigners one more.” 

 

Rev. Kwong said, “Idols rest assured, I have absolutely no video.” 

 

Lu Luyang didn’t look like he was a liar. He bought a graffiti and said, “Well, believe you, I will sign you.” 

 

He signed his name with a graffiti and said, “Try not to change professions. The priest is very promising. 

The fire method requires too much operation. Don’t try it easily.” 

 

Rev. Xie said excitedly: “It doesn’t matter, I have long wanted to change my career, isn’t it just 2 gold 

coins, I don’t care, good-bye idols, I’ll be the fire method next time I meet, and I will try to join the Iron 

Brotherhood.” 

 

Lu Lu laughed and watched the priest leave. He returned to the obsessed ghost and gave the pink 

necklace to the vixen, saying, “Can you talk now?” 

 

“I have something to talk about, my wife has been snatched by you.” The obsessed ghost cried. 



 

Lu Yang was speechless, lamenting the design of the system, he said to the obsessed ghost: “I was 

commissioned by your wife to find you, and I am not a little white face.” 

 

“You were commissioned by my wife?” The demon ghost was surprised and said, “Why don’t you say it 

earlier, tell me, what my wife told me.” 

 

Lu Luyang said a black line in his forehead and said, “You didn’t give me a chance just now, you still rely 

on me, believe it or not, I won’t say it.” 

 

This time it ’s his turn to be obsessed with ghosts, and he said quickly: “Heroes, blame me, tell me 

quickly, what my wife said and why he didn’t come to me.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “You also know that you are dead, so your wife was assigned by his father to the Seven 

Star City Seven Star Ares’ pet, the Black Wind Bear Demon King. She asked me to tell you, enter the 

reincarnation, don’t be obsessed. . “ 

 

“What?” The obsessed ghost was furious, but he thought for a moment, then he became disheartened 

and said, “Yeah, I’m all dead. I can’t give him happiness anymore. Staying in this world, I won’t be 

tolerated by heaven It’s time to reincarnate. “ 

 

Lu Yang sighed and said, “Enter the reincarnation, your wife will be very happy in the second half of life, 

and the status of the Black Wind Bear Demon King is enough to make your wife happy, you can aim for 

nothing.” 

 

He insisted on smiling with a smile and said, “You’re right, forget it. I wanted to ask you to bring a few 

words to my wife. Now it doesn’t seem necessary, and I’m gone.” 

 

The ghost’s body glowed with golden light, and he took the initiative to lift his life. 

 

Lu Luyang watched the obsessed ghost disappear from his face into golden light little by little, and his 

heart was filled with emotion. If he was not born again, he would probably become an obsessed ghost. 

 



“Man, I will take care of your wife. If that bear dares to be arrogant, I will beat him.” Lu Yang said to Jin 

Guang with a smile. 

 

The broken golden light suddenly stagnated, and then quickly gathered together, turning into a golden 

ball, floating in front of Lu Yang. 

 

Sad Rosary (Legend) 

 

Level: 140 

 

Intelligence: +10000 

 

Suining +1 

 

Description: The orb formed by the liberation of ghosts after their death Anyone who wears it can get an 

additional +1 effect. 

 

Lu Luyang patted his thigh and said excitedly, “This luck is really no one, it’s great.” 

 

I have rosary beads. Only a few in the game are less than 200, but they have more useful equipment 

than the 200 legendary equipment. 

 

The reason is all about his special effects. Ningshen, the meaning of these two words is very special. His 

meaning is to increase the player’s skill limit. 

 

Before Bai Yiyi’s sacred battle armor could not exert its due power because of the upper limit of skill 

level, but if you have the ability of Ningshen, you can increase the maximum limit of sacred battle 

armor. 

 

The specific increase is 20%. If the player can get multiple treasures such as rosary beads, the bonus 

effect can be more. 

 



Lu Yang remembered that when he did this task in the last life, he did n’t give rosary beads. This time he 

could get it, it may be the role of wasteland development, or it may be that he just said that. The 

lingering ghost is grateful to Lu Yang and gave him . 

 

“Rest assured, I will do it when I say it.” Lu Yang put the rosary in his backpack and flew back to the 

Seven Star City with a bracelet. At this time, Lier had arrived in the city’s mansion, staying with the black 

wind bear demon. together. 

 

Lu Yang told Lier what happened, completed the task, and got a plot point. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1159 - Rage Tianzun Card 

  

So far, Lu Yang’s plot points have reached 25 points, and he can learn the skills of change. 

 

The art of change is a special skill in this game, which means that by killing a card that explodes from a 

monster, after the player learns the card, it becomes a monster and has a suffix of the monster’s name. 

 

The learning place was at Taohua Island. Lu Yang flew to Taohua Island through a teleportation array. 

This is a 130-level island, which is one of the nine counties outside Tianyuan God City. 

 

There are also a lot of players doing quests here. Tianyuan Shencheng is too crowded. Many players go 

to the county outside to try their luck. There are many places outside where you can do quests. The 

upgrade speed is slower than the exorcism task. But it won’t be too slow. 

 

Lu Luyang walked through the crowd and came to the main city hall of Taohua Island. At this time, many 

people came to the main city house to take up the task. He walked through the lobby and came to the 

back garden to find the island emperor Qingdi. 

 



The appearance of Emperor Yun Qing is a middle-aged man with three long beards, wearing an elegant 

robe and a sword around his waist. There are only a few players around him, and he is a rookie at first 

glance. 

 

几个 These people saw Lu Yang coming in, and they showed mocking expressions. 

 

“It’s another chance.” 

 

“Hey, come here for nothing.” 

 

“Leave him alone, let’s go.” 

 

Uh … 

 

Several mermaids rushed out and left the back garden. 

 

Lu Luyang was too lazy to talk to such a person, walked to the emperor and said, “Hello emperor.” 

 

Emperor Yun Qing: “Hello.” 

 

Lu Yang pursed his lips. The NPC in this game didn’t tell you how to learn skills immediately, but just 

because of luck. If you are lucky, chat with him for the first time and he will tell you that he can learn 

here, but luck No, you have to experiment dozens or even hundreds of times. 

 

“Hello Emperor.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Emperor Yun Qing: “Hello.” 

 

Lu Luyang: “…” 

 



“Hello Emperor.” 

 

“Hello there.” 

 

“Hello Emperor.” 

 

“Hello there.” 

 

Uh … 

 

Lu Yang told the Qing Emperor dozens of times in a row, and the Emperor ignored Lu Yang. Until the 

60th time, finally, the Emperor looked at Lu Yang and said, “Boy, I see that your bones are clear and 

strange. Materials, I have a spell here, do you want to learn? “ 

 

“Learn.” Lu Yang said silently. 

 

购买 A purchase box appeared in front of Lu Yang. 

 

The Art of Change 

 

Tuition: 5 plot points + 1 gold coin 

 

金 1 gold coin is 300 yuan. Lu Yang learns 5 times in a row and learns skills to level 5. The plot point is 

cleared. In his skill column, there is a skill of LV5 of change. 

 

“The mission is complete and you can rest.” Lu Yang quit the game and rested. 

 

the next day. 

 



登录 After Luyang logged into the game, he turned into another person using a camouflage coat, and 

flew back to the city of flames in the New World using a teleportation scroll. 

 

The City of Flames is currently the one with the fewest population in the Indian region under Lu Yang. 

Not only is this main city, including the City of the Holy Tree, the City of Heaven, and the City of the 

Heroes, all affiliated by the Iron Brotherhood and Lu Yang’s men Guild player occupation. 

 

Lu Yang ’s purpose is very clear. When the enemy launches a sneak attack, these four main cities can 

provide Wuyue City with sufficient buffer time for the city of the Holy Spirit, so when he landed, there 

were few Indian players here. The whole city is a bit empty. 

 

“Summon Mount” 

 

A camel appeared at the foot of Luyang. He controlled the camel and ran out towards the gate of 

Dongcheng. In a place where no one was, he replaced the flying carpet and flew for five hours. He came 

to a desert place. 

 

System prompt: You found Yanyang Desert 

 

In the Yanyang Desert, in official history, this is a desert that eats people. The high temperature will 

gradually reduce the player’s blood volume. 

 

Walking in the desert, there are a large number of pre-level monsters. They know the powerful fire 

spells, and they have high health and armor, which is very difficult. 

 

In the middle of the desert, there is a Yanyang City. There is a nine-headed fire ghost in the city. He is 

not afraid of the sun. Nine heads can spit out various flames at the same time, which is very powerful. 

 

Lu Luyang is looking for this nine-headed fire ghost. In fact, he is a monster in a myth and legend of a 

country and was put into this game. The Yanyang City is not the main city, but a copy. 

 

System Tip: You are exposed to the sun and your blood volume is slowly decreasing 



 

This is like a special 200-level map in other areas. As soon as you enter this map, you will lose blood. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the buildings on the ground. At his feet, there was a dune. He counted it, it was 52. 

 

It is very difficult to find the exact location in the desert. Any special map is not given a coordinate 

system. Players can only find the location by their knowledge of the map. 

 

The last method used by players in the last generation to find a location is to count the dunes. The 

dunes in each area on the map are different. For example, if Lu Yang is 52 dunes, then Lu Yang’s position 

is northeast of Yanyang City. angle. 

 

喝 He drank a bottle of slow blood remedy and continued to fly towards the depths of the map. Two 

hours later, he saw a huge desert city with yellow ruins and broken walls, and it seemed to have a sense 

of vicissitudes. 

 

At the gate of the desert city, there is a huge mask, and there is the gate of entry. Lu Yang came to the 

gate, chose nightmare level difficulty, and went in. 

 

System prompt: You found Yanyang City 

 

Lu’s light flashed, Lu Yang entered the copy, and as he saw it, his position was at the gate of the city. 

Looking from inside him, it was a Lu city, and a large number of fire-breathing zombies were walking on 

the road. 

 

Qi Yanyang drought (elite) 

 

Level: 180 

 

Qi and blood: 00000 

 



The dry body is red, with a height of more than 3 meters, and the face is in the form of a ghost. There 

are 4 outlets on the front and back of the body, and they are emitting red fire. They all have a huge 

handle in their hands. Copper lamp, the lamp cap is brazing flames. 

 

Lu Luyang took out a bottle of stealth potion and drank it. He walked deep into the copy. Yanyang 

drought was not the target he was looking for. 

 

I walked through the city and entered Dongchengmen Avenue. There are 6-meter-high houses 

everywhere in the city, and there are a lot of dry dwellings in each house, and there are a lot of dry 

drenches on the street. 

 

Lu Yang carefully avoided these drylands and entered the core area of Dongchengmen, the District 

Council Square. 

 

In the central area of the square, there is a three-storey house. There are dozens of dry owls guarding at 

the door of the house. They almost blocked the door. It is almost impossible to hide in. Once Lu Yang 

was hit by the dry blaze. , It will show the figure. 

 

But it’s hard to beat Lu Yang. He has entered this place many times in the last life. It is not a problem to 

avoid the flames of dozens of droughts. 

 

He walked towards the hayrid group. In front of the first hayrider, he walked sideways, and then he fell 

short, lay on the ground, and crawled between the two hayriders in the second row. 

 

It is not immobile to stand on the spot. Whenever the flames before and after their body spit out, their 

bodies will swing against the flame. If Lu Yang slightly notices, he will encounter the drought, so it is 

safest to lie on the ground. 

 

Lu Yang climbed for 2 minutes, successfully passed through the arid group, and entered the hall. 

 

System prompt: You found the District Council Hall 

 



The Great Hall is like an ancient palace, with rooms on the left and right, and a very beautiful and 

magnificent staircase in the middle. 

 

According to official records, Yanyang City was originally not an area where drylands lived. It was not a 

desert here, but because a fire meteor in the sky fell and smashed it into the desert. Therefore, all the 

residents of Yanyang City died. Then, after thousands of years, it became a drought. 

 

But here are not all droughts. Among the many droughts, some are cultivated and become human-like. 

They have the same language and behavioral capabilities as humans. Each of these droughts has its own 

name. 

 

There is one in the office on the third floor of the Pudong District Council. When Lu Yang came to the 

door in hiding, he just saw the human figure standing by the window. 

 

Wrath of Heaven (Rare Elite) 

 

Level: 180 

 

Qi and blood: 00000 

 

Lu Luyang likes this name very much, and this name is no different from the player’s name. Many people 

like this domineering name. 

 

“Blazing Heart Flame” 

 

Lu Yang’s right-hand staff pointed at the anger of the anger, a fiery white flame hit the back of the anger 

of the anger. 

 

“12300000” 

 

Enraged, Tianzun’s blood was destroyed by one-tenth. He was attacked and turned to look at Lu Yang in 

anger. 



 

“You dare to attack me and taste the taste of flames.” Anger Tianzun pointed at Lu Yang with his right 

hand, and said a spell in his mouth quickly. 

 

只要 A skill bar only needs to read 0.5 seconds, but when he has already read 0.3 seconds, Lu Yang’s left 

hand points to the anger Tianzun. 

 

“Spell Countermeasure” 

 

A group of cyan flames hit the countless Anger of Heaven’s anger, interrupted his skills, and Chen Mu for 

10 seconds. 

 

“Damn, I can’t use magic, do you want me to use physical attack?” Anger Tianzhuang scolded. 

 

“Lava Eruption” 

 

咒 Luyang said in his mouth that the lava skill was released on the ground. The room was small, only 

about 50 square meters in total. Several lava eruption filled the room. 

 

看 “Look at my physical attack.” Anger Tianzun ran to Lu Yang, a staff in his hand, and smashed his head 

towards Luyang. 

 

Lu Yang shook himself and evaded, and at the same time spoke a spell. 

 

“Yang Yang Suo” 

 

Xun Yan Mo is controlled in place for 30 seconds. This is the effect brought by Lu Yang’s powerful 

magical ability. Of course, this is limited to fighting monsters. If they hit people, it only takes 8 seconds. 

 

“Naruto” 



 

One finger of Luyang’s staff, aimed at the head of Yanmo, 1.5 seconds later, 22 fire bombs hit the face of 

Yanmo accurately, causing more than 5 million damage. 

 

“The Sun Fist” 

 

“Comet Impact” 

 

Uh … 

 

After a series of skills were hit, Lu Yang easily killed Rage Tianzun. He looked at the ground and exploded 

a total of 3 items. 

 

Dry card 

 

Level: 5 

 

Fire damage increase: + 20% 

 

Use times: 8/8 

 

Description: Players can use the card after learning changes to become dry, lasting half an hour. 

 

A smile appeared on Lu Luyang’s face, and what he was looking for was the dry card, which he chose to 

use, and the light flashed, and he became an angry Tianzun. 

 

Kurahara was originally a form of young human, with a very handsome and handsome appearance. The 

equipment on his body looked like a set of dark gold-level equipment. He was handsome and well-

equipped and would be welcomed everywhere he went. 

 



System prompt: You have become a drought, lasting 5.5 hours. 

 

Each level of change will allow the player’s change to last an hour, Lu Yang looked at his name. 

 

Luyang · Raging Skyzun 

 

There is an anonymous card in the game, which is purchased from the official system. Lu Yang clicks on 

the system interface and buys 3 anonymous cards. 

 

Anonymous card 

 

Counterfeit Order: 5 

 

Description: You can hide the player’s name 

 

In the last life, this anonymous card has been a sensation because of the scammer incident. The role of 

the anonymous card is to completely hide the player’s name. 

 

For example, Lu Yang’s current name is Luyang · Fury of Heaven, and when he uses an anonymous card, 

the two words of Lu Yang disappear, and he becomes Furious of Heaven. 

 

Many people in the game like a certain name. When they ca n’t take the name, they will add some 

special symbols in front of the name. 

 

In the last life, the president of a foreign guild happened to be called Rage Tenzun. Some scammers got 

Rage Tenzun’s card, and concealed their name. Only Rage Tenzun left while the president was offline 

When he entered the guild, he claimed to be the president’s trumpet and cheated a lot of money. 

 

Although this is a bad trick, there are many people who are deceived, and then the player transfers the 

property and runs away. No one knows who the scammer’s name is for a long time. 

 



Lu Yang came to the window, threw out the escape dagger, launched the flashing skill and jumped out. 

After landing, he used the stealth potion and exited the copy in the same way. 

 

After resetting the copy, Lu Yang entered the copy again, and just as before, he continued to roar 

Tianzun. 

 

I spent a week in a row and the players reported. 

 

“Boss, our average level has reached 133.” Xia Yuwei said. 

 

Lu Luyang said, “Yes, keep going.” 

 

At this time, he had more than 300 angered Venerable cards in his hand, and he could use the cards to 

wander outside 24 hours a day, no longer need to worry about being discovered. 

 

“It’s time to go to the areas of the guilds in Turkey and Britain. It’s far better to hear his reports than to 

see them in person.” Lu Yang muttered to himself. 

 

Lu Yang sent a message to the passionate and asked: “Are there anyone around you?” 

 

“Report boss, nobody.” Said with pride. 

 

During the last war, Lu Yang and his 100,000 wolf guards were sent to the junction of Turkey and South 

Africa by Lu Yang. After the war, these people did not all return. More than 10,000 people in Turkey and 

Rest in the village at the junction of South Africa, always listening to Lu Yang’s dispatch. 

 

Among these people, there are 100 sentry robots who can build sentry towers at any time for players 

from the Brotherhood of Iron Blood to teleport. 

 

After participating in the last war, Wu Haoqing also flew to the village at the junction of the two guilds 

and was responsible for directing the daily upgrade and fighting of the 10,000 blood wolf warriors. 



 

At this time, the pride was standing in a forest in a high mountain near the border between Turkey and 

South Africa. This is a 140-level map. On the mountainside, the sentry tower is very hidden. 

 

In order to prevent conflicts, Turkey ’s Blue Moon Guild and South Africa ’s Angela Guild have demanded 

that players try not to upgrade at the junction of the two guilds to avoid misunderstanding. 

 

The light flashed. 

 

Lu Yang appeared next to the sentry tower, looked around, and after confirming his safety, he said to 

the grandeur: “What’s the situation in the Purple Star City?” 

 

Purple Star City is a main city of the Turkish Blue Moon Guild. This main city is very special, and the map 

of the entire new continent is also special. The map here is a branch of a 100-level avenue like branches, 

which keeps branching. The various regions of the New World, which has led to the vast New World 

map being accessible everywhere. 

 

两侧 On both sides of the 100-level avenue, the maps are gradually graded. The reason why Purple Star 

City is special is because he is close to the main city of South Africa, and on the other hand, he is closer 

to the main city of Greece. 

 

Everyone who knows history knows that Greece and Turkey are feuds. So far, there are no countries 

that have signed a peace treaty with both of them. 

 

I know that the birthplace of European civilization was Greece, but after reaching its peak, Greek 

civilization was destroyed by the then Ottoman Turkish Empire. 

 

This extinction is 800 years. Even the Greeks themselves forgot that they had such a glorious civilization. 

Later, they found the ancient Greek civilization in the Egyptian museum. This was the first hatred of the 

two. 

 



The second hatred was during World War II Turkey easily destroyed Greece again. As everyone knows, 

Turkey was defeated and the people of Greece were burned in anger. It decided to completely kill 

Turkey and send 200,000 troops to prepare Turkey. Annexed. 

 

At this time, it was the time for the United Nations to discuss how to divide up the fruits of the victory of 

World War II. Although all countries had signed a peace treaty at that time, Greece was defeated by 

Turkey. Without soldiers and weapons, it was necessary to annex Turkey. 

 

At that time, the Soviet Union and the United States did not have time to control Greece, and they were 

too lazy to care about what happened in these two countries. Greece and Turkey were allowed to enter. 

 

Just when everyone thought that Turkey, which had no soldiers and weapons, would be destroyed by 

Greece and merged into Greece, no one expected that Turkey suddenly came up with a man named 

Kemal, who raised his arm. Huh, organized a troop of 20,000 people and a Greek stand. 

 

希腊 Greek was 200,000 people at the time. No one was optimistic about Kemal. At the time, the Soviet 

Union and the United States had torn apart the Ottoman Turkish Empire. Kemal had no money, no 

supplies, and no support. Everyone thought that he would lose. 

 

Turks also think they will lose, but there is an old saying, I also want to keep a low profile, but he doesn’t 

allow strength. Kemal, the great god, defeated 200,000 Greek troops with 20,000 people. 

 

He advanced all the way, and nearly 200,000 Greeks were killed and nearly 100,000 were killed. The 

remaining 100,000 were taken out of Turkey, and Kemal re-protected the core territory of the Turkish 

Empire and became the founding father of Turkey. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1160 - Superior lord 

  



If it wasn’t for the UN’s mediation later, Turkey would also go to Greece, but then the hatred between 

the two countries would deepen. 

 

Later, the huge Ottoman Turkish empire was completely destroyed *, and the territory was either 

occupied by other countries or became a new country independently. 

 

之一 One of the three major empires in history, except China, Spain and Turkey were all fragmented by 

*. At that time, Turkey was in a state of dilapidation, like an old man who was about to die. 

 

Greece ca n’t beat Turkey, but it also decided to disgusting Turkey. Turkey had ruled Greece for 800 

years. A large number of Turks have lived in Greece and have lived in Greece for generations. They are 

already Greeks. But Greece decided to change Greece. All Turkish nationals in the territory returned to 

Turkey. 

 

At that time, 2 million people were driven back to Turkey. Turkey, which had already suffered an 

economic collapse, was forced to accept these 2 million people. How many people were starved to 

death at that time, the Turkish official did not give a clear figure, but historical documents recorded that 

most of them Did not survive! 

 

Vendetta! 

 

The blood feud between the two sides cannot be resolved, just like Huaxia and an island country, but 

now Greece and Turkey can’t fight each other, so they can only endure each other. 

 

It can be tolerated in reality, not in the game. The purpose of Lu Yang’s visit this time is to set off a 

dispute between Turkey and Greece in the game. 

 

Who makes Greece have several main cities and hundreds of thousands of Greek players by the side of 

Turkey. Although there are only such people, as long as the two sides fight, it will be enough for more 

Greek players to enter these main cities. 

 

As for how to attract the hatred of the two parties, Lu Yang already had the exact method. He rode into 

the middle area of the main city of Turkey’s Blue Moon and the main city of the Greek gladiator. From 

there, he went northeast through the level map and entered. Inside the 160 level map. 



 

System prompt: You found Palatine Castle 

 

The Paladin Castle is a map that Lu Yang’s men did not taste the dead a few days ago. Lu Yang also knew 

this place. According to the official history, this is the king city of Abila. 

 

里面 In this castle, there is a 160-level superior lord Baran, whose bloodline certificate can burst out of 

his body for three turns. There is a great chance that he is a precious Skywrath warrior. 

 

Lu Yang looked around, and after confirming that there was no one, he canceled the mount and read the 

spell in his mouth. 

 

“Remnant Flame” 

 

A red crimson fire shadow overlapped with Lu Yang, and then he leapt towards the sky, reading the spell 

in his mouth. 

 

“Transformed into a Phoenix” 

 

A flash of light flashed, and Lu Yang became a phoenix about 5 meters in length. He flew into the 

Palatine Castle with a wing. 

 

The castle map is very large. It passes through the city gate, crosses King’s Avenue, passes the District 

Council Hall, and enters the main city. At the center of the city, Lu Yang saw Baran standing on the top 

floor of the King’s Palace. 

 

Baran (First Lord) 

 

Level: 160 

 

Blood: 0000000 



 

Baran is more than 10 meters tall, has a pair of wings on his back, and can fly. His face is ugly, and his 

head is covered with long hair. He wears a small amount of armor, but you can see his black shiny 

muscles. His defense is strong. 

 

When Lu Yang saw Baran, he originally wanted to kill the lord himself, and took the bloodline of the 

Skywrath Warrior, but after searching for hundreds of flying druids, such as the German corpse, there 

was only this lord It’s the easiest to draw over. 

 

The other lords either hid in the palace or hid in places where they could not be attacked by flying 

professions. Only this one stood on top of the palace. 

 

“Melt bomb” 

 

Lu Yang can launch a melt-bomb skill in the form of a phoenix. A liquid flame flew out of him and 

crossed the sky, hitting Baran’s body. 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

Baran’s eyes immediately aimed at Lu Yang, shaking his wings and flying, but when he was about to 

chase Lu Yang, Lu Yang had already turned around and fluttered his wings and flew out of the city. 

 

“Don’t try to run away.” Barann chased after landing Yang. 

 

In flight, Baran ’s speed is 550%, which is more than twice as fast as Lu Yang. If he wants to fly in the sky, 

Lu Yang ca n’t beat him, so he left a residual image before he came. outside. 

 

Soon, Baran caught up with Lu Yang, who had just used the flashes, and violently attacked with his claws 

behind him. Lu Yang’s blood volume dropped rapidly, but Lu Yang did not initiate the flashes, because if 

he exceeded 1000 meters in an instant Distance, the system will default the lord to end the hunt. 

 

“Polynuclear explosion” 



 

Lu Yang’s skills that can be used in the sky are very limited, but control skills such as polynuclear 

explosions can still be used. 

 

“Boom” 

 

A violent explosion appeared in Lu Yang’s body, crashing Baran back 3 meters away. Taking this 

opportunity, Lu Yang took a potion and continued to fly. 

 

At this time he was more than 5000 meters from the entrance of the castle. Watching Barann continue 

to catch up, he replaced the scepter in his hand. 

 

“Green Heart” 

 

His body turned into green nothingness and he tried to fly, but his flying speed was reduced by 50%. 

 

Baran is a pure melee lord. All skills are launched in physical form. If the target is in the form of physical 

immunity, Baran cannot attack. 

 

Even though the movement speed was reduced by 50%, Lu Yang’s speed was still dissatisfied. In this 

form, he flew forward for 10 seconds, and then he was attacked by Baran again, but this has given him 

Sufficient time to recover blood. 

 

After waiting for 10 seconds, he transformed into a human form, slamming his left hand outward, and a 

flying knife flew outward with a blue light. 

 

“Escape the Dagger” 

 

A flash of light flashed, Lu Yang jumped out of a distance of 120 meters, he fell quickly in mid-air. 

 

“Transformed into a Phoenix” 



 

Lu Yang turned into a phoenix again, and continued to fly forward. 

 

Baran was so angry that he saw Lu Yang running away and continued to catch up. When he came to Lu 

Yang, Lu Yang’s flashing cooling time was over. 

 

“Blink” 

 

Lu Yang jumped forward a distance of 110 meters and continued to fly. 

 

Uh … 

 

Using the skills alternately back and forth like this, Lu Yang flew to Barann 900 meters away from the 

city gate. At this time, he had blood and looked at Baran who was chasing him again. Lu Yang’s face 

showed a trace. Smile. 

 

“Remnant Flame-Activated” 

 

A reddish ray of light lit up on Lu Yang’s body, and flew him out of the city with a distance of 900 meters. 

 

“嘭” 

 

The flames scattered, and Lu Yang rubbed his forehead. This distance brought a slight discomfort to his 

consciousness. He looked at Baran in the distance and ran towards him. 

 

“Transformed into a flame” 

 

“Blazing Fast” 

 



A flame appeared at the foot of Lu Luyang, running at a speed of 600% toward the 130-level map for 

more than an hour. He finally reached the middle of the 130-level map, Blue Moon City and Gladiator 

City. 

 

He looked at the time. It is now 12 noon. In Turkey and Greece, that is, from 7 am to 8 am, to take you 

around. He ran towards the level 120 map of the Greek side. 

 

The other side. 

 

As usual, Greek and Turkish players are fighting at the junction of the two Blue Moon and Gladiator 

cities. 

 

Every day, players who like PK go to attack the players in the other country and are happy. Over time, 

this has become a battlefield for masters in both countries and a nightmare area for low-level players to 

upgrade. 

 

But neither side has caused a large-scale melee. The Turkish side did not take Greece seriously, and 

Kerem wanted to kill Lu Yang. 

 

The Greek side was because the guilds across the New World were facing the end of being divided up by 

Lu Yang and Liu Jie. When everyone signed a peace agreement to deal with Lu Yang and Liu Jie together, 

they could not find trouble in Turkey. 

 

But now the situation is different. Liu Jie retreated, Lu Yang defended the line of defense, Germany fell 

into civil unrest, Saudi Arabia and North Africa were badly injured, Turkey ’s Kerem, One Step Ascent, 

and the super guilds of Italy, South Africa, Britain and other countries were also very strong hurt. 

 

After they determined that they could not defeat Lu Yang at the 130th level, their own hearts began to 

have new ideas. 

 

Especially in Greece, the countries around him have failed, lost a large amount of level 130 dark gold 

equipment and potions, and the level of personnel has been reduced a lot. Many elite players in Turkey 

even fell below level 130. 

 



Under this circumstance, these existing Greek city owners are plotting to unite and kill Turkey in World 

War I. 

 

Inside the main palace of Gladiator City. 

 

8 city leaders, including Amira, George, Constantine, Karagu, and Julia, are in intense discussions. 

 

“This is our best opportunity at present. The timing is not waiting for everyone. Every hour, the **** 

guild of Kerim will recover a point of strength.” Anmyra, a stunning beauty, said angrily. 

 

“Agree, I also think that now is the best time to attack Turkey. If we do, Greek players in other parts of 

the New World will come to us to help us, and our strength will be much stronger.” Karagu is a 

handsome College students in their 20s. 

 

Konstantin said: “The most important thing is that we can really defeat Turkey once. If it can, the 

sensation in the country must be the biggest.” 

 

Three ambitious people offered to attack Turkey, but George frowned. “We have analyzed the war 

between Kerim and Lu Yang. Even if he is defeated, his strength is between us and ours. We do this. It’s 

too risky. “ 

 

“If you want to win, how can you risk it? Do you want to watch Kerim regain his strength and turn his 

head against us?” Constantine asked. 

 

This sentence made the other six people look at George. 

 

George quickly said: “I don’t mean it, I just worry that I can’t beat it.” 

 

Karagu said: “I bet this is our best chance. If you miss this time, when Kerim takes time, he will kill us 

first.” 

 



Everyone nodded. Obviously, they also realized that Lu Yang is now invincible. If you want to fight 

against Lu Yang, Turkey, and the United Kingdom ’s enemy guilds, you will definitely try to swallow the 

surroundings. To expand its strength. 

 

George was hesitating. Suddenly, a vice president rushed in and said to Amilla, “President, something 

happened.” 

 

“What’s wrong?” Amira frowned. 

 

“I don’t know how to get a 160-level superior lord in our 100-level map.” 

 

好 “Good thing, the superior lord burst into a rare vein.” George said excitedly. 

 

Puppet Vice President Jimmy panted and said, “But this lord was snatched by the Turkish players, and 

they are leading the lord to the area of Blue Moon City.” 

 

“Fuck him.” Anmyra was furious and asked, “Are there any guild executives nearby?” 

 

“The teleport tower has been established, and you can fly over to grab monsters at any time,” said Vice 

President Jimmy. 

 

Ann Damila said: “Damn Turkish players have bullied our heads, and now I’m going to grab back my 

superior lord, you can’t go.” 

 

“I’ll go,” Constantine said. 

 

“I’ll go too,” Caragu said. 

 

Julia said, “I’ll go too.” 

 

Uh … 



 

66 of the 7 people agreed, and only the last George was left. Looking at the eyes of the other 7 people, 

George knew that he would not agree. 

 

“I’m going,” George said, gritting his teeth. If he didn’t go, obviously, his main city would be attacked 

by 7 other people this afternoon. There is no reason to speak on this issue involving Turkey. 

 

“Okay, your equipment is much better than the elites under me. Take you to win,” said Amira. 

 

George said: “Don’t reduce your elites, I also have a teleportation scepter. You need to find 100 more 

people, and I will take them.” 

 

“I do too,” Constantine said. 

 

“I do too,” said Karagu. 

 

Uh … 

 

7 people. 

 

“It’s great.” Amira was very excited, and said, “I’ll take a group of people first, Jimmy will arrange for 

others to come over, and your second batch will fly over.” 

 

小心 “Be careful, Turkey is not good,” George said. 

 

“I know.” Amira stepped out of the door and took 100 elites from outside the main city hall to the 

junction of the two sides. At a glance, he saw the 160-level superior lord in the distance, which was 

being slowed by many Turkish players. Pull away. 

 



The 160-level superior lords are much stronger than ordinary lords. Their abilities are second only to 

having demigods. They have fast movement speed, fast flight speed, high attack power, and strong 

defensive power. These Turkish level 130 players, pull monsters. It’s all at the cost of life. 

 

But they are still pulling firmly, because they are all players of the Turkish Blue Moon Guild and Korim, 

they have reported this to Korim, and received a lot of Korim’s guild rewards. Promise, and Kerim is 

rushing here with someone. 

 

“Everyone cheer, as long as you pull to our area, you can get 2000 points, you can exchange for the 

equipment we want.” Shouted an elite player. 

 

“Come on, don’t be afraid of death. Experience can be played back. There are not many opportunities 

to get guild points so easily.” Another elite shouted. 

 

A dozen people gritted their teeth to pull the monster, and at this time, a loud drink came in the 

distance. 

 

“Don’t want to run away.” Amilla was launching the wind elves and accelerating the scroll, chasing at 

full speed. 

 

A dozen Turkish players are familiar with what Amira looks like. Seeing the gladiator ’s main city owner 

brought 100 people here, he was scared to stop and ran away. 

 

算 “Count on you running fast.” Anmila chased near the superior lord, ordered his men to stop chasing, 

and said, “Pull the monster back.” 

 

“Yes.” 100 people worked together and quickly pulled up. 

 

The other side. 

 

The escaping Turkish player was annoyed, but suddenly, the sentry tower in the distance belonging to 

the Turkish side was completed. Kerem personally took 100 people to the side of the sentry tower. 

When he saw the reported players, Kerem asked “What about the lord?” 



 

The leader of the puppet pointed to the distance and said, “Annmira took the lord away with 100 

people.” 

 

“Follow me, chase me.” Kerim was furious, but this is a superior lord. Every rare bloodline can hit more 

than 100 people. It is more powerful in wide terrain and is a scarce occupation in every guild. 

 

The last time the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood could force them to send 500,000 people to each of 

their super guilds, wasn’t it because of those bloodwolf fighters with special bloodlines. If there are no 

**** demon wolves, maybe there are more 1 million people. It will be able to slay the tiger’s mouth 

fortress, so every bloodline, he is determined to win. 

 

After 3 minutes. 

 

Kerim saw the head of the 160-level superior lord Baran, and at the foot of Baran, Amira also fell into 

the predicament of the previous Turkish elite, and could only slowly drag the lord to the house, even if 

there was wind Elves and speeding scrolls can’t even run through this superior lord. 

 

“Everyone sticks, the harder it is to fight, the better the thing he proves, as long as I pull it back, I will 

give you 500 points.” Anmyra shouted. 

 

100 100 players responded, but did not wait for their voice to fall, a loud scream came in the distance. 

 

“Amira You are too small and furious, but I gave the staff 2000 points, you still leave the lord to me.” 

Kerim laughed and rushed over with more than 100 people. 

 

“Kriem?” Amira showed a serious look, but then he sneered and shouted, “Let the lord down, kill 

Kerem first.” 

 

“Okay, bold.” Kerem said with a mocking look, “Goddes Amira wants to challenge us, then we don’t 

give them a face, the whole offensive, whoever kills Amira will get an additional 2000 guild points . “ 

 



杀 “Kill ~!” Kerem fell into madness, all rushing towards Amira. 

 

After all, Kerim’s guild is dozens of times larger than Amira, so Kerim can give the guild points with 

wealth and wealth, but Amira does not have that ability, but his men are not all for the guild points. 

 

Amira’s appearance, equivalent to China’s Xia Yuwei in Greece, has diehard fans. The 100 male players 

around him, his diehard fans, all have very high personal strength, facing Kerui. Sam’s taunt made these 

100 people into extreme anger. 

 

“Protect the goddess.” 

 

“Kill Kerim.” 

 

Uh … 

 

The two sides fought instantly, but after just 1 minute of play, there were a large number of players 

behind Kerim. The first vice president Altan, the second vice president Engel, and the third vice 

president Duziattan each took 100 people. appear. 

 

“Her President, here we are,” Altan shouted.  



 


